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Abstract 

Kalle Lipiäinen 
Fatigue performance and the effect of manufacturing quality on the uncoated and 
hot-dip galvanized ultra-high-strength steel laser cut edges 

Lappeenranta 2022 
88 pages 
Acta Universitatis Lappeenrantaensis 1055 
Diss. Lappeenranta-Lahti University of Technology LUT 
ISBN 978-952-335-890-4, ISBN 978-952-335-891-1 (PDF) 
ISSN 1456-4491 (Print), ISSN 2814-5518 (Online) 

Fatigue performance is a key issue in weight critical applications. In this study, the effect 
of local surface characteristics influenced by laser cutting, hot-dip galvanizing (HDG) 
and stress concentration factors, is considered and a multiparametric model for numerical 
evaluation is introduced. The Laser cutting is one of the most important processing 
methods for ultra-high-strength steels (UHSSs). The development of laser cutting has led 
to the utilization of nitrogen as an assistant gas with high-power laser systems. A fiber 
laser with nitrogen used to blow molten material from kerf was found to induce initial 
sub-surface defects to cut edges. HDG is an important surface finish for steel providing 
corrosion protection and been previously used with mild and high-strength steels.  

Experimental fatigue tests were conducted to characterize the effect of steel grade, 
manufacturing quality, and surface finish on fatigue performance. HDG was found 
suitable for a UHSS S960 UHSS grade. Based on the fatigue test results, revised design 
guidelines for components with cut edges and hot-dip galvanized surfaces were proposed. 
FAT 150 MPa m = 3 could be used for laser-cut edges in as-cut condition and extended 
up to FAT 315 MPa m = 5 for high-quality cut edges. The definition of cut edge quality 
in this work was connected to cut edge features like initial crack-like defects instead of 
surface quality.  

The use of stress concentration factors in fatigue strength assessment was clarified, and 
notched components were fatigue tested. In addition to design recommendations, a 
multiparametric fatigue strength assessment model based on modelling local defects. The 
defects were characterized with scanning electron microscopy from fracture surfaces. In 
the model, surface quality is characterized as an equivalent crack and theory of critical 
distances (TCD) is used in result analysis. Local stresses can be obtained utilizing finite 
element analysis where measured or estimated crack length is used as an input value. The 
introduced local cyclic behavior based 4R method application was found valid for fatigue 
strength assessment for uncoated and HDG specimens with a single master curve. 

Keywords: laser cutting, fatigue performance, ultra-high-strength steels, hot-dip 
galvanizing, theory of critical distances
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Nomenclature 

Latin alphabet 

A area mm2 

a weld throat thickness mm 
a curvature parameter – 
af final crack depth  mm 
ai initial crack depth  mm 
d diameter mm 
C crack propagation coefficient da/dN in mm/cycles, K in N∙mm-3/2 
Cref fatigue capacity - 
d diameter mm 
E Young’s modulus GPa 
f frequency Hz 
fu ultimate tensile strength MPa 
fy yield strength MPa 
H strength coefficient - 
I current A 
Kf fatigue notch stress - 
Kt linear notch factor - 
L length mm 
m slope parameter - 
n strain hardening exponent - 
Nf fatigue cycles - 
Ps survival probability % 
Q heat input kJ/mm 
Ra arithmetic average of the roughness profile  μm 
Rm tensile strength MPa 
Rz5 Mean roughness depth for 5 peaks and valleys μm 
t thickness mm 
Tσ scatter index - 
T8/5 cooling time from 800 °C to 500 °C s 
U voltage V 
v velocity m/min, mm/s 
x distance mm 
√𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 Fatigue performance parameter (root of defect area) μm 
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Greek alphabet 

Δ range  - 
σ stress  MPa 
σmp maximum principal stress MPa 
σk notch stress  MPa 
σk,ref reference notch stress, see 4R MPa 
σres residual stress MPa 
ρ* micro-support length mm 
θ welding torch tilt angle ° 

Subscripts 

char characteristic 
tcd theory of critical distances stress averaging length 
max maximum 
min minimum 
ref reference  

Abbreviations 

2D two dimensional 
3D three dimensional 
4R  notch stress-based fatigue strength assessment method 
AC as-cut 
BEV battery electric vehicles 
BM base material 
BSE backscattered electrons 
CA constant amplitude 
CAFL constant amplitude fatigue limit 
CF carbon footprint 
CG coarse grain 
CTWD contact tip to working distance 
DIC digital image correlation 
DQ direct-quenching 
EBSD electron backscattered diffraction 
EC edges chamfered 
EC3 Eurocode 3 
EDS energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 
ENS  effective notch stress 
EU European Union 
FAT fatigue strength at 2∙106 cycles  
FEA finite element analysis 
FESEM field emission scanning electron microscope 
FG fine grain 
FL fiber laser 
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FWHM full width at half maximum 
GB grain boundary 
GMAW gas metal arc welding 
HAZ  heat affected zone 
HCL hydrochloric acid 
HDG hot-dip galvanizing 
HE hydrogen embrittlement 
HFMI high frequency mechanical impact 
HP high pressure 
HQ high-quality 
HR hot rolled 
HS hot spot 
HSS high-strength steel 
HV3 Vickers hardness with 3kg test weight 
IIW  International Institute of Welding 
KT Kitagawa-Takahashi (diagram) 
LEFM linear elastic fracture mechanics 
LM line method 
LQ low-quality 
LME liquid metal embrittlement 
NMI non-metallic inclusion 
OES optical emission spectroscopy 
PM point method 
PWT post-weld-treatments 
Q&T quenched and tempered 
TCD  theory of critical distances 
R stress ratio 
RT room temperature 
SCF stress concentration factor for geometrical notch 
SE secondary electron 
SEM scanning electron microscope 
SG strain gauge 
SIF stress intensity factor 
SN stress-life cycle 
SP shot peened 
UC uncoated 
UHSS ultra-high-strenght steel 
UTS ultimate tensile strength 
VA variable amplitude 
WP welding position 
wt-% weight percentage 
XRD X-ray diffraction 
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1 Introduction 

Energy efficiency has been considered the most effective measure to mitigate global 
change and carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions (e.g., Worrell et al., 2009). Lightweight 
structures have significant potential to decrease the weight of vehicles, leading to lower 
energy and CO2 intensity per unit of transport activity. Lightweight structures have 
become increasingly important, especially on mobile applications, since the 1970s 
because of their ability to increase payload and improve usability, as well as their 
reliability. The European Union (EU) highlights the energy efficiency first principle in its 
strategy on combatting climate change (European Commission, 2021), but other measures 
needed for a sustainable energy transition call for the contribution of optimized welded 
structures. Novel solutions, including power-to-x fuels, hydrogen, and battery electric 
vehicles (BEV), create new challenges for structures. Interestingly, in the case of BEVs, 
lightweight structures are a key measure to overcome the additional weight of powertrain 
as the maximum weight of mobile structures is regulated. 

Plate cutting as a manufacturing method is used in almost every welded structure and 
product. Increased use of post-weld-treatments (PWTs), as well as high and ultra-high-
strength steels (HSSs and UHSSs), have highlighted that design recommendations for cut 
edges are now outdated. According to several widely used recommendations for fatigue 
assessments, such as Eurocode 3 (EN 1993-1-9, 2021) and IIW Recommendations 
(Hobbacher, 2016; Marquis & Barsoum, 2016), high-frequency mechanical impact 
(HFMI)-treated transverse welds feature higher FAT classes than unnotched cut edges.  

Fiber laser technology has developed rapidly during the past few years, and a transition 
from oxygen (O2) to nitrogen (N2) as an assistant gas has occurred. Along with an increase 
in available laser power, thickness range, where use of N2 is economical, has been 
increasing. However, the influence of recent developments on fatigue performance has 
not been as widely reported as other cutting methods, such as oxy-fuel and plasma cutting.  

Hot-dip galvanizing (HDG) is one of the main topics of this study. Rademacher (2017) 
studied mild and HSSs up to S700 grade whereas the present thesis is focused on UHSSs. 
The main benefit of HDG is the increased lifespan of painted structures, namely from 10–
20 years to up to 100 years. Corrosion protection depends on the thickness of the zinc 
(Zn) layer. However, HDG typically decreases fatigue life and, especially when combined 
with UHSSs, several risks may occur, such as liquid metal embrittlement (LME) and 
hydrogen embrittlement (HE), as pointed out by da Silveira et al. (2021). 

The fatigue properties of cut edges has been an important topic since the 1980s. Ho et al. 
(1981) studied the metallurgical characteristics and fatigue performance of plasma- and 
oxygen-cut edges. The study included the effect of true surface geometry and local 
hardness and residual stresses. Niemi (1983) studied the interaction of butt welds and 
drilled holes, finding that holes were critical over the welds and that drilling a hole close 
to a weld further decreased fatigue performance. More recently, Diekhoff et al. (2020) 
and Hultgren et al. (2021) have studied the fatigue performance of cut edges. Previous 
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studies have long pointed out important topics, yet their findings are not included in 
current design codes.  

The cut edges and HDG specimens’ properties and performance is studied in the thesis. 
Another important aspect in the work is the development of parametric fatigue strength 
assessment model. The field of additive manufacturing (AM) have emerged a new 
challenge on the relation between quality and performance. Hensel et al. (2022) 
demonstrated the utilization of true surface features with direct energy deposition (DED)-
manufactured specimens, showing a good agreement with quality, described as local 
geometry and fatigue performance, between different welding position-manufactured 
specimens. Multiparametric true geometry and theory of critical distances (TCD)-based 
models, including residual stresses and even additional local stresses from weldments 
close to critical cut details, are introduced and discussed in this thesis, continuing previous 
work. The method development in Sections 5.4 and 6.3 is aimed to be applicable also for 
welded and various techniques manufactured AM structures. 

1.1 Objectives of the study 

The study has scientific research goals, which are approached via publications. At the 
beginning of the study, the variating fatigue performance in cut edges was ambiguous, 
and the effect was highlighted by the increased utilization of the fiber laser fusion cutting 
technique. Publications 1 and 2 focused on characterizing the influence of surface quality, 
local metallurgy and defects, and residual stresses and identifying other influencing 
factors through discussion of experimental findings and an extensive statistical analysis.  

Hot-dip galvanizing may induce liquid metal embrittlement especially in high hardness 
materials or zones. Laser cutting increases the hardness locally at cut edge HAZ 
increasing the risk for LME. Before conducted research work, S700 HSS grades were 
used together with HDG in structural applications and a lack of hot-dip galvanized UHSSs 
studies existed. HDG of UHSS components was studied by conducting experimental tests 
on unnotched specimens, with outcomes presented in Publication 3, and notched 
specimens, as presented in Publication 5. The initial objective was to evaluate fatigue 
performance based on FAT classes, enabling efficient and safe design. 

Cut edge design recommendations are typically given as nominal stresses with possible 
consideration of stress concentration factors (SCFs). The study aimed to enable use of 
local stresses in design recommendations. Experimental fatigue tests with notched 
components were conducted to evaluate design recommendations and cut edge properties 
were derived from unnotched dog-bone specimens. The study progressed from qualitative 
to quantitative analysis of cut edge properties in Publications 4 and 5, introducing a 
numerical model for fatigue performance assessment with TCD and 4R methods.   
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The following research questions summarize the objectives of the study:  

1) How do cutting methods differ in terms of fatigue performance?  
2) What are the roles of surface quality, internal defects, residual stresses, and 

metallurgical aspects in the fatigue performance of cut edges? 
3) Can HDG be utilized together with UHSSs, and how does performance differ 

between uncoated and painted structures? 
4) How should geometrical SCFs and local imperfections be considered in numerical 

fatigue performance evaluation? 

Besides its scientific goals, this thesis aims to enable engineering to practice the design 
and manufacturing of hot-dip galvanized fatigue-loaded structures from S960 UHS steel 
grade. To the author’s knowledge, no HDG UHSS structures have been manufactured for 
commercial use before the work presented in the thesis. Moreover, the study discusses 
the economic aspects of steel structure manufacturing and use and aims to improve design 
guidelines to minimize product lifecycle CO2 emissions.  

1.2 Scope and limitations 

This thesis studied commercially available HSSs and UHSSs. UHSSs naturally guide 
focus on lower plate thicknesses (t ≤ 8 mm). Cutting of wear-resistant steels is an 
important topic which is not covered in the thesis. Hyper-high-strength (i.e., 2 GPa tensile 
strength) may influence local behavior as the alloying of steel differs from structural 
steels, and local cracking is possible. However, these steels, possibly manufactured via a 
fossil-free route, will be studied in future work.  

Laser cutting was the most important cutting method in the scope of the thesis. Laser 
cutting can be performed with the assistance of O2 or N2. To highlight the novelty of the 
thesis, the use of N2 as an assistant gas was focused on to bridge the most important 
research gap. HDG of UHSSs with an emphasis on fatigue strength was the particular 
interest of the study. HDG extended the defect characterization as liquid metal-assisted 
cracking has similar features to the crack-like defects formed in the laser cutting process. 

The study focused on fatigue performance between 104 and 106 cycles with constant 
amplitude loading, excluding the influence of very-high-cycle regimes and variable 
amplitude (VA) loading on fatigue performance. The 4R method has a built-in extension 
for VA, which falls outside the scope of this thesis. VA loading was evaluated by 
Lipiäinen et al. (2022), and the methods of doing so were introduced. The results indicated 
the suitability of the mean stress-corrected fatigue strength assessment in preliminary 
studies.  

An S690 HSS steel grade is available, and laser cutting is the typically used 
manufacturing method up to t = 30 mm plates, which were not fatigue tested within this 
study. However, fatigue tests with fiber laser N2-cut edges for a t = 16 mm HSS, which 
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is targeted for advanced ship and offshore structures, were performed. During the course 
of this study, t = 20 mm plates were cut with the fiber laser N2 method for the compression 
flange of a cold formed beam and fatigue tested with transverse weldments in a local 
machine shop as a standard practice. This highlights the development from using O2 to 
N2 as an assistant gas.  

Local geometries, defects, and material properties extracted from detailed analysis were 
used to analytically study the fatigue performance with, for example, the TCD method. 
Analysis of metallurgical aspects was conducted to support the fatigue test results analysis 
without an emphasis on material sciences, which fall outside the scope of this study. The 
scientific findings were converted to design recommendations for good engineering 
practice through design recommendations and discussion. Development of fatigue design 
recommendations are highlighted in the thesis to provide concrete actions to improve 
product quality and efficiency of end use. 

1.3 Scientific contribution 

Fiber laser fusion cutting with N2 as an assistant gas has very recently become a feasible 
cutting method for structural steels. Reported fatigue test results before this study have 
been very limited. The fatigue test included in the thesis introduced fiber laser N2 cutting-
induced initial defects and decreased fatigue performance. The conducted studies show 
that surface roughness, for example as defined by ISO 9013 (2017), has a minor influence 
on fatigue performance although its effect on surface quality has been highlighted in 
previous studies. The detailed analysis carried out as part of this research has shown 
connections between local properties and fatigue performance. The cut edges uniformity 
meaning initial defects and crack-like features were found to influence in a most 
significant way on the fatigue performance.  

Studies of HDG of UHSS are lacking. The present study provides a fatigue test for the 
base material, plates in as-rolled condition, cut edges, and longitudinal welds. The 
usability of HDG structures is confirmed through experimental tests. HDG design 
recommendations are discussed and revised. The work provides an analysis of the 
influence of local metallurgical changes on LME and the sensitivity of HAZ and local 
crack width in respect to the fatigue performance.  

The experimental fatigue test and detailed analysis within the thesis reveal issues with 
current design codes when SCFs are applied to notches and holes; the detrimental effects 
of cutting are also highlighted. A detailed analysis of cut edge properties is conducted as 
a part of the thesis; SEM fractography, in particular, was a key factor in the work 
introducing updated design recommendations. 

Parametric fatigue strength assessment, based on theory of critical distances (TCD) and 
4R -based, can be considered the most important scientific topic in the thesis. The 
introduced model was applied on both uncoated and HDG specimens fatigue test results 
together with data on metallurgical properties and cut edge features.  
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1.4 Outline of the thesis 

The thesis is divided into seven sections presenting background, experimental methods, 
and results. Section 2 presents the basics of laser cutting, HDG, and current fatigue 
strength assessment methods. Section 3 illustrates the materials, research equipment, and 
methods used. Section 4 introduces specimens including the geometry, cutting methods, 
metallurgical topics, and static strength properties of the tested component-scale 
specimens.  

Fatigue test results and analysis are presented in Section 5, which also introduces the 
novel fatigue strength assessment methods developed within this thesis. The discussion 
in Section 6 reflects on the significance of the study and points out differences between 
it and previous studies. The findings are summarized as design recommendations within 
the discussion. Finally, Section 7 concludes with the most important findings and 
provides answers to the research questions presented in the Introduction. 
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2 Background 

The processing of steel requires several techniques that affect the properties of the 
product, for example fatigue performance. This section introduces the background to and 
literature on laser cutting, HDG, fatigue performance assessment methods, and current 
fatigue design recommendations.   

2.1 Laser cutting 

A laser (light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation) is a coherent 
monochromatic light that enables welding, cutting, and surface treatment operations. 
Laser cutting can be performed with different laser sources and assistant gases. Mahrle 
and Beyer (2009) studied the theoretical aspects of laser cutting and discussed its most 
important parameters, namely laser source and available power, cutting speed, and plate 
thickness to be cut. Figure 2.1 presents the schematic laser cutting process and 
terminology used in this thesis. In the past 20 years, laser cutting has typically been 
performed with a CO2 laser and O2 as an assistant gas. The available power of CO2 lasers 
has developed from 1 kW to 6 kW and cutting speed and plate thicknesses have increased. 
The physical limitations of CO2 laser technology regarding available laser power must be 
considered. According to SSAB (2016), 5.7 kW was the highest available power for laser 
cutting at that date due to technical limitations.  

The laser cutting features fast cooling rate in thermal cycle which leads to increase of 
local hardness in the heat affected zone. The main difference of oxygen and nitrogen as 
an assistant gas is that oxygen produces exothermic reaction whereas nitrogen only blows 
molten material away. Material removal from the narrow fusion cut (nitrogen) kerf is 
difficult and crack-like defects are formed when molten material re-solidification on the 
kerf walls (cut edges). Best example of this is shown in Publication 2 Figure 10c, where 
a crack-like defect and solidified droplet that was intended to be pushed by assistant gas 
from the kerf are visible in same SEM-image.  

Recent development of fiber laser technology has enabled up to 40 kW power for laser 
cutting. For example, shipyard welding applications of up to 100 kW fiber laser sources 
are available, enabling full penetration of up to 50 mm sheets in butt welding 
configurations. Very thick (t ≥ 50 mm) plates are still typically cut with oxy-fuel cutting. 
Oxy-fuel-cut ship structure fatigue strength is discussed in previous studies (von Bock 
und Polach et al., 2022). A sweet spot for cutting system power is defined by workshop 
needs and typically cut plate thicknesses. When cutting thin sheets, t ≤ 5 mm, higher 
powers cannot be utilized as cutting head movements become too fast. Moreover, thick 
sheets, ≥ 30 mm, require as high a power as possible, especially when N2 is used as an 
assistant gas. The most typical cutting station currently invested for general use in 
workshop is an 8–10 kW fiber laser station with semi-automated loading and unloading 
equipment.  
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Fiber lasers typically have an electrical efficiency of between 30% and 40%, but 
development towards 50% efficiency is ongoing, which means significant improvement 
from CO2 lasers. Energy efficiency is important due to operating cost but also because 
the electricity available may limit high-power laser installations in workshops. 

The wavelength of CO2 lasers is 10.6 μm, which means that the light must be moved by 
special mirrors in the air. Fiber lasers provide a significantly shorter wavelength, of 1.07 
μm. The shorter wavelength enables transport in fiber, improves utilization, reduces need 
for service, and allows shorter downtimes in operation. A shorter wavelength has better 
absorption for metallic materials, which is important in stainless steel cutting, in 
particular. The aforementioned features have led to a reduced number of CO2 laser cutting 
systems, which will be used only for special cases in the future. For example, plywood 
cannot be cut by fiber laser, but it can by with CO2 laser due to differences in the energy 
absorption of different wavelengths.  

 

 

Figure 2.1: Schematic drawing of thermal cutting.  

Cutting speed is connected to available power and material thickness, as well as other 
influencing factors. Figure 2.2. provides insight on the development of cutting speed with 
different typically used cutting methods. Fiber laser cutting with 10kW laser sources and 
N2 assistant gas became commercially available in 2017. Plasma cutting was typically a 
faster cutting method when t ≤ 15 mm plates were cut. In the author’s experience, machine 
shops and companies manufacturing products have been pushing laser cutting to fusion 
cutting due to its benefit on painting: No oxidized layer is formed in the cutting process 
which then has to be removed.  

High-power laser cutting with 20–30 kW lasers is superior to every other cutting method 
from 3 ≤ t ≤ 20 mm. These high-power systems have become available very recently and 
are gaining in popularity. However, these systems were not accessible to this study due 
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to the rapidity of their development. Medium-power (10 kW) fiber laser cut edge 
characteristics most probably correspond to high-power cutting systems in terms of re-
cast layer, initial cracks, and pores, whereas the HAZ is even narrower due to the effect 
of the faster cutting speed.  

The rapid development highlights the importance of this thesis’s focus on the different 
fatigue performance characteristics of 10–30 kW fiber lasers with N2. As an extreme case, 
the first trial analyses of fatigue performance with 10 kW FL N2 and t = 12 mm plates in 
as-cut condition resulted in the lowest fatigue performance reported in the past 20 years, 
as presented in Publication 2. 

Cutting systems have become expensive and fast, which is challenging for smaller 
machine shops since continuous operation should be targeted. High-power laser cutting 
systems typically cost around 2 million euros. Low-power laser cutting systems cost from 
200 000 to 500 000 euros; thus, in practice, enabling O2-assisted cutting only. Low power 
systems provide the possibility of fast lead times when located in-house, and up to 12–20 
mm thick sheets can be cut. Categorizing the power is a trade-off between investment and 
operation cost.  

 
Figure 2.2: Examples of cutting speed with typically used cutting methods. Data from previously 
reported fatigue studies (Publication 2), experimental work within this study and supplemented 
with manufacturer provided datasheets and brochures.  

Fiber laser cutting can be applied to tube cutting station or robotic arm configuration. In 
this study, the focus is on plate material cutting. Kanyilmaz (2019) discussed the 
possibility of utilizing 3D laser cutting with tubular structural members. Das et al. (2020) 
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demonstrated the potential of laser cutting to improve the performance of tube 
connections in comparison to traditional welded joints. Laser systems capable of cutting 
3D geometrical shapes are expensive, and logistics are challenging due to the small ratio 
of the cut area to the non-processed area, especially in the case of tube joint area cutting.  

2.2 Hot-dip galvanizing 

HDG is covered in standards EN ISO 1461 (2009) and ISO 14713-2 (2021). 
Standardization ensures safety and adequate corrosion protection. In addition to general 
recommendations, galvanizing companies may have their own, more specific, guidelines 
for customers and plant operation. Pre-heating is an important topic which varies and 
influences the quality of the finished product. For this study, pre-heating was conducted 
in the oven (temperature 70 °C) before components are dipped in approximately 450 °C 
zinc bath. Specific details of the HDG process used in this study are given in Section 3.2. 
It should be noted that the UHSSs in this study were successfully galvanized in a specific 
galvanizing plant following the best-known practices agreed by the steel manufacturer.  

HDG may decrease fatigue performance via micro-scale liquid metal embrittlement 
(LME) or liquid metal assistant cracking (LMAC). Typically one FAT-class decrease is 
adequate to ensure safety of welded HDG structures (Rademacher, 2017). If materials are 
not suitable for HDG, more significant cracking may occur and HDG is not suitable 
surface finish in these cases.  

Uncoated steel structures have limited application, which raises question about coating 
possibilities. Naturally, the cost of coating is an important issue, but the life-cycle carbon 
footprint (CF) is increasing in importance. Arguillarena et al. (2021) evaluated the CF of 
different coatings in a typical C3 environment (EN ISO 12944-2:2017, 2017) during their 
usable service life. HDG and water-painted structures had a similar CF while solvent-
painted structures had a significantly higher CF in respect to service life.  

Rossi et al. (2017) compared the initial and life-cycle cost of HDG and painting for bridge 
construction in a C4 environment. The initial cost of HDG is around 1.7 times higher than 
that of painting, but after 20 years the HDG life-cycle cost is lower than that of the painted 
structure due to paint patch-up and overcoating. HDG results in gray-colored structures. 
To improve the appearance of commercial products, paint is typically partly applied over 
the HDG surface according to manufacturers’ or customers’ color themes. This should be 
considered an additional cost even though the painting creates the possibility of mass 
customization and of creating value for products.  

HDG may decrease fatigue performance slightly whereas corrosion may influence the 
painted structure’s performance over its service life. Ahola et al. (2022) presented an 
example of successful painting, identifying several successful repainted layers in a 
demolished railway bridge where corrosion had had no influence on fatigue performance 
after 60 years of service. The development towards environmentally friendly painting 
should be noted when assessing historical development. Currently, HDG is considered to 
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create more reliable corrosion protection than painting. Moreover, HDG, together with 
UHSSs, has a significantly higher performance and cost ratio than stainless steels.  

2.3 Fatigue strength assessment methods 

Rotating machine elements can be designed for an infinite lifetime by utilizing the 
concept of fatigue limit (Murakami, 2019). It should be noted that fatigue limit might 
exist, but experimental testing past 1010 cycles requires a large amount of resources. On 
an engineering basis, basing the defect size on the square root of the crack or defect area 
(√𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 parameter) has been proven an effective method in high-cycle fatigue design  
meaning e.g. allowable stress range at 107 cycles and has also been applied to AM 
components (e.g., Afkhami et al., 2021). 

The concept of the fatigue limit can be understood from a Kitagawa-Takahashi (KT) 
diagram, which, together with, for example, an El-Haddad modification, illustrates the 
increasing effect of crack propagation, which was demonstrated for cut edges and base 
materials by Sperle (2008). Linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) estimates fatigue 
life when the initial crack size has a past crack initiation regime in a KT diagram. LEFM 
is used with HDG laser-cut HDG geometries due to the most promising suitability 
according to initial crack size (Equation 2.1). Typically, initial defects are covered in the 
area of the El-Haddad modification, and stress based -methods (FAT classes) are more 
suitable for fatigue performance analysis of welded and cut components with initial 
defects (Equation 2.2). 

𝑁 =  ∫
∙

 𝑑𝑎    (2.1) 

Where (units in mm and MPa) 

𝑁  Fatigue life    [cycles] 

𝑎 /  Initial/final crack length    

C Crack propagation parameter 

m Slope parameter for crack propagation   

ΔK  Stress intensity factor range    

FAT classes provide a tool to assess fatigue life from 104 up to 107. Nominal FAT-values 
are typically used with in form of Equation 2.2 that defines number of fatigue cycles at 
given stress range. The SN-curve knee point provides beneficial corrections to a high-
cycle regime.  

              𝑁 =  ∙ 2 ∙ 10                (2.2) 

where  
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𝛥𝜎  Nominal stress range   [MPa] 

Nf Estimated fatigue life   [cycles] 

FAT Allowable nominal stress range at 2∙106 cycles [MPa] 

m Slope parameter of SN-curve  [-] 

For typical engineering purposes, local stress methods are a needed step. Lipiäinen, 
Ahola, and Björk (2022) and Lipiäinen, Ahola, Kaijalainen, et al. (2022) introduced 
multiparametric methods for fatigue strength assessment with a single SN curve based on 
local cyclic behavior and numerically determined local characteristics. Parametric 
methods require a good deal of work, but their use is beneficial in some cases. The used 
parametric methods were previously introduced in (Ahola et al., 2020 and 2021; Mettänen 
et al., 2020). 

Considering local stresses in respect to fatigue life is easy, and only the 𝛥𝜎  term is 
modified. 𝛥𝜎  is expressed in this study as a result of nominal stress and finite element 
analysis (FEA)-obtained SCF (for net-cross section). SCF can also be evaluated with an 
equivalent ellipse concept such as 𝑆𝐶𝐹 = 1 + 2 𝑁𝑜𝑡𝑐ℎ ∕ 𝑁𝑜𝑡𝑐ℎ , 
which has high agreement with FEA-obtained results in simple cases. The intermediate 
result is only beneficial in research comparing different fatigue life assessment methods 
and determining force values for experimental tests.  

 𝛥𝜎 =  𝛥𝜎  (  ) ∙ 𝑆𝐶𝐹   (2.3) 

𝑁 =  
𝐹𝐴𝑇

𝛥𝜎
∙ 2 ∙ 10                                                                                                 (2.4) 

where,  

FAT Allowable local stress range at 2∙106 cycles [MPa] 

 

The TCD method is now used to connect real-life observations to microscopy, simulation, 
residual stresses, and experimental fatigue test results. Souto et al. (2021) found TCD a 
key method for fatigue strength assessment when studying cold-roll formed Z-sections 
and proposed a FAT class for EN 1993-1-9 as part of its upcoming version. The study of 
Z-profiles’ fatigue performance is an interesting example of ambiguity in design codes as 
the experimentally tested full-scale specimens’ fatigue performance was found to follow 
FAT 300 MPa m = 5 and the previous EC3-provided FAT 160 MPa m = 3 FAT class. 
Thus, the real-life failures reported should have not occurred during the designed lifetime.  

ENS-method is a one application of TCD. The main difference is that artificial rounding 
is used with ENS, whereas modelling crack-like defects are modelled and with TCD and 
stress averaging corresponding artificial rounding is performed with stress averaging 
distance. Modeling true geometry including crack-like defects requires a high number of 
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elements. To overcome difficulties in FEA, most important locations of structure should 
be concentrated. Yanchukovich (2021) developed a screening method to find the most 
critical location of a structure utilizing FEA with a relatively large element size, which is 
suitable for a full structure, instead of concentrating on a few details selected by designers. 

The TCD is highly versatile method, and it can be used to evaluate the effect of 
manufacturing quality and local features in a diverse way. With TCD-method. optimal 
practices in the design and manufacturing of steel structures can be evaluated. For the 
wide engineering practice, the critical distance evaluation is important, and more research 
is needed.  

TCD stresses can be obtained with the point method (PM) (Equation 2.5) or line methods 
(LMs) (Equation 2.6). The PM is straightforward to use as the stress can be obtained 
directly from FEA and schematically plotted on fractography images. Section 4.4.2 
provides a discussion and analysis of PM and LM.  

After deriving the local stress range with TCD, the extracted value can be used with 
Equation 2.2 or the continuing 4R procedure.  

𝐾 =  𝜎 (𝑥 = 𝑎)      (2.5) 

𝐾 =  
∗ ∫ 𝜎 (𝑥) 𝑑𝑥

∗

     (2.6) 

where 

𝐾  Fatigue notch factor   [-] 

x  Critical distance   [mm] 

𝜌∗ Stress averaging length   [mm] 

The 4R method is based on Equations 2.7–2.11. The 4R method can be used schematically 
by drawing the material curve and local cyclic behavior graphically, which is beneficial 
for method clarity. In comparison to machine learning or artificial intelligence, the 4R 
method does not include any black boxes, and all input parameters can be extracted 
without information about fatigue test results (see Figure 6.3). The method presented in 
this study is a slightly modified version of the method for cut edges previously presented 
by Peippo et al. (2018). Ramberg-Osgood material model parameters, the strength 
coefficient of 𝐻 = 1.3 ∙  𝑅 , and a strain hardening exponent of n = 0.03 were used as 
approximative values, based on a previous study by Ahola et al. (2020). The master curve 
obtained with reference stress Δ𝜎 ,  is estimated with Equation 2.10 after Rlocal is 
calculated. 
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𝜎 =      (2.7) 

+ ( ) =
( )

∙
    (2.8) 

∆
+ 2 ∙

∆

∙
=  

∆

∆ ∙
    (2.9) 

Δ𝜎 , =      (2.10) 

𝑁 =
∆ ,

     (2.11) 

In Equations 2.7–2.11, Δ𝜎  is linear-elastic notch stress range (e.g., obtained using FEA), 
R is the external stress ratio, 𝜎  is estimated residual stress, E is the modulus of 
elasticity, and H and n are constant material parameters. Rlocal is the local stress ratio (= 
σmin/σmax) applied in the mean stress correction in the 4R method.  

2.4 Current fatigue design recommendations 

The fatigue performance of cut edges is an interesting topic since a wide range of 
materials and cutting methods is available. Moreover, tensile strength does not typically 
become a matter of concern as the influence of cutting is highly localized. Cut edge 
fatigue design recommendations have not been covered in a detailed manner because 
welded joints are typically a critical detail in fatigue-loaded structures. Since PWTs, for 
example HFMI, have been studied and become standard engineering practice in 
improving the fatigue performance of welded joints, LQ cut edges can become critical.  
 
The coverage of current and upcoming design recommendations is summarized in Table 
2.1. The role of cut edges varies across design codes. The fatigue strength assessment of 
cut edges is typically based on the nominal stress method even though local stress-based 
methods, such as the effective notch stress (ENS) -method, are available for welded 
structures. SCFs are mentioned in some design recommendations, but the potential is not 
fully utilized, and the FAT classes are obtained from the nominal stress method.  
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Table 2.1: FAT classes for unnotched and notched cut edges without HDG. Nominal stress-
based FAT classes if not otherwise stated. 

Design code Unnotched Requirements Notched Requirements 

IIW 
recommendations 
(Hobbacher, 
2016) 

FAT 100 MPa m = 3 Manual or mechanized cut 
edges in  
As cut -condition 

Hole: Not available 
Geometric notch: 
Applying SCFs 

Similar to unnotched cut 
edges 

FAT 140 MPa m = 3 
FAT 160 MPa m = 5 

Ground thermally cut edges 
HR surface with machined 
edges 

EC3 1-9 Current  
(European 
Committee for 
Standardization, 
2005) 

FAT 125 MPa m = 3 Sheared or gas cut plates Hole: FAT 90 MPa m = 3 Net cross section. 
Manufacturing methods not 
specified.  

FAT 140 MPa m = 3 
FAT 160 MPa m = 3 

Ground thermally cut edges 
Rolled and extruded products. 
Sharp edges removed 

Geometric notch: FAT 
125 MPa m = 5 together 
with SCF 

Thermally cut edge with 
deburring 

EC3 1-9 Final 
draft (“Eurocode 
3 — Design of 
Steel Structures 
— Part 1.9: 
Fatigue,” 2021) 

FAT 125 MPa m = 5 Thermally cut edge with 
deburring 

Hole: FAT 50 MPa m = 3 
Geometric notch: FAT 
125 MPa m = 5 together 
with SCF 

Thermally cut edge with 
deburring 

180 MPa m = 5 
160 MPa m = 5 
 

Plates with rolled edges 
Ground cut edges 

Hole: FAT 90MPa m = 5 
Geometric notch: FAT 
160 MPa m = 5 together 
with SCF 

Machined or drilled edge 
(net cross- section) 

EN 13001 
(European 
Committee for 
Standardization, 
2018) 

140 MPa m = 5 Thermally cut edges. Repair 
welding allowed 

Hole: 80 MPa m = 5  Holes may be punched 

315 MPa m = 5 fy > 900 machined and 
deburred edges 

Hole: 160 MPa m = 5 fy > 650 Thermally cut holes 
with Rz<100 um and burr 
removed 

BS 7608 (BSI 
Standards 
Publication, 
2015) 

Class C (FAT 160 MPa m = 
3.5) 

EN 9013 Range 2 surface 
quality. Thermally cut or 
sheared edge with deburring.  

Geometric notch: Class 
B together with SCF 

Thermal cutting 
 

Class B (FAT 185MPa m = 
4) 

Cut edges ground Hole: Class D ( FAT 125 
MPa m = 3) or via SCF 
with class B 
 

Drilled hole with net cross 
section. 

SSAB Design 
Handbook 
(SSAB, 2017) 

FAT 80 MPa m = 3  Machine controlled thermal 
cutting with no quality 
inspection or requirements 

Hole: FAT 80 MPa m = 3 Punched hole 

FAT 180 MPa m = 5 High quality HR strip material Hole: FAT 100 MPa  
m = 5 

Drilled hole in HR plate 
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3 Materials and methods 

Within the thesis, 251 fatigue tests were performed. A high number of experimental tests 
with extensive analysis was needed to answer the research questions presented in Section 
1.1. Steel grades from S420 to S1100 were tested to evaluate the influence of material 
strength on uncoated and HDG specimens fatigue performance. The main focus on the 
study was on the S960 steel grade as it was expected to offer the best performance in 
HDG structures due to optimized chemical composition.  

The chemical composition of steel is a significant factor in metallurgical aspects in laser 
cutting and suitability for HDG. With low-alloyed DQ UHSSs, the HAZ hardness is 
significantly lower than with Q&T steel grades. The silicon (Si) content of steel grade 
influences the Zn layer thickness and dipping time required in the Zn bath. For HDG, 
plates with Si content of Si = 0.18–0.20% were selected from standard production patches 
of S420, S700, and S960 steel grades. A list of nominal strengths and chemical 
compositions is presented in Table 3.1. 

The influence of material strength on fatigue performance was included as an important 
factor in the conducted work. A low-strength S420 steel grade was used as a baseline, and 
S960 DQ and S1100 Q&T steel grades represented the UHSSs. All steel grades were hot 
rolled (HR) and tested in as-rolled condition if not otherwise stated. Steel grades between 
mild and UHSSs can be considered suitable for multiple purposes. The S700 steel grade 
is especially suitable for cold forming with a recommended minimum inside bending 
radius of 1.0∙t and good weldability, which means an easy step up from low-strength steels 
in product design and manufacturing. S960 is an UHSS used in weight-critical 
applications; it has the drawback of local softening at welding-induced HAZs, which 
should be considered in design and manufacturing. Welded joints can be produced 
without any decrease in strength with fast T8/5 < 5 s, cooling times, meaning that up to a 
= 4 mm throat thickness fillet welds can be manufactured from S960 plates for t = 6–8 
mm thickness plates.  

The development of steel grades was highlighted by the availability of low-strength 
steels, since S355 steel grade with HDG-suitable alloying ceased to be available. 
However, the availability and use of UHSSs improved when, due to COVID-19 and 
recent economic changes, the cost of steel increased and the price gap between mild and 
UHSSs decreased.  

The studied S690 is a quenched and tempered (Q&T) steel grade, in which higher 
thicknesses are also available. S1100 is a special steel for cranes and high-performance 
lightweight structures which is considered a Q&T steel grade despite its hybrid 
manufacturing process. The alloying elements of S1100 steel grade enable higher heat 
inputs and longer T8/5 cooling times before the joint area becomes critical after welding.  
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Table 3.1: Nominal material properties and chemical composition. 

Material Material strength [MPa] Chemical composition [wt-%] 
Yieldmin Tensile  Cmax Simax Mnmax 

S420 420 480–620 0.10 0.30 1.50 
S700 700 750–950 0.12 0.25 2.1 
S960 960 980–1250 0.12 0.25 1.3 
S690 700 780–930 0.20 0.60 1.60 
S1100  1100 1130–1350 0.20 0.50 1.80 

3.1 Research equipment 

Hardness measurements were conducted using Struers Durascan 70. Surface quality 
measurements were performed with a non-contact light-based Keyence VR-3200 
profilometer, which was also used to obtain surface profiles for the FEA.  

Fractography was conducted with a Hitachi SU3500 scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
utilizing secondary electron (SE) and backscattered electron (BSE) detectors. SEM 
analyses were supported by local chemical composition analysis with energy-dispersive 
X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) (Thermo Fisher Scientific) operated at 15 kV to identify most 
of the material, focusing on metallic elements. FESEM-EBSD characterization for the 
laser-cut and -machined was performed using Oxford-HKL acquisition and analysis 
software. The FESEM (Jeol JSM-7900F) for the EBSD measurements was operated at 20 
kV with the step size of 0.15 μm.  

3.2 Statistical fatigue test data analysis 

Nykänen and Björk (2015) utilized Deming regression instead of IIW, the recommended 
approach, to reduce scatter with large datasets. Slope parameter m was estimated by 
utilizing Deming regression. Otherwise, the IIW-recommended method was used to 
estimate FAT classes. Moreover, fixed slopes m = 3 and m = 5 were used to enable 
comparison, since slope parameter has significant influence on FAT values.  

 

𝑚 =  
∑ 𝑣  −  ∑ 𝑢 ± ∑ 𝑣  − ∑ 𝑢 + 4(∑ 𝑢 𝑣 )

2(∑ 𝑢 𝑣 )
         

(3.1) 

where 𝑢 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝛥𝜎 −
∑

 , 𝑣 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝛥𝑁 , −
∑ ,  

 Δσi is the stress range, 

and Nf,i is the fatigue life. The mean and characteristic fatigue strength, corresponding to 
50% and 97.7% survival probabilities, respectively, were calculated using Equations 
3.2˗3.4. 

 
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐶 =  

∑  𝑁 , − 𝑚 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝛥𝜎  

𝑛
 (3.2) 
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 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐶 =  𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐶 − 𝑘 ∙ 𝑆𝑡𝑑𝑣             (3.3) 

     

where 𝑘 = 1.645 ∙ 1 +  
√

 

 

𝐹𝐴𝑇 / =  
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐶 /

2 ⋅ 10
              

(3.4) 

While performing statistical analysis, the characteristic FAT class gave a lower fatigue 
strength than the worst data point of experimental results in few cases. These cases with 
low number of highly scattered fatigue tests in a category, the worst-point fatigue class 
was used as characteristic FAT value. Without this procedure, specimens significantly 
exceeding mean FAT value would have increased scatter, leading to a decrease in 
characteristic FAT values.  

Scatter inside test series when cut edges are tested is typically lower than with welded 
joints. This results in a smaller ratio between mean and characteristic FAT values than 
the 1.37 given by Hobbacher (2016) as a general rule. Conclusions should be drawn from 
a large enough dataset, including several test series, or considering a typical probability-
based result analysis. Further analysis of the topic is presented in Sections 5 and 6. 
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4 Experimental work 

4.1 Test specimens and setups 

The most important parameters for laser cutting are the laser source and its power, cutting 
speed, assistant gas and pressure, nozzle diameter, and focal point position. Available 
parameters are shown in Table 4.2. Nozzle type is one influencing factor and in addition 
to typical nozzles to e.g. decrease assistant gas consumption. The parameters vary across 
different branded cutting systems, and it should be recognized that repeating the study 
with different equipment may influence the results.   

The S960 t = 6 mm specimens were laser cut with a 10 kW fiber laser by the author in 
co-operation with the industrial partner. A special high assistant gas pressure, designated 
as FL N2 HP, was cut after trials to study the influence of material removal from the cut 
kerf based on the author’s experience. HP settings were determined by the author after a 
few trials through visual inspection only. The settings could be improved with an iterative 
process, but this is left for cutting system manufacturers as it falls outside the scope of 
this study. 

A practical example of focal point position during the study was cutting t = 10 mm 
carbon-manganese steel with a 4 kW fiber laser. O2 must be used to create an exothermic 
reaction due to the low available power. The cutting was not successful before the focal 
point was moved significantly above the plate top surface (+3 mm). The movement 
decreases energy density but increases the cut kerf width for easier material removal. A 
cutting speed of 1600 mm/min was achieved even though the manufacturer-rated cutting 
system maximum plate thickness to t = 8 mm.  

Table 4.2: Laser cutting parameters for fatigue test specimens. 
Plate thickness  
t [mm] and Material 

Cutting  
method 

Assistant 
gas 

Power 
[kW] 

Cutting 
speed 

[mm/min] 

Assistant 
gas 

pressure 
[bar] 

Nozzle  
diameter 

[mm] 

Focal 
point 
[mm] 

12 S690 FL N2 10 3150 8.5 6 -6 
8 S1100 FL N2 10 6000 6.5 6 -4 
6 S960 FL N2 10 10500 6.5 4 -3 
6 S960 FL HP N2 10 8000 20 4 -6 
12 S690 CO2 O2 5.1 1700 0.55 1.7 0 
6 S960 FL O2 4.2 3000 0.65 1.25 6 

6 
S1100, 
S960 & 
S420 

FL O2 3 2600 0.5 1.20 0 

 

Plasma, oxy-fuel, guillotine, and waterjet cutting were used as a reference for laser cutting 
in selected specimen types and to characterize previous fatigue test results with 
measurements and SEM fractography. Guillotine cutting is a fast method, but only 
straight cuts can be produced. The method is suitable for beam structures and is still used 
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in areas such as cutting delivered plates from steel mills. Parameters for cutting methods 
are shown in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3: Plasma, oxy-fuel, guillotine, and waterjet cutting parameters. 
Plasma  

t = 6 mm 
S960 

Plasma  
t = 12 mm 

S690 

Oxy fuel 
t = 6 mm 

S960 

Guillotine 
t = 6 mm 

S960 

Waterjet 
t = 6 mm 

S960 
Current 130A 130A Speed 630 

mm/min 
Clearance 0.6 mm Speed 300mm/min 

Speed 3800 
mm/min 

2200 
mm/min 

Gas Propane& 
Oxygen 

Angle 1.3 
degree 

  

 

Diverse cutting methods give cut edges different appearances. Photographs of cut edge 
visual appearance are given in Figure 4.1. Fiber laser reactive fusion cutting produces 
practically smooth surface roughness (S960 FL O2), but this is a result of a careful setup 
and aligning the beam with new nozzles installed. On the other hand, a rough surface was 
produced with a non-optimized FL O2 cutting with S690 t = 12 mm and S420 t = 6 mm 
material in Publications 1 and 2, respectively. The influence of assistant gas pressure in 
fiber laser fusion cutting can be seen when fiber laser N2- and fiber laser N2 high pressure-
cut surfaces are compared. However, the removal of molten material is significantly 
improved by a slightly wider kerf and increased pressure. Kerf width is connected to the 
efficiency and speed of cutting, and it should be kept as narrow as possible while enabling 
high-quality.  

 

Figure 4.1: Examples of visual surface qualities of investigated cut edges.  

Constant amplitude (CA) sinusoidal wave loading with mainly stress ratio R = 0.1 (up to 
R = 0.6) was used in fatigue tests. Laser cutting parameters are given in Table 4.2. Servo-
hydraulic fatigue test rigs with rated capacity from 50 kN to 1200 kN were used with 
frequencies from 1 Hz to 3 Hz. Straight gauge length was used in Publication 1, but 
failures from outside the inspected area complicated the interpretation of fatigue test 
results. Fatigue tests due to failures from polished elliptical sections close to attachment 
ends. To avoid failures outside studied area and increase fatigue test efficiency, a 
curvature parameter a was 2.75·10-8 and 3.33·10-8 for 50 mm and 20 mm wide specimens 
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with 𝑎 ∙ 𝐿  equation driven curve, respectively (Figure 4.2). The shape of specimens 
minimized the effects of stress concentrations in tapered sections and increased the 
critical length of specimens as grinding or polishing was not performed.  

The shape of specimens minimized the effects of stress concentrations in tapered sections 
and increased the critical length of specimens as grinding or polishing was not performed. 
Stress concentrations obtained with FEA were below 1.02 of nominally applied loading 
and are not considered in the results. The failures in fatigue tests, where curvature 
parameter was used, were initiated and propagated by both the constant width area and 
the tapered sections. 

Strain gauges (SGs) were used to verify load cell calibration at the first specimen of each 
test series. SGs were used together with E = 200 GPa to obtain the stress range from the 
bottom of the bottom plate of T-profile specimens since the area was not fully effective 
due to uneven stress distribution on the attachment.  

 

Figure 4.2: Test specimen geometries and rig attachments for (a) 50 mm and (b) 20 mm wide 
specimens.  

The component-sized specimens with geometrical notches are presented in Figure 4.3. 
The net-cross section was kept at 35 mm, and geometry determined the gross width, 
resulting in distinct SCFs as seen in Table 5.1. 

 
Figure 4.3: Notch geometries for the (a) d = 8 mm and (b) d = 24 mm notch geometries, (c) cutting 
d = 8 mm hole specimen and surface quality, (d) galvanizing notched specimens and (e) test 
arrangement. 
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The standard industrial HDG process was performed on the specimens. Pickling was 
performed using 16–17% hydrochloric acid (HCL) with an adequate amount of effective 
pickling inhibitor to avoid the risk of HE. After pickling, the specimens were put into a 
drying oven at a temperature of 70 °C, and the drying acted as a pre-heating before 
galvanizing to reduce thermal shock on dipping. The unnotched specimens were dipped 
in a 99% zinc bath for 2 minutes and notched for 3 minutes to study the effect of dipping 
time on zinc layer thickness and fatigue performance. The temperature of the zinc bath 
was 450–475 °C. Figure 4.4 provides insight into the HDG process and shows specimens 
as received in the laboratory. Zinc layer thickness in specimens varied from 60 to 200 μm 
depending on local surface quality and microstructure.  

 
Figure 4.4: (a) Specimens cleaned and waiting for HDG, (b) lifting the specimens from the zinc 
path and (c) the specimens as received at the laboratory. 

A crack-like defect is shown in the polished section of FL fusion-cut edge with zinc-
coated S960 plate in Figure 4.5. EDS analysis shows some zinc between the re-cast layer 
and the actual cut edge. However, the influence of these crack-like defects decreases after 
HDG as intergranular crack propagation takes place in full zinc contact areas. In uncoated 
specimens, fatigue cracks are propagated from described crack-like defects. A high 
number of defects is formed in fusion cutting. The polished section represents a single 
line along the cut edge. Thus, these defects are not always visible in polished sections.  

 

Figure 4.5: (a) Fiber laser fusion cut edge defect, (b) detail at the cut edge and (c) EDS analysis 
for zinc content (wt-%) in the defect. 
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Hot-dip galvanized welded structures were tested as part of the experimental study and 
supporting study (Ahola et al., 2022). Longitudinal fillet welds were included as part of 
the thesis due to the similar features and FAT classes in comparison to the cut edges in 
design recommendations. Gas metal arc welding (GMAW) with Böhler Union X96 filler 
material (d = 1.0 mm) was used to manufacture T-profile specimens (Figure 4.6) similar 
to those tested by Rademacher (2017). An a = 4–4.5 mm throat thickness was achieved 
with welding parameters given in Table 4.4.  

Table 4.4: T-profile welding parameters. 
Pos. I [A] U [V] 𝑣   

[m/min] 
𝑣   
[mm/s] 

𝜃   
[°] 

𝜃   
[°] 

CTWD  
[mm] 

Q 
[kJ/mm]1 

PA 220–229 25.5–25.7 11.0 7.8 18 45 18 0.58–0.60 
1 Estimated according to EN 1011-1  

The higher Si content of the weld metal (Si = 0.51% by optical emission spectroscopy 
(OES) analysis, 0.80% from manufacturer data) resulted in a thicker Zinc layer on the 
weld metal than on the HR surface. Zinc on the weld surface caused significant fatigue 
performance decreases, as shown in Figure 4.15.  

 

Figure 4.6: (a) Longitudinal weld cross section and (b) detail from weld toe in HDG-condition  

4.2 Microstructure 

Thermal cutting induces changes in local microstructure. SEM and micro-hardness 
measurements were used to characterize the local properties of cut edges. EDS was used 
to support characterization by analyzing local chemical composition and the influence of 
zinc in the HDG process.  

An EDS mapping of a CO2 laser reactive fusion-cut edge shows changes in the local 
chemical composition (Fig. 4.7). A white layer can be also seen in the SE detector image. 
Reaction with O2 is detrimental when cutting stainless steels due to the decrease of 
chromium and corrosion resistance locally.  
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Figure 4.7: SE-image and EDS-analysis of CO2 laser cut edge. 

EBSD mapping of uncoated S960 and S1100 steel grades (Fig. 4.8) provides insight into 
the influence of BM chemical composition and properties on a microstructure close to 
laser-cut (FL O2 and FL N2) edges. S960 FL N2 shows a recast layer and initial defect. It 
can be seen that the HAZ is wider, with a thicker t = 8 mm S1100 steel grade. The 
chemical composition influences the hardness and grain size at coarse-grained HAZ 
(CGHAZ) and fine-grained HAZ (FGHAZ).  

 

Figure 4.8: EBSD mapping of (a) fiber laser reactive fusion cut and (b) fiber laser fusion cut S960 
edges (c) fiber laser reactive fusion cut and (d) fiber laser fusion cut S1100 edges. 

EBSD images from HDG samples are shown in Figure 4.9 together with HAZ shape and 
hardness measurements. Hardness measurement shows that laser cutting results an 
increase in the hardness, namely of 450 HV near the edge (Fig. 4.9e). Galvanizing 
decreases hardness at CGHAZ from 450 HV to 350 HV in comparison to an uncoated 
specimen. Base material hardness varies between 350 and 360 HV, as can be seen from 
all specimens, after the 0.3 mm distance from the edge.  

In the machined and galvanized sample, the hardness profile is quite straight (Fig. 4.9d), 
which indicates that the relatively short time period in the 450 °C zinc bath does not have 
a major influence on the hardness or microstructural evolution, and the microstructure 
seems to be similar to the base material. Najafabadi et al. (2021) reported a similar 
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hardness reduction of UHSSs after HDG. In addition to microhardness measurements, 
HV3 hardness measurements further from the cut zone are minor, being an approx. 10–
20HV hardness decrease after HDG.   

 

Figure 4.9: HAZ shape and width at the bottom of the d = 24 mm notch (a, b), Microstructure 
(inverse pole figure with high-angle boundaries (>15°, black)) (c,d), and hardness at centerline of 
d = 24 mm specimens (e). 

Steel grade and its chemical composition were found to have significant influence on 
microstructure and hardness in the vicinity of laser-cut edges (Fig. 4.10). S1100 steel 
grade hardness increased significantly at 50 μm distance whereas S960 steel grade with 
low-alloying had a lower increase in hardness. Within this study, nano-hardness 
measurements were not performed, but measurements by Bannister and Danks (2016) 
revealed a hard white layer at a distance of up to 15 μm from the FL O2-cut edge. It 
remains unclear which kind of characteristics FL N2 cutting produces since a similar white 
layer was not observed. Oxy-fuel cutting decreased hardness locally, as was also found 
in the study by Diekhoff et al. (2020).  

 

Figure 4.10: Microhardness profile of S420, S960 DQ, and S1100 Q&T thermally-cut edges.  
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4.3 Residual stresses and surface quality 

Residual stress measurements for Q&T S690 and S1100 laser- and plasma-cut specimens 
are illustrated in Figure 4.11. The measurements were conducted with XRD and hole 
drilling techniques. Electropolishing was used to remove material to measure depth 
profile with XRD. The measurements were conducted from middle of thermally cut edge 
and distance is measured towards base material. 

Several measurements indicate that high-tensile residual stresses peak at the transition 
from HAZ to BM parallel to cut edge and typical loading (Bannister & Danks, 2016; 
Jokiaho et al., 2019), highlighting the trend also measured in Publication 1. These residual 
stress peaks may influence fatigue performance when initial cracking (typically in oxy-
fuel cutting) occurs and NMIs are present. An example of large NMIs close to the cut 
edge is shown in Section 5.2. These secondary possibilities for fatigue failure should be 
considered as the critical volume for this kind of failure on dog-bone specimen is small, 
and failure mode may not be noticed.  

 

Figure 4.11: Residual stress profile of (a) CO2 laser and plasma cut S690 specimens and (b) 
FWHM values from XRD measurements. 

Variation on surface-measured residual stresses is demonstrated in Table 4.5 with 
unnotched and uncoated specimens. Residual stresses from +𝑓  to −0.5𝑓  were found in 
test specimens. Waterjet cutting and mechanical impact resulted in significant 
compressive residual stresses. Compressive residual stresses were measured from oxy-
fuel cut edges. Steel grade was found to influence cut surface residual stresses in laser 
cutting where neutral (S1100) or slightly tensile (S960) residual stresses were measured. 
Tensile residual stresses’ corresponding yield strength was measured from a shear-cut 
edge fractured section. Full width at half maximum (FWHM) values are often neglected. 
However, FWHM value characterizes local microstructure, and a higher value typically 
indicates higher hardness.  
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Table 4.5: Residual stress measurements for uncoated dog-bone specimens 

Specimen type Material 
Cut edge  HR surface 

Avg. residual  
stress [MPa] 

Avg.  
FWHM [°] 

 Avg. residual  
stress [MPa] 

Avg.  
FWHM [°] 

Machined edge S960 42 3.3  31 2.4 
Machined edge S700 242 2.5  69 2.0 
Machined edge S420 275 2.1  33 1.7 
Fiber laser O2 S420 358 4.4  171 1.9 
Fiber laser O2 S960 269 4.0  104 2.5 
Fiber laser N2 S960 236 4.3  99 2.4 
Fiber laser N2 SP S960 -573 4.4  -340 3.4 
Fiber laser N2  S1100 -6 4.4  -153 2.4 
Fiber laser O2  S1100 -4 4.9  - - 
Plasma S960 226 4.1  174 2.5 
Oxy-fuel S960 -114 2.6  248 2.6 
Waterjet  S960 -397 3.2  15 2.4 
Shear cut – Shear section S960 308 4.5  - - 
Shear cut – fracture section S960 948 4.6  - - 

 

Unnotched dog-bone specimens’ surface quality, EN13001 steel grade, and surface 
quality-based FAT class and edge perpendicularity classes are shown in Table 4.6. The 
results indicate wide range of different surface qualities were included in the study. Edge 
perpendicularity is an important factor in welded parts where additional processing is 
typically avoided with perpendicular edges. 

Table 4.6: Surface quality and EN13001 classifications. 

Specimen 
Ra 

[μm] 
Rz5 

[μm] 
Rz Max 
[μm] 

EN9013 and EN13001 classifications 

Surface quality 
FAT  

m = 5 [MPa] 
Perpendicularity 

HR 2 7 10 - 315 - 
HR SP 4 17 25 - 280 - 
Machined S960 1 4 7 - 315 - 
Machined S700 2 4 8 - 280 - 
Machined S420 2 5 10 - 225 - 
Fiber laser O2 S960 1 7 11 Range 1 280 1 
Fiber laser O2 S420 29 89 109 Range 4 - 1 
Fiber laser N2  8 42 60 Range 3 180 1 
Fiber laser N2 SP 8 35 56 Range 2 200 1 
Fiber laser N2 HP 5 31 44 Range 2 200 1 
Plasma 3 10 14 Range 1 280 2 
Oxy-fuel 10 25 51 Range 2 200 2 
Waterjet  25 82 141 Range 4 - 3 

 

Keyence VR-3200 was used to 3D-scan surface quality and geometry locally of uncoated 
notched specimens in analyzing surface quality, as shown in Figure 4.12. Sperle (2008) 
conducted a similar analysis from a polished section. The notch root radius of 0.25–0.3 
mm found in this study agrees with cutting method results previously extracted. A 2D 
line was extracted to conduct FEA including surface quality effect. The extracted data is 
used for fatigue strength assessment in Section 5.3.  
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Figure 4.12: Test specimen surface quality and notch geometry at the notch root. 

4.4 Tensile tests 

Tensile tests for both uncoated and HDG base material as well as cut edge specimens 
were conducted. The digital image correlation (DIC) technique and test rig-measured 
displacements were used in the analysis. The main conclusion is that in all cases tensile 
strength is at a high level and the cutting process has a minor influence on static strength. 
Due to high tensile test performance, the main contribution of the thesis regards fatigue 
performance.  

Small-scale S1100 tensile test results with comparison of notched and unnotched 
specimens are shown in Figure 4.13. The DIC shows a similar strain distribution as FEM 
for notched geometries. It should be noted that tensile tests do not represent local material 
properties as zones close to the fatigue crack initiation are very narrow in comparison to 
the full width of the specimen. Local hardness-based approach was used to determine 
stress-strain curves for fatigue strength assessment. The tensile test results were used to 
determine load values for low-cycle fatigue tests.  

 
Figure 4.13: Small-scale S1100 tensile test results. DIC image shown at UTS.  
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Component-sized specimens’ tensile tests are shown in Figure 4.14. HDG decreased both 
yield and tensile strength of S960 material with laser-cut and machined edges. The 
decrease in strength can be partly explained by a 20 HV hardness drop in BM away from 
cut edges or HR surfaces. A similar behavior was identified by Najafabadi et al. (2021) 
with UHSS specimens. A sharp yield point was induced after HDG to S700 and S420 
specimens without any other significant influence on tensile strength.  

A significant decrease in S960 with equal strength Union X96 filler material T-profile 
specimens deformation capacity was found due to Zi-induced embrittlement on the weld 
surface, which is shown in more detail in the fatigue test analysis section.  

 

Figure 4.14: Tensile test results of (a) S960 BM and FL cut(b) S700 & S420 BM and (c) S960 T-
profile.  

Tensile tests were conducted at -40 °C temperatures to verify performance in arctic 
conditions (Figure 4.15). The performance of both uncoated and HDG specimens 
increased in measured yield strength, tensile strength, and deformation capacity. It can be 
concluded that the tested materials are safe in cold temperatures. Kaijalainen et al. (2020) 
studied medium-strength materials and found that DQ grade was particularly suited to 
cold temperatures with a high impact toughness.  
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Figure 4.15:  Tensile test results in cold temperatures. HDG specimens in red colour.  

Component-sized notched specimens in uncoated and HDG conditions were tested at 
room temperature (RT). The influence of geometry was minor, and similar stress-strain 
curves for d = 8 and d = 24 mm specimens are drawn in Figure 4.16. HDG decreases both 
yield and tensile strength, whereas deformation capacity remains similar to that of 
uncoated specimens.  

 
Figure 4.16: Stress-strain curves and DIC correlation images for specimens with d = 8 mm and 
24 mm holes.  
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5 Fatigue test results and analysis 

The results consist of statistical evaluation of previous fatigue test results of uncoated 
dog-bone cut edge specimens and experimental fatigue test results of both unnotched and 
notched uncoated and HDG specimens. Notched specimens provide interesting insight 
into local behavior as the component scale yield strength does not limit local fatigue 
performance and limit local loading. The thesis includes 251 experimental fatigue tests. 
Complete lists of experimental fatigue test results are given in Appendix A1–A8.  

5.1 Statistical analysis of fatigue test results 

Figure 5.1 illustrates gathered fatigue test data arranged by cutting methods and with 
slope parameter m = 5. Scatter bands are shown to indicate survival probabilities of 10% 
and 90%. Highly scattered results are found when material strength and cutting method 
effect are neglected. Laser cutting includes both oxygen and nitrogen as assistant gases 
in Figure 5.1c whereas in further analysis method and quality-based division is followed. 

 

Figure 5.1: Fatigue test results, number of test specimens and scatter ranges of (a) all cut (excl. 
machined) b) machined, c) laser, d) plasma, e) oxy-fuel and f) waterjet cut edges.  

Influence of initial cracks and defects-based quality is highlighted in the gathered fatigue 
test results. Based on the findings, a quality-based fatigue performance assessment was 
conducted. Fatigue test series were divided into LQ and HQ categories based on tested 
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high-cycle fatigue performance within each test series in respect to material capacity. 
Both quality classes include different cutting methods and specimens from mild to high-
strength-steels. Waterjet cutting was the exception as all the specimens were categorized 
to HQ class due to uniform cut edge quality and measured compressive residual stresses 
parallel to loading.  

Data with plain material strength division are shown in Figure 5.2a, and a quality factor 
is used in Figure 5.2b. It should be noted that LQ cut edges, illustrated as black marks, 
include fatigue test results of all steel grades.  

Material strength utilization on a high-cycle regime due to crack propagation becomes a 
minor factor in the fatigue life of LQ cut edges. The results support using slope parameter 
m = 3 for LQ cut edges, enabling the benefit of material strength at a high-stress-range 
regime and improving fatigue performance assessment reliability in a high-cycle regime.  

 
Figure 5.2: (a) Plain material strength -based and (b) quality and material strength -based 
classification for cut edges. Data and analysis modified from Publication 2.  

The statistical analysis is used to reflect further findings within the thesis, including HDG 
specimens’ fatigue performance. IIW Commission XIII is working with data analysis to 
improve current fatigue design recommendations, and similar findings to the scatter have 
been obtained.  

5.2 Uncoated fatigue strength of unnotched cut edges 

Fatigue tests were conducted for uncoated dog-bone specimens in Publications 1 and 2. 
As Figure 2.2 shows, the 2018 state-of-the-art fiber laser technology was used to cut t = 
12 mm HSS, typically used in working machinery. UHSSs of the t = 8 mm S1100 steel 
grade represented in this thesis are typically available at t ≤ 8 mm plate thicknesses. By 
the time, transition from plasma to laser cutting was ongoing to increase cutting 
efficiency.  
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Fiber laser fusion cutting resulted in major burr attachment, which significantly decreased 
fatigue performance (Figure 5.3). After removing the burr, the internal defects at the cut 
edge were found to be critical, as shown in Figure 5.5. Moreover, the fatigue performance 
after burr removal was similar to plasma-cut edges. Plasma cutting-induced defects called 
plasma blobs have been reported (e.g., Jiménez-Peña et al., 2019). Plasma-cut specimens 
were not fatigue-tested in burr-ground condition to reveal the possible influence of initial 
defects since the work focused on laser cutting.  

 
Figure 5.3: S690 t = 12 mm and S1100 t = 8 mm fatigue test results. 

A second study of uncoated dog-bone specimens was conducted to continue the analysis 
of quality effects and create a baseline for HDG study as reference specimens. Test series 
for uncoated S420, S700, and S960 with t = 6 mm as typical thickness for weight-critical 
applications were manufactured from HSS or UHSS. The fatigue test results of fiber laser 
reactive fusion-cut edges performed at a high level, close to FAT 375 MPa m = 5 (Figure 
5.4a), in agreement with the statistical analysis and experimental tests by Sperle (2008) 
and Laitinen and Valkonen (2014).  

Figure 5.4b represents the fiber laser fusion-cut specimens whose results are shown in 
Figure 5.3. With a plate thickness of t = 6 mm, the fatigue performance increases as it is 
easier to extract molten material from the cut kerf. A custom parameter setting for laser 
cutting, designated HP, was found beneficial for fatigue performance as the recast layer 
thickness reduced.  

A fatigue test series for shot peened fiber laser fusion-cut edges was tested. The shot 
peening modified the recast layer with impact energy and induced beneficial compressive 
residual stresses. After the shot peening, fiber laser N2-cut edges’ fatigue performance 
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was at a similar level to that of machined specimens. The fatigue test results indicate the 
clear influence of residual stresses on fatigue performance. 

 

Figure 5.4: Fatigue test results for (a) conventional cutting methods and (b) fiber laser fusion 
cutting.  

SEM fractography provides insights to characterize fatigue cracks. The fatigue failures 
of straight cut edges can be divided as shown in Figure 5.5 and stated in Publication 4: 

1) Crack- and pore-like defects (FL N2, guillotine, and oxy-fuel cutting in the case 
of UHSS cracking); 

2) Local material properties (hardness and residual stresses) or geometrical stress 
concentration-induced defects (waterjet cutting and oxy-fuel); 

3) Rolled surface failures where an initial defect was present before cutting (FL O2 
and machining); 

4) Non-metallic inclusions (NMIs) in the vicinity of the cut edge (which become 
detrimental due to induced residual stresses in thermal cutting). 

When analyzing fatigue test results, detailed fractography prevents wrong conclusions 
being drawn about factors influencing fatigue life and also creates the possibility of 
improving the cutting quality from a process point of view. Within this study, the effect 
of plain surface roughness was found to be minor, especially in the case of straight or 
mildly notched cases, since crack propagation, even from rough surfaces, was not 
observed from the uniform surface produced by fiber laser reactive fusion cutting.  

Several correction factors for surface quality were introduced based on the fatigue test 
results and surface quality measurements. Surface quality indicates depth data but 
obscures root radius and notch dimensions. Section 5.3 introduces true surface quality-
obtained local SCFs together with local cyclic behavior to analytically estimate the effect 
of surface quality and Section 5.4 extends the quality aspect to crack-like defects and 
imperfections.  
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Figure 5.5: Examples of typical local characteristics and changes in material properties in 
comparison to tested fatigue performance. Data based on Publications 1 and 2 and supplemented 
with non-published work. 

5.3 Uncoated notched components fatigue test results 

For notched specimens, it is not reasonable to use the nominal stress method alone due to 
varying SCFs. Linear FEA results are shown in Figure 5.6 and Table 5.1. The SCFs are 
utilized in the multiparametric 4R method to evaluate local behavior. Surface quality was 
found to induce additional SCFs from 1.7 to 1.9 when compared to ideal geometry. The 
equivalent ellipse concept estimates the SCF for a single notch, but it cannot be used as 
the bottom of the notch since the dimensions of surface quality striation are minor 
compared to those of the geometrical notch.  

 

Figure 5.6: FEA for (a) unnotched, (b) d = 2mm-notched small-scale specimen, (c) d = 8 mm, 
and (d) d = 24 mm component-sized notched specimens’ measured geometries. 
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Table 5.1: SCF for specimen ideal and measured geometries. 

Geometry 
SCF – net 

section 
(ideal) 

SCF – net 
section 

(true geometry) 

SCFtrue 
divided 

by 
SCFideal 

Notch 
depth 
[mm] 

Notch 
radius 
[mm] 

Unnotched (Small-scale) 1 1.79 1.79 0.05 0.30 
1mm notch (Small-scale) 2.12 3.95 1.86 1 0.35 
8 mm notch  2.41 4.10 1.70 4 0.30 
24 mm notch  1.84 3.10 1.68 12 0.30 
8 mm hole 2.49 4.211 1.69 4 0.30 
24 mm hole 2.19 3.691 1.68 12 0.30 

1 Estimated by using notched specimens’ scanned surface profile. 

Uncoated notched specimens’ fatigue test results with corresponding unnotched 
specimens’ reference values are illustrated in Figure 5.7. Figure 5.7a clearly demonstrates 
the nominal stress method and difference between notched geometries. With local stresses 
considered, the difference between d = 8 and d = 24 mm internal and external notches 
vanishes. FAT 375 MPa m = 5 in statistical analysis was found valid also with notched 
components when local stresses were considered. Based on the results, it can be assumed 
that surface quality is at the critical point after which fatigue performance begins to 
reduce. In terms of Rz5 values, surface quality of around 60 μm was measured when notch 
geometry was converted to a flat surface via geometrical correction. 

The hot-rolled surface was removed with machining from small-scale S1100 unnotched 
specimens, increasing performance significantly. Machining induces compressive 
residual stresses to flat surfaces, and crack propagation from cut edges with the influence 
of brittle layers was found.   

 
Figure 5.7: Fatigue test results with (a) net-cross section nominal stress method and (b) ideal 
local geometric stresses considered. Note the different scaling of the y-axis. 
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Fractography revealed fatigue crack growth from cut edges at the bottom of the notch 
(Figure 5.8). NMI caused fatigue crack initiation on the machined edge. Laser cutting 
induces a 15–25 μm-wide hard white layer, as demonstrated by Bannister and Danks 
(2016). It can be seen from Figure 5.8c that crack propagation has taken place from the 
most significant surface quality notches (striations), confirming the influence of surface 
quality on fatigue performance.  

 
Figure 5.8: Fractography for (a) machined, (b) laser-cut small-scale, (c) d = 8 mm with an overall 
image from surface quality near the crack initiation location, and (d) d = 24 mm shown together 
with BSE detector imagined detail of laser-cut component sized notches. 

Schematic local cyclic behavior is shown in Figure 5.9 to improve our understanding of 
the effect of the 4R method in the case of cut edges. SCFs shown in Table 5.1 were used 
to with 4R method to draw the local stresses in Figure 5.9b. The influence of local 
behavior is the most significant at high stress ranges since local hardness increase 
highlights the linear regime. At a high stress range, a local stress ratio of R = -0.5 was 
obtained, which partly explains the difference between the unnotched and notched 
specimens.  

 

Figure 5.9: (a) Schematic local cyclic behavior and (b) the effect on fatigue test results when 
surface quality-induced stresses are considered. 

Fatigue test results with surface quality including SCFs are illustrated in Figure 5.10. 
Including surface roughness increases scatter. After including the effect of local cyclic 
behavior, the scatter was reduced to the smallest value of the presented methods. The 
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finding supports the benefit of detailed analysis and fractography since surface quality 
was not found to be beneficial if residual stresses and local hardness are not included in 
the analysis. Including surface roughness actually increased scatter in terms of scatter 
index Tσ in comparison with plain local stress correction. When local cyclic behavior was 
included via the 4R method, the lowest scatter index of the study was found. To utilize 
the potential of the 4R method with reasonable material parameters, additional stresses 
from surface roughness or internal defects should be considered.  

The limitation of this study is that cut edge defects were not included. Including defects, 
the TCD (see Section 5.4) has advantages, since it is more straightforward to control the 
influence of surface quality than in the presented 3D scanning-based method. The TCD-
based method has an additional parameter to describe metallurgical and geometrical 
effects and can be recommended. If local defects are non-existent, the TCD method 
returns to the surface method. Vice versa, when there is an increase in initial defect size, 
the surface profile effect is removed from TCD modelling.  

 

Figure 5.10: (a) True surface quality-corrected fatigue test results and (b) 4R master curve 
considering local effects and residual stresses for laser-cut and small-scale machined specimens. 

5.4 Hot-dip galvanized specimens fatigue test results 

HDG specimen fatigue test results are presented in two separate parts. Section 5.4.1 
shows tested fatigue performance with fractography, and Section 5.4.2 introduces the use 
of LEFM and the TCD-based 4R method parametric fatigue strength assessment which 
is based on experimental findings.  
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5.4.1 Experimental test results 

Base material tests with turned and polished specimens were conducted without 
considering the effect of HR surface and cutting-induced changes in metallurgy. Initial 
cracks were formed in HDG, and surface roughness only influenced fatigue test results 
with failures past 105 cycles. Despite a crack at 50–100 μm depth, fatigue behavior 
remained at a high level. Figure 5.11 shows HDG specimens’ fatigue performance 
following FAT 150 MPa m = 3 below 2∙105 cycles followed by run-outs. 

 

Figure 5.11: BM fatigue test results and surface quality measured from uncoated specimens.   

The fatigue test results of machined specimens with 50 mm width are shown in Figure 
5.12 with mean SN-curves and fixed m = 5 slope parameter for S960 and S700 specimens. 
HDG was not found to influence S420 specimens’ fatigue performance. Tests were 
conducted very close to yield strength with one specimen experiencing premature failure 
because yield strength was exceeded.  
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Figure 5.12: Fatigue test results for machined (a) S960 specimens and (b) S700 and S420 
specimens.  

The fatigue test results for unnotched uncoated and HDG S960 specimens are shown in 
Figure 5.13. FL O2-cut S960 specimens’ fatigue performance experienced the most 
significant fatigue performance decrease of all tested specimens. This can be explained 
by the very high uncoated specimens’ test results, where HR surface initial defects were 
critical over a cut edge, but, after HDG brittle intergranular crack propagation from laser-
cut edges, CGHAZ was found (Figure 5.14). The decrease from uncoated FL N2-cut edges 
to HDG specimens was not as significant due to crack-like defects already included in the 
reference series. Furthermore, FAT values with m = 3 slope parameter indicated a slightly 
lower performance with N2 than with O2 assistant gas.  

 
Figure 5.13: Fatigue test results for (a) fiber laser reactive fusion-cut (FL O2-cut) and plasma-cut 
S960 specimens and (b) fiber laser fusion-cut (FL N2-cut) specimens. 
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Figure 5.14: Fracture surfaces of HDG specimens. Laser-cut edges are shown together with 
uncoated specimens’ EBSD-obtained microstructural images. 

The fatigue test results of welded T-profile and guillotine-cut specimens are shown in 
Figure 5.15. EDS mapping revealed Zi inclusion of 50–100 μm to weld the metal causing 
brittle crack propagation up to 150 μm depth from the weld surface. Tensile residual 
stresses on the weld surface highlight the fatigue performance decrease. Guillotine-cut 
edges after HDG gave the lowest FAT values of the tested unnotched specimens.  

 

Figure 5.15: (a) Fatigue test results and mean FAT values for guillotine-cut edges and longitudinal 
welds including both weld and cut edge failures, (b) visible crack at fatigue-tested specimen, (c) 
fracture surface, (d–f) details of longitudinal welds, and (f–g) detailed view of zinc inclusion with 
SE and EDS detectors (tilted 30° in comparison to Figs. c and d). 

Iron oxide (rust) was found on visual inspection and confirmed with EDS analysis as 
illustrated in Figure 5.16. Shear cutting induced cracks up to 200 μm from the cut edge 
which are detrimental to fatigue life when uncoated specimens are tested. HDG further 
decreased the fatigue performance of shear-cut edges. Shear cutting or punching holes is 
not recommended practice when HDG is applied even though EN13001 allows punched 
holes with FAT 80 MPa m = 3 (net cross-section) for uncoated structures. Steel grade 
influences shear-cut edges’ fatigue performance significantly. According to the author’s 
preliminary fatigue test with medium-strength shear cutting, an optimized steel-grade 
high-fatigue performance was obtained.  
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Figure 5.16: (a) Shear cutting-induced cracks and (b) EDS analysis of the iron oxide (rust) from 
near a critical location  

Figure 5.17 illustrates HDG (red and black symbols) nominal (net cross-section) stress-
based fatigue performance in respect to the corresponding uncoated specimens. Different 
geometries include a range of SCFs from 1.84 to 2.49. However, after HDG the mean 
fatigue performance is close to FAT 100 MPa m = 3 in all cases, although machining or 
drilling was found to result in very high fatigue capacity in the uncoated condition. The 
most significant decrease was found when d = 24 mm-notched specimens were tested. 
The nominal stress approach has built-in limitations when small specimens with low SCF 
are used to evaluate full-scale structures’ fatigue performance. This may lead to non-
conservative design codes. If a nominal stress method design recommendation is given, 
it should be reverse engineered from local stress method results divided by 3 as a 
maximum value of the circular hole SCF.  

 

Figure 5.17: Component-sized laser-cut [a (d = 8mm) and b (d = 24 mm)] and mechanically-cut 
[c (d = 8mm) and d (d = 24 mm)] specimens’ fatigue test results with the nominal stress method.  

Notch dimension has a significant influence on fatigue performance when the local stress 
approach is used. Figure 5.18 presents the fatigue test results in the local stress system. 
The initial defect induced by HDG influence on fatigue performance is minor in a low-
cycle regime which leads to slope parameter m values between 2.2 and 3.0. The potential 
of HSS/UHSS grades could be utilized by using FAT 150 MPa m = 3 when shorter design 
lifetimes are targeted or FAT 175 MPa m = 3 if a geometric shape is machined.  
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Figure 5.18: Component-sized specimens local stress fatigue test results. 

Fractography of notched HDG specimens is illustrated in Figure 5.19. Zi inclusion is most 
visible in Figure 5.19b where the elliptical Zi-coated area, extending through HAZ to 
BM, is marked. The cracking is easiest to detect when it occurs transverse to loading. 
Cracking parallel to loading has a similar influence on fatigue life. A Zi-contaminated 
layer and cracking revealing some grain boundaries was found with a drilled hole (Fig. 
5.19c). EBSD mapping was conducted for cracking parallel to loading, revealing HAZ 
with variating grain sizes. Zi inside the crack can be seen in Figure 5.19f.  

 
Figure 5.19: (a, d–f) LME-induced crack growth in cyclic loading and examples of fracture 
surfaces representing (b) laser-cut edge and (c) mechanically-cut edge. 
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5.4.2 Modelling fatigue performance 

Fractographies from Publications 2–5 were used to extract parameters for LEFM and 
TCD methods. A schematic presentation of modelling crack and external surface quality 
is shown in Figure 5.20. Extracting data for FEA from fracture surfaces connects 
modelling to actual phenomena in material, manufacturing, galvanizing, and during 
fatigue testing. It should be noted characteristics were extracted from test series before 
analysis of results. Critical distance, needed for the TCD method, was studied by 
statistical analysis and a minimal scatter value was found.  

 

 

Figure 5.20: Schematic presentation of initial cracks and critical distances in the SEM figures as 
per the TCD method with examples of (a) an uncoated notch specimen, (b) an HDG-drilled d = 8 
mm specimen, (c) an unnotched FL O2-cut edge, and (d) an unnotched machined specimen hot-
rolled surface failure shown together with EBSD microstucture image. 

The principal objective of the LEFM study was to compare the experimentally obtained 
fatigue strengths with the computational results; consequently, the crack growth 
parameters corresponding to the survival probability of Ps = 50% were used, that is, Cmean 
= 1.5∙10-13 with the slope exponent of m = 3. For evaluating characteristic values Ps = 
97.7%, Cchar = 3.0∙10-11 (m = 3) was used according to (King & Stacey, 1996). These values 
correspond to those given in the IIW Recommendations (Hobbacher, 2016). Figure 5.21 
illustrates the model and boundary conditions for the used model.  

The obtained SIF values and LEFM fatigue strengths, in comparison to the 
experimentally obtained fatigue capacities, are shown in Figure 5.22, where ai and af are 
the initial and final crack depths, respectively. Fatigue strength at two million cycles 
obtained using LEFM (FATLEFM) enables comparison of stress- and crack propagation-
based fatigue strength assessments. HDG specimens show that a reasonable agreement 
can be found between the experimental and computational fatigue strength, which can be 
explained by longer initial crack size. LEFM provides overly conservative results for 
uncoated specimens’ fatigue strength. It can be seen that crack length is more critical on 
unnotched than notched components, and fast cutting is recommended to avoid excessive 
width of HAZ on HDG structures.  
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Figure 5.21: FE model for crack growth analysis. 

 

Figure 5.22: Obtained SIF values (for 1 MPa unit load in gross cross section, units in MPa and 
mm) and computed LEFM fatigue strengths as a function of the initial crack depth ai. 

Fractography-obtained crack lengths as a base for the analysis are given in Table 5.2. The 
comparison of the fatigue notch factors determined using the PM and LM are presented 
in Figure 5.23a. It can be seen that with the crack shape (notch opening angle of 0°), the 
PM and LM methods give similar results, and PM was selected for further analysis as its 
implementation is simple. The PM fatigue notch factors for the ideal geometry and actual 
geometries are presented in Figure 4.23b. Surface quality was found to influence crack 
initiation when notched laser-cut specimens were tested in Publication 4. However, the 
current results indicate that the difference in the fatigue notch factors can be identified 
when the applied critical distance is very small, namely atcd < 0.05 mm (purple line in 
Figure 5.23 with 25 μm initial crack size).  
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With the studied steel materials, the critical distance is, an anticipated, greater than 0.05 
mm; thus, consideration of actual geometry in the evaluation of fatigue notch factors can 
be neglected. In this study, critical distance was determined based on minimum scatter in 
analysis. Another method for selecting the critical distance is the utilizing method studied 
by Peterson (1973). With high local and base material hardness, Equation 5.1 gives 
similar scale critical distances.  

𝑎∗(𝑓 ) = 0.0254 ∙
.

    (5.1) 

Where 

𝑎∗ Critical distance   [mm] 

𝑅  Ultimate tensile strength   [MPa] 

Table 5.2: Crack length for FE-analysis. 

Specimen Uncoated HDG 

S960 Unnotched (HR surface failure) 10 μm 100 μm 

S960 Machined notch Ideal surface  100 μm 

S960 Drilled Hole  Ideal surface  100 μm 

S960 Laser cut edge Notched FL O2 25 μm  250 μm 

S960 Laser cut edge Hole FL O2 25 μm  250 μm 

S960 Laser cut edge 
Unnotched specimen 
 

FL O2 HR surface failure  
10 μm 

FL O2 LME crack 
150 μm 

FL N2 Initial crack at cut edge 

100 μm  
FL N2 LME crack 
150 μm 

 

 

Figure 5.23: Comparisons of different modelling approaches: (a) PM and LM, and (b) ideal and 
actual notch geometries as shown in Publication V.  
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Local behavior has an influence on the fatigue performance of cut edges, particularly at 
high stress ranges causing local plasticity in notches, as shown in Publication 4. The 
method for obtaining effective stress has a significant influence on the accuracy and 
validity of fatigue strength assessments. Moreover, local material behavior should be 
included.  

At the notch root and at the tip of LME-induced initial crack, the maximum local stress 
is significantly higher than the local material yield strength, leading to local plasticity, 
particularly at the high local stress ranges. Along the varying distance (as a function of 
material, geometry, and loading), positive local stress ratios (Rlocal ≥ 0) are obtained. 
When critical distance is used as a basis for the fatigue strength assessment, the scatter 
might be decreased by selecting a longer averaging length even though a consideration of 
the effects of local cyclic behavior in fatigue assessments would be more suitable. To 
consider local cyclic behavior, the 4R method is applied for the fatigue strength 
assessment following the fatigue effective stress obtained by the PM method. The 4R 
method employs the mean stress-corrected effective fatigue stress (Kf) at the notch. 

From the experimental viewpoint, residual stresses below the cut edge surface are difficult 
to obtain. Initial crack length is expected to follow HAZ width, and in several studies 
(Bannister & Danks, 2016), high-tensile residual stresses have been reported in transition 
from the HAZ to the BM. A negligibly small residual stress state (σres = 0) was used 
together with the TCD in the study, due to uncertainties related to the influence of initial 
crack size and critical distance, as well as residual stress relaxation associated with the 
cyclic loading. Implementation of residual stresses to the introduced model would be 
rather simple since the parameter is already present. 

Uncoated machined specimens can be regarded as outliers in the suggested model (see 
Fig. 5.24a). In these specimens, a high fatigue strength was obtained, suggesting that these 
specimens were tested at the stress range close to the constant amplitude fatigue limit 
(CAFL), and the proposed model thus gives a conservative assessment of the fatigue life. 
With VA loads in future studies, local cyclic behavior could be lower than CAFL with 
small cycles, especially when the cycles are partly on the compressive side. These issues 
should be studied in future work (Lipiäinen, Ahola, & Björk, 2022).  

The scatter index Tσ was determined for the fatigue strength (survival probabilities of Ps 
= 10% and Ps = 90%) using the free slope parameter. SN-data plots and obtained fatigue 
strengths based on the introduced TCD application (Fig. 5.20) with the crack depth values 
shown in Table 5.2 are presented in Fig. 5.24. By modelling a brittle layer and initial 
cracks and obtaining fatigue effective stress, the TCD method was proven, and reasonably 
low scatter range values were obtained. The minimum scatter was found with the critical 
distance of atcd = 0.1 mm. If only the uncoated specimens are included in the SN-curve 
analysis, the lowest scatter was obtained with a shortened critical distance (atcd = 0.025 
mm).  
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Figure 5.24: Results of the statistical analyses for the local stress approaches based on Publication 
V. (a) Fatigue test data using the local stress (notch SCF for the idealized geometry), (b) Scatter 
range values as a function of the critical distance in the TCD-based methods and obtained fatigue 
test data for the (c) TCD PM method, and (d) 4R method. 

5.5 Influence of increased plate thickness on fatigue performance 

A trend of performance decrease with thickness increase was found when testing t = 6 
mm, t = 8 mm, and t = 12 mm specimens with fiber laser fusion-cut edges. To study this 
effect and improve design recommendations, four specimen fatigue test series were cut 
in a local machine shop with a Bystronic ByStar Fiber 10 kW fiber laser cutting system. 
A S690 t = 16 mm was used for fatigue test specimens with FL N2-cut edges. Only the 
cutting method is known, as the cutting was conducted as a standard commercial order 
rather than as industrial collaboration for research. Ideally, the most important cutting 
parameters should be reported in a scientific context.  

The fatigue tests were carried out with resonance-based Rumul Vibroforte 700 with a test 
frequency of around 100 Hz. Dog-bone specimens with a 30 mm width, 30 mm straight 
section, and curvature parameter a of 2.75·10-8 (see Fig. 4.2) were used to minimize the 
influence of SCFs and maximize gauge length.  
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Mean FAT values of 170 MPa m = 3 and 236 MPa m = 5 were obtained from t = 16 mm 
S690 FL N2 specimens’ fatigue test results, as shown in Figure 5.25. In comparison to t 
= 6 mm specimens, the fatigue performance after 105 cycles decreases, as does constant 
amplitude fatigue limit. This indicates an increase in initial defect size for fusion cutting 
when plate thickness is increased. The initial defects in the specimens are shown in 
Figures 5.25b and 5.25d from the polished section. Similar defects can be found from 
fractography images. At the bottom of the cut, initial crack-like defects were found up to 
200 μm from the cut edge. The results suggest that increase in plate thickness may reduce 
fatigue performance when FL fusion cutting is used.  

FAT 170 MPa m = 3 indicates that cut edges become critical over the non-load carrying 
transverse HFMI-treated weld. Moreover, quality decrease is most significant without 
SCFs, as shown in the LEFM analysis and fatigue test results presented in Section 5.4. 
EN 13001 indicates that FAT 180 MPa m = 5 for t = 16 mm S690 FL N2 specimens, which 
is in good agreement with the experimental findings at a high-cycle regime. However, the 
surface roughness was not the most important factor. Initial defects could be formed with 
improved surface quality. For Range 2 surface quality, EN13001 estimates FAT 200 MPa 
m = 5, whereas the worst point analysis from the test results indicates FAT 210 MPa m = 
5.  

Specimens’ HAZ was rather narrow, at a width of 0.3–0.5 mm. Increase in HAZ width in 
respect to t = 6–12 mm specimens show a trend whereby HAZ becomes wider when 
cutting speed decreases and plate thickness increases. The width of HAZ is a key factor 
in HDG, and tests are needed to determine whether the edges should be ground or burr 
removal is sufficient before HDG.  

 
Figure 5.25: (a) Fatigue test results, (b) continuous defect in mid-section, (c) visual surface quality 
and HAZ width and form, (d) defect at the bottom of the cut and (e) example of fracture surface. 
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6 Discussion 

6.1 Fatigue design recommendations for cut edges 

The multiparametric method provides insights on influencing factors and is beneficial 
with variable amplitude loading. The use of introduced multiparametric method with VA-
load is discussed in Section 6.3. The local stress method is a base for good engineering 
practice in product design. The nominal stress method may be used in design, especially 
on drafting the structure. However, the local stress method reduces the need for tables 
and separate values. Separating cutting methods as a basis of typical quality and fatigue 
performance increases the complexity.  

6.1.1 Non-HDG cut edges fatigue design 

Table 6.1 is constructed so that general thermal cutting can be used as one class with FAT 
150 MPa m = 3 used for as-cut quality, which can be increased by removing the burr at a 
high-cycle regime using material strength-dependent FAT 225 MPa m = 5 or FAT 250 
MPa m = 5 design curves. Machining and drilling represent the best possible quality with 
FAT classes from FAT 280 MPa m = 5 to FAT 350 MPa m = 5 but have the highest 
manufacturing workload and require the chamfering of sharp edges.  

Modern laser cutting systems can automatically change from fusion cutting to reactive 
fusion cutting through nozzle change. From a fatigue and productivity point of view, the 
change is beneficial. Geometries with significant SCFs and holes can be cut first, 
producing a high-fatigue performance with FL O2, and then non-critical shapes could be 
cut from the entire plate with the faster FL N2 method. Within the study, it was found that 
the described procedure is used in standard production to improve surface roughness at 
contact points in wear-resistant components.  

It should be noted that fiber laser fusion-cut reported fatigue tests have not been widely 
reported with t > 16 mm thicknesses. The results represent the current state of studies and 
should be revised with fatigue tests and developments in cutting technology. 
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Table 6.1: FAT classes for cut edges based on this study and work presented in Publication 2. 
Cutting method Condition Requirements Material [MPa] 

FAT class   
Local stress 

Guillotine cutting As-cut or edges 
chamfered 

 350 ≤ fy ≤ 1100 NA 
All thermal cutting methods and 
waterjet cutting 

As-cut Visual inspection 350 ≤ fy ≤ 1100 150 MPa m = 3 

Laser (O2 & N2 t ≤ 16 mm), plasma 
and waterjet cutting 

Edges chamfered Rz5 < 80 μm 
350 ≤ fy ≤ 700 225 MPa m = 5 
890 ≤ fy ≤ 1100 250 MPa m = 5 

All thermal cutting methods  
Shot peened after 
cutting 

 
350 ≤ fy ≤ 700 250 MPa m = 51 

890 ≤ fy ≤ 1100 280 MPa m = 51 

Reactive fusion laser cutting 
No burr attachment 
or edges chamfered 

Rz5 < 60 μm 
No shot peening 
before cutting 

350 ≤ fy ≤ 500 250 MPa m = 5 

590 ≤ fy ≤ 700 280 MPa m = 5 

890 ≤ fy ≤ 1100 315 MPa m = 5 

Machining 
Sharp corners 
deburred 

Rz5 < 20 μm 

350 ≤ fy ≤ 500 280 MPa m = 5 
590 ≤ fy ≤ 700 315 MPa m = 5 

890 ≤ fy ≤ 1100 350 MPa m = 5 
1Shot peening not usable for internal geometries i.e., holes due to unsure impact with cut surface 

6.1.2 HDG cut edges fatigue design 

HDG has significant influence on fatigue performance as it reduces scatter on fatigue 
performance. This leads to the simplified design proposal presented in Table 6.2. Thermal 
cutting methods other than fast laser cutting are not recommended due to their increased 
influence on HAZ. When local cracks are induced on cut edges, the influence of surface 
quality vanishes, and it is not a parameter of design recommendation. When multiple FAT 
classes are given, a value estimating higher fatigue performance should be selected (see 
Fig. 6.1). 

Table 6.2: Design FAT classes summarizing the results based on Publications 3 and 5. 
Cutting method FAT class [MPa] 

Nominal stress Local stress 
Laser (O2 & N2)  125 MPa m = 3 and 180 MPa m = 51 
Machined or ground 150 MPa m = 3 and 225 MPa m = 51 
Laser (O2 & N2) cut hole 56 MPa m = 3  150 MPa m = 3 
Machined or drilled hole 63 MPa m = 3  175 MPa m = 3  
Longitudinal welds 125 MPa m = 3 
1See Fig. 6.1 to explain use of slope parameter m = 3 and m = 5. 

Figure 6.1 illustrates an example of variating SN-curve slope with HDG unnotched S960 
laser-cut edge fatigue test results plotted. Constant amplitude loading run-out levels in 
the performed test were found to be significantly higher than the SN curve with free slope 
parameter estimates. Before UHSS, the benefit from slope parameter m = 3 was limited. 
A mild steel yield point cut of line demonstrates the influence of material strength as the 
tensile stress limits the scatter in a low-cycle regime. As an interesting note, the upcoming 
revision of Eurocode 3 1-9 features a change from m = 3 to m = 5 after re-analyzing mild 
steel fatigue test results where m = 5 provides a better SN curve fit.  
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Figure 6.1: Recommended cut edge design curve with slope parameters m = 3 and m = 5 shown 
together with HDG S960 laser- and plasma-cut specimens’ fatigue test data.  

Scientific and private companies’ internal studies of optimal cutting parameters with 
various thicknesses in respect to surface roughness have been conducted. The trials, with 
various parameters and measures of surface roughness, are rather simple. The present 
study focused on fatigue performance, adding one dimension to be optimized for use in 
demanding applications. To increase complexity, the cutting method and postprocessing 
should be considered in coated components (painting and HDG), as well as the 
geometries. Including the effect of local metallurgical properties and defects on fatigue 
performance analysis is a step towards the concept of backwards design.      

This thesis focuses on base material and cut edge fatigue performance. HDG is one of the 
main themes; the study by Ahola et al. (2022) extended the work on welded structures 
and joints. The same S960 grade sheets were used to manufacture welded coupons and 
cold-formed beam specimens. A fatigue test confirmed the reliability and performance of 
HDG S960 steel grade manufactured products. As a design recommendation, Ahola et al. 
proposed one FAT class reduction after HDG for ASW-welded joints. The influence of 
Zi coating on the performance of PWT joints was also tested and discussed, with the 
support of an SEM analysis. PWTs (HFMI, TIG dressing, and burr grounding) were found 
to slightly increase fatigue performance, but HDG was found to limit the benefit of PWT 
as local cracking occurred.   
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6.2 Influence of steel grade on HDG structures performance 

HDG studies have focused on S960 steel grade. Few trials with an S1100 QT steel grade 
with machined edges have been performed. Even though the S1100 grade was not 
intended to be hot-dip galvanized, the fatigue performance was similar to the tested S960 
steel grade, as shown in Figure 6.2. The steel grades are targeted for products with 
different features and using the S1100 steel grade in HDG structures is not reasonable.  

The most important topic in regard to testing different steel grades is the validity of 
results. Trials with materials featuring distinct chemical compositions and manufacturing 
routes have increased the reliability of design proposals and product safety. It is expected 
that the reported fatigue test results performed with different UHSS HDG results will 
become available to the scientific community in the near future. The reported tests can 
then be analyzed to improve general design recommendations and further discuss the 
influencing factors in steel grades and manufacturing methods.  

 
Figure 6.2: Comparison of unnotched S960 and S1100 in HDG condition. Fractography 
illustrating crack initiation from S1100 as-rolled surface. 
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6.3 Future work 

The effect of VA loading on fatigue life should be further studied. HR t = 3 mm high-
strength automotive steels, with sheared holes and notched, uncoated and HDG S960, 
tested in Publications 4 and 5, are under investigation. Insight on local cyclic behavior 
and material parameters based on mean stress correction is illustrated in Figure 6.3. Peak 
loading combined with local SCF has a significant influence on residual stresses, which 
correspond to yield stress in the case of shear cutting. AM components’ fatigue 
performance assessment could be performed similarly to the introduced TCD-based 
multiparametric 4R method.  

 
Figure 6.3: Insight on TCD-based 4R method VA-load assessment with fractography based initial 
defects FEA correlation and schematic loads in respect to local cyclic behaviour.  

Practices from the field of welded structures have previously been utilized for cut edges. 
Currently, the 4R method for welded structures is the ENS method as it has the possibility 
of including the true weld toe radius. Ahola et al. (2022) used the TCD method for welded 
joints without any initial cracks. The introduced crack modelling-based method, based on 
the findings of this study, could also be applied to welded joints. The crack modelling 
could offer a method for analyzing the effect of weld defects, for example undercuts or 
micro-scale crack-like defects, induced by HFMI treatment. 

This study covered plate thicknesses from t = 6 mm to t = 16 mm. In future studies, fiber 
laser fusion cutting should be studied up to t = 50 mm plates that could be cut. It is 
expected that major initial defects are formed in the cutting. This study has defined the 
influence of an initial crack on fatigue performance. A study on reducing the size of the 
initial crack in fusion cutting is needed to improve the quality of cut edges and the cutting 
process.  
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7 Conclusions 

The work within the thesis was conducted to ensure the safety of fiber laser fusion-cut 
edges and hot-dip galvanized UHSS components with cut edges and geometrical notches. 
Recommendations to design and manufacture high-performance structures were 
discussed in all steps of the study. The following research questions were studied: 

1) How do cutting methods differ in terms of fatigue performance?  

The development of fiber laser technology and transition to high-power fiber laser cutting 
with N2 as an assistant gas has decreased the fatigue performance of cut edges but resulted 
in superior cutting efficiency with plates under t = 30 mm thickness. Cutting methods 
have different characteristics, which can be seen as differences in residual stresses, local 
hardness, and cut surface uniformity. Most importantly, statistical analysis and 
experimental fatigue tests have supported the characterization of LQ and HQ classes. LQ 
cut edges’ fatigue performance is independent of material strength at a high-cycle regime 
whereas HQ-cut edges benefit from yield and tensile strength increase.  

2) What is the role of surface quality, internal defects, residual stresses, and 
metallurgical aspects in the fatigue performance of cut edges? 

Internal defects were found to have the most significant influence on fatigue performance. 
Compressive residual stresses, induced in waterjet cutting or shot peening after thermal 
cutting, were found to improve fatigue performance significantly. Within this thesis, the 
influence of surface quality was found to be minor. Moreover, some effects of surface 
quality were found on notched laser reactive fusion cut-, waterjet-, and oxyfuel-cut 
specimens’ crack initiation and fatigue performance.  

3) Can HDG be utilized together with UHSS, and how does performance differ 
between uncoated and painted structures? 

HDG of S960 steel grade was found to be the recommended method for weight-critical 
applications with long-service-life products in a corrosive environment. HDG induced 
initial cracks to laser-cut edges and UHSS base material. Behavior was predictable in all 
conducted tensile and fatigue tests. Design recommendations with a base value of FAT 
150 MPa m = 3 for uncoated and FAT 125 MPa m = 3 for HDG cut-edges were found to 
be valid for unnotched cut edges.   

4) How should geometrical SCFs and local imperfections be considered in numerical 
fatigue performance evaluation? 

The nominal stress method was found to be ambiguous when used on structures with 
stress concentrations. A local stress-based method is recommended practice for cut edges’ 
fatigue strength assessment. Typically cut holes and geometries are critical in structures. 
Local cyclic behavior has an important role in notched structural members and one FAT 
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class higher fatigue performance can be used. On notched components, the slope 
parameter m = 3 was found to be more accurate than m = 5.     

The multiparametric 4R method application, together with stress-obtaining via the TCD 
method, based on physical phenomenological properties, was proven to decrease the gap 
between analytical fatigue performance evaluation and real-life structures, including the 
effect of manufacturing methods. Currently, these methods are intended for scientific and 
high-level R&D purposes rather than good engineering practices in product design.  
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Appendix A: Fatigue test results 

Table A1. Fatigue test results for S690 and S1100 specimens. 
Material Cutting  Edge  Stress Nominal stress Fatigue life 

S690QL CO2 laser As-cut 0.1 436 346812 
S690QL CO2 laser As-cut 0.1 523 138998 

S690QL CO2 laser As-cut 0.1 363 580883 

S690QL CO2 laser As-cut 0.1 331 781237 

S690QL CO2 laser As-cut 0.1 290 2000000 

S690QL CO2 laser As-cut 0.5 331 2000000 

S690QL CO2 laser As-cut 0.4 397 379140 

S690QL CO2 laser As-cut 0.4 363 364232 

S690QL CO2 laser As-cut 0.4 347 688636 

S690QL CO2 laser As-cut 0.4 397 277650 

S690QL Fiber laser N2 As-cut 0.1 436 118241 

S690QL Fiber laser N2 As-cut 0.1 407 154720 

S690QL Fiber laser N2 As-cut 0.1 334 350450 

S690QL Fiber laser N2 As-cut 0.1 305 340198 

S690QL Fiber laser N2 As-cut 0.1 261 495111 

S690QL Fiber laser N2 As-cut 0.4 397 176831 

S690QL Fiber laser N2 As-cut 0.4 323 208983 

S690QL Fiber laser N2 As-cut 0.4 290 318504 

S690QL Fiber laser N2 As-cut 0.4 210 599176 

S690QL Fiber laser N2 Burr ground 0.1 436 193234 

S690QL Plasma As-cut 0.1 581 98593 

S690QL Plasma As-cut 0.1 484 150823 

S690QL Plasma As-cut 0.1 371 383292 

S690QL Plasma As-cut 0.1 332 402428 

S690QL Plasma As-cut 0.1 290 1523830 

S690QL Plasma As-cut 0.1 319 354604 

S690QL Plasma As-cut 0.4 397 220777 

S690QL Plasma As-cut 0.4 307 444627 

S690QL Plasma As-cut 0.4 290 554439 

S690QL Plasma As-cut 0.4 272 620505 

S690QL Plasma Burr ground 0.1 581 104807 

S690QL Machined As-cut 0.4 410 629379 

S1100 Fiber laser N2 As-cut 0.1 675 29195 

S1100 Fiber laser N2 As-cut 0.1 523 94321 

S1100 Fiber laser N2 As-cut 0.1 402 346379 

S1100 Fiber laser N2 As-cut 0.1 348 2000000 

S1100 Fiber laser N2 As-cut 0.1 380 404035 

S1100 Fiber laser N2 As-cut 0.1 364 297340 

S1100 Fiber laser N2 Burr ground 0.1 523 232728 

S1100 Fiber laser N2 As-cut 0.5 477 88481 

S1100 Fiber laser N2 As-cut 0.5 374 216890 

S1100 Fiber laser N2 As-cut 0.5 327 304158 

S1100 Fiber laser N2 As-cut 0.5 363 328591 

S1100 Fiber laser N2 As-cut 0.5 339 2000000 

S1100 Fiber laser N2 As-cut 0.5 424 138443 

S1100 Fiber laser O2 As-cut 0.1 698 63599 
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Table A2. Fatigue test results for uncoated S420, S700 and S960 specimens 

Cutting method Condition Material 
R 

[-] 

Stress range  

[MPa] 

Fatigue life  

[cycles] 
Note 

Machining EC S960 0.1 700 102554 
Machining EC S960 0.1 575 347020 

Machining EC S960 0.4 575 187912 

Machining EC S960 0.1 500 2000000 RO 

Machining EC S960 0.1 550 1277331 FR 

Machining EC S700 0.1 600 162103 

Machining EC S700 0.1 525 273247 

Machining EC S420 0.1 400 482800 

Machining EC S420 0.1 350 2000000 RO 

FL O2 EC S960 0.1 850 47208 

FL O2 EC S960 0.1 675 170342 

FL O2 EC S960 0.1 575 405514 

FL O2 EC S960 0.1 575 1192130 FR 

FL O2 AC S960 0.1 575 2000000 RO 

FL O2 EC S960 0.1 550 5000000 RO 

FL O2 EC S960 0.4 550 184766 

FL O2 EC S420 0.1 405 238820 

FL O2 EC S420 0.1 395 459782 

FL O2 EC S420 0.1 385 5000000 RO 

FL N2 EC S960 0.1 850 20043 

FL N2 EC S960 0.1 675 40416 

FL N2 EC S960 0.1 600 57746 

FL N2 EC S960 0.1 500 119946 

FL N2 EC S960 0.1 425 195187 

FL N2 EC S960 0.1 400 439447 

FL N2 EC S960 0.1 375 688105 

FL N2 EC S960 0.1 350 5000000 RO 

FL N2 AC S960 0.1 400 436289 

FL N2 AC S960 0.1 375 455103 

FL N2 SP - S960 0.1 675 110138 

FL N2 SP - S960 0.1 575 371624 

FL N2 SP - S960 0.1 500 569034 

FL N2 HP EC S960 0.1 675 52883 

FL N2 HP EC S960 0.1 550 148652 

FL N2 HP EC S960 0.1 500 310325 

Plasma EC S960 0.1 675 124730 

Plasma EC S960 0.1 550 979709 FR 

Oxy-fuel EC S960 0.1 600 61361 

Oxy-fuel EC S960 0.1 500 118550 

Oxy-fuel EC S960 0.1 450 285638 

Waterjet EC S960 0.1 675 56633 

Waterjet EC S960 0.1 575 186933 

Waterjet EC S960 0.1 550 162629 

Guillotine AC S960 0.1 500 51968 

Guillotine AC S960 0.1 275 476838 

Edges Chamfered (EC), As-Cut (AC), Shot Peened (SP), 

 High Pressure custom parameters (HP), Run Out (RO) and Fretting failure (FR) 
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A3. HDG cut edges and welded T-profiles fatigue test results. 

Specimen Material Condition R [-] Stress range 
[MPa] 

Fatigue life 
[cycles] 

Note 

Machined S960 EC 0.1 575 84321 
Machined S960 EC 0.1 500 256647 

Machined S960 EC 0.1 450 267324 

Machined S960 EC 0.4 510 94291 

Machined S960 EC 0.4 425 228752 

Machined S700 EC 0.1 525 67887 

Machined S700 EC 0.1 425 127308 

Machined S420 EC 0.1 405 170283 

Machined S420 EC 0.1 415 12059 Max stress exceeded yield strength  

Machined S420 EC 0.1 375 1000000 Run out 

Machined S420 EC 0.1 400 1000000 Run out 

FL O2 S960 EC 0.1 850 16608 

FL O2 S960 EC 0.1 600 38316 

FL O2 S960 EC 0.1 525 53885 

FL O2 S960 EC 0.1 475 93993 

FL O2 S960 EC 0.1 425 251789 

FL O2 S960 EC 0.4 425 134977 

FL O2 S960 EC 0.1 400 5000000 Run out 

FL O2 S960 EC 0.1 375 1000000 Run out 

FL O2 S960 EC 0.1 575 195548 No zinc layer (Only HDG pre-
treatment) FL N2 S960 EC 0.1 575 34632  

FL N2 S960 EC 0.1 500 48263 

FL N2 S960 EC 0.1 425 58659 

FL N2 S960 EC 0.1 350 160358 

FL N2 S960 EC 0.1 325 5000000 Run out 

FL N2 S960 EC 0.1 300 2000000 Run out 

FL N2 S960 AC 0.1 425 53174 

FL N2 S960 AC 0.1 375 96533 

FL N2 S960 AC 0.1 325 139792 

FL N2 S960 SP 0.1 800 15765 

FL N2 S960 SP 0.1 575 75487 

FL N2 S960 SP 0.1 500 118780 

FL N2 S960 SP 0.1 425 380545 

Plasma S960 EC 0.1 600 37375 

Plasma S960 EC 0.1 475 98239 

Guillotine S960 EC 0.1 350 78034 

Guillotine S960 EC 0.1 275 111304 

Guillotine S960 EC 0.1 200 757557 

T-profile S960 EC 0.1 430 95852 FL N2 cut edge critical 
T-profile S960 EC 0.1 369 178107 FL N2 cut edge critical 

T-profile S960 EC 0.1 320 368683 FL N2 cut edge critical 

T-profile S960 EC – No 
HDG 

0.1 543 157367 FL O2 cut edges – weld critical 

T-profile S960 EC – No 
HDG 

0.1 460 309845 FL O2 cut edges – weld critical 

T-profile S960 EG 0.1 546 47039 Weld critical 

T-profile S960 EG 0.1 454 102201 Weld critical 

As-cut (AC),Edges Chamfered before HDG (EC), Edges Ground (EG), Shot peened before HDG (SP) 
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Table A4. Small-scale S1100 fatigue test results. Laser refers to FL O2 -method. 

Specimen 
Cutting method 

Condition R [-] 
Stress range 

[MPa] 

Fatigue life  

[cycles] 
Note 

Unnotched  Laser EC 0.1 1000 8318 
Unnotched  Laser EC 0.1 950 19459 

Unnotched  Laser EC 0.1 925 26224 

Unnotched  Laser EC 0.1 800 114376 

Unnotched  Laser EC 0.1 725 174571 

Unnotched  Laser EC 0.1 650 541796 

Unnotched  Laser EC 0.1 625 1000000 Run-out 

Notched d = 2mm Laser EC 0.1 770 7181 
Notched d = 2mm Laser EC 0.1 665 8149 

Notched d = 2mm Laser EC 0.1 560 15556 

Notched d = 2mm Laser EC 0.1 500 24630 

Notched d = 2mm Laser EC 0.1 420 57810 

Notched d = 2mm Laser EC 0.1 325 203742 

Notched d = 2mm Laser EC 0.1 300 1000000 Run-out 

Notched d = 2mm Machining EC 0.1 750 40958 
Notched d = 2mm Machining EC 0.1 700 42879 

Notched d = 2mm Machining EC 0.1 625 521806 

Notched d = 2mm Machining EC 0.1 525 580218 

Notched d = 2mm Machining EC 0.1 450 1000000 Run-out 
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Table A5. Component-sized notched specimen S960 fatigue tests. Laser refers to FL O2 -
method. 

Specimen Cutting method Condition R [-] 
Stress range 

[MPa] 

Fatigue life  

[cycles] 
Note 

Notched d = 8 mm Laser AC 0.1 550 15976 
Notched d = 8 mm Laser AC 0.1 400 40064 

Notched d = 8 mm Laser AC 0.1 350 64964 

Notched d = 8 mm Laser AC 0.1 300 76868 

Notched d = 8 mm Laser AC 0.1 275 113030 

Notched d = 8 mm Laser AC 0.4 375 38672 

Notched d = 8 mm Laser AC 0.4 275 85568 

Notched d = 8 mm Laser AC 0.6 250 168980 

Notched d = 8 mm Machining EC 0.1 420 113640 
Notched d = 8 mm Machining EC 0.1 375 411597 

Hole d = 8 mm Laser AC 0.1 550 14947 
Hole d = 8 mm Laser AC 0.1 250 148933 

Hole d = 8 mm Drilling EC 0.1 550 29480 
Hole d = 8 mm Drilling EC 0.1 375 141167 

Notched d = 24 mm Laser AC 0.1 550 24438 
Notched d = 24 mm Laser AC 0.1 500 33388 

Notched d = 24 mm Laser AC 0.1 420 66617 

Notched d = 24 mm Laser AC 0.1 400 76558 

Notched d = 24 mm Laser AC 0.1 350 141795 

Notched d = 24 mm Laser AC 0.1 325 1000000 Run-out 

Notched d = 24 mm Laser AC 0.1 300 1000000 Run-out 

Notched d = 24 mm Laser AC 0.4 375 79116 

Notched d = 24 mm Machining EC 0.1 550 118959 
Notched d = 24 mm Machining EC 0.1 500 133522 

Hole d = 24 mm Laser AC 0.1 550 18438 
Hole d = 24 mm Laser AC 0.1 350 148112 
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Table A6. Base material specimen fatigue test results with R = 0.1 
Specimen Stress range 

[MPa] 

Fatigue life 

[cycles] 

Note 

Uncoated -Polished  900 38703 
Uncoated -Polished 850 62022 

Uncoated -Polished 825 3000000 Run-out 

Uncoated -Polished 775 2000000 Run-out 

Uncoated -Polished 700 2000000 Run-out 

Uncoated – Turned f = 0.3  875 45647 

Uncoated – Turned f = 0.3 825 45537 

Uncoated – Turned f = 0.3 775 48087 

Uncoated – Turned f = 0.3 725 76219 

Uncoated – Turned f = 0.3 675 89172 

Uncoated – Turned f = 0.3 625 161498 

HDG - Polished 850 13394 
HDG - Polished 600 46906 

HDG - Polished 550 279595 

HDG - Polished 525 134629 

HDG - Polished 450 1000000 Run-out 

HDG – Turned f = 0.15 650 41272 

HDG – Turned f = 0.15 525 56121 

HDG – Turned f = 0.15 450 205169 

HDG – Turned f = 0.15 400 182087 

HDG – Turned f = 0.3 800 17540 

HDG – Turned f = 0.3 725 24819 

HDG – Turned f = 0.3 575 49598 

HDG – Turned f = 0.3 500 62588 

HDG – Turned f = 0.3 425 129744 

HDG – Turned f = 0.3 375 1000000 Run-out 
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Table A7. Component sized specimen fatigue test results. 
Specimen Geometry Diameter 

[mm] 

R 

[-] 

Stress range 

[MPa] 

Fatigue life 

[cycles] 

Note 

Laser cut Notched 8 0.1 550 12473 
Laser cut Notched 8 0.1 350 45427 

Laser cut Notched 8 0.1 250 73744 

Laser cut Notched 8 0.1 175 211161 

Laser cut Notched 8 0.1 125 1000000 

Laser cut Notched 8 0.4 250 68527 

Laser cut Notched 8 0.4 225 80868 

Laser cut Notched 24 0.1 550 17893 

Laser cut Notched 24 0.1 425 21907 

Laser cut Notched 24 0.1 325 48042 

Laser cut Notched 24 0.1 200 1000000 Run-out 

Laser cut Notched 24 0.4 300 48280 

Laser cut Hole 8 0.1 575 11354 

Laser cut Hole 8 0.1 300 67016 

Laser cut Hole 8 0.1 175 211161 

Laser cut Hole 8 0.1 150 300082 

Laser cut Hole 8 0.4 225 80868 

Laser cut Hole 24 0.1 400 23291 

Laser cut Hole 24 0.1 225 81861 

Machined Notched 8 0.1 450 24256 

Machined Notched 8 0.1 325 57015 

Machined Notched 8 0.1 200 193121 

Machined Notched 8 0.1 175 352164 

Machined UC Notched 8 0.1 525 40800 

Machined Notched 24 0.1 500 26231 

Machined Notched 24 0.1 350 69595 

Machined Notched 24 0.1 275 127673 

Machined Notched 24 0.1 250 190810 

Machined Notched 24 0.1 225 1000000 Run-out 

Machined UC Notched 24 0.1 425 692041 

Drilled Hole 8 0.1 575 14392 

Drilled Hole 8 0.1 375 62138 

Drilled Hole 8 0.1 225 209086 

Drilled Hole 8 0.1 125 1000000 Run-out 

S1100 UC Unnotched - 0.1 600 120876 
S1100 UC Unnotched - 0.1 600 123833 

S1100 HDG Unnotched - 0.1 650 60009 

S1100 HDG Unnotched - 0.1 500 103642 

S1100 HDG Unnotched - 0.1 450 2000000 Run-out 

S1100 HDG Unnotched - 0.1 375 2000000 Run-out 
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Table A8. Component sized specimen fatigue test results. 

Specimen Cutting method Condition R [-] 
Stress range 

[MPa] 

Fatigue life  

[cycles] 
Note 

Unnotched FL N2 BG 0.1 500 83474 

Unnotched FL N2 BG 0.1 425 130409 

Unnotched FL N2 BG 0.1 350 226804 

Unnotched FL N2 BG 0.1 550 337591 
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A B S T R A C T   

This paper investigates the fatigue strength characteristics of CO2 laser, fiber laser and plasma cut edges of S690 
and S1100 steel grades. The effect on fatigue performance of surface quality, which was examined by contact 
measurements and 3D scanning, residual stresses and microhardness profile, is studied and edge surface char-
acteristics are compared for different cutting methods and 8 mm and 12 mm plate thicknesses. Four main 
experimental fatigue test series were performed and analyzed to estimate fatigue performance (defined as FAT 
classes) of the cut surface. Additional tests were conducted to study critical defects and residual stresses influence 
on fatigue properties. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) revealed multiple critical locations in the specimens. 
Fatigue properties were characterized based on critical defects and crack initiation and propagation origins. 
Geometrical discontinuity points in the cut edges were found to have a significant influence on fatigue perfor-
mance. It is concluded that classification of thermally cut edges by cut edge characteristics could be used in 
fatigue strength assessment as an alternative to standard FAT classes.   

1. Introduction 

Plasma, CO2 laser and fiber laser reactive fusion cutting can be used 
to cut steel plate materials, although these forms of cutting have the 
drawback that an oxide layer has to be removed after cutting. In this 
study, 10 kW fiber laser cutting system was used to cut fatigue tests 
specimens. Used high power fiber laser enables sheets up to 12 mm thick 
to be cut as fusion cutting using nitrogen as an assistant gas, which 
improves productivity, or plates up to 25 mm thick to be cut as reactive 
fusion cutting using oxygen. Usage of high and ultra-high-strength steels 
(HSS/UHSS) has grown in recent years increasing static performance. 
Fatigue strength of lightweight structures is important for CO2 emissions 
mitigation, and accurate assessment of fatigue strength has grown in 
importance. Cut edges have become an important design criteria in 
weight critical applications where welded joints are high frequency 
mechanical impact (HFMI) treated or located in low stress areas. 
Currently IIW recommendations [1] and Eurocode3 [2] allow nominal 
fatigue class FAT 125 MPa m = 3 for cut edges with corners removed, 
whereas FAT 180 MPa m = 5 is recommended by IIW [3] for HFMI- 
treated UHSS welds. 

Fatigue of thermally cut edges has been studied previously using 
statistical evaluation of fatigue test results and high variation in fatigue 

capacity is observed. Runout stress range at 2⋅106 
– 107 cycles between 

230 MPa [4] and 520 MPa [5] has been found with 6–15 mm thick plate 
specimens of laser cut HSS/UHSS. Fatigue performance has been 
investigated in several studies [4–8] by defining FAT values and 
comparing results to standards and FAT 125 MPa has been found to be 
conservative. In the crane industry, EN 13,001 [9] is used for design, and 
fatigue classes are defined by considering base material (BM) yield 
strength and cut edge surface quality. IIW and Eurocode3 standards 
recommend FAT 140 MPa with m = 3, without considering material 
strength for ground edges, whereas crane standard EN 13,001 uses SN- 
curve slope m = 5 and allows application of FAT classes from 140 MPa to 
180 MPa depending on the yield strength for normal and according to 
EN9013 [10] Range 3, cut edge qualities. 

Previous studies assessing fatigue in thermally cut edges have 
considered material yield strength and surface quality as the main 
influencing factors but the influence of crack propagation origin in the 
edge has not been reported in detail in all previous studies. Plasma cut 
holes were fatigue tested in [11] and crack initiation from surface de-
fects was found with SEM. The effect on surface quality and cutting ef-
ficiency of the wavelength difference between CO2 lasers (10.6 μm) and 
fiber lasers (1.07 μm) is discussed in [12]. The surface quality of fiber 
laser cut edges cut with fusion cutting has been found to be sufficient for 
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butt welds without any surface treatment after cutting to increase pro-
ductivity but the effect of the laser source and assistant gas on the fatigue 
performance of free cut edges are limited [13]. Fatigue tests in this study 
with high power fiber laser fusion cut UHSS edges supplement previous 
studies reactive fusion cut edges fatigue test results. Characterization of 
thermally cut edges similarly to defects in welded joints in EN 5817 [14] 
and by assessing the fatigue strength based on imperfections and a non- 
conservative FAT would increase the accuracy of fatigue life assessment 
[15]. 

In this study, crack initiation locations are characterized and other 
influencing factors like residual stress, burr attachment, rolled surface 
quality and changes in material hardness are studied for various crack 
initiation locations. A schematic drawing of thermal cutting is presented 
in Fig. 1 to illustrate the terminology used in this paper. 

2. Specimens and test methods 

Test specimens were cut from 8 mm S1100 grade steel manufactured 
by SSAB, and 12 mm S690QL steel plates in the rolling direction. The 
specimens illustrated in Fig. 2 were cut were cut with fiber laser, CO2 
laser and plasma processes. In fatigue testing, the focus was on fiber 
laser fusion cut edges. Plasma, fiber and CO2 laser reactive fusion cut 
edges were used as a comparison. Commercial cutting systems were used 
with manufacturers’ recommended cutting parameters (Table 1). The 
specimens were tested in as-cut condition due to possible improvement 
in cutting productivity. In addition to as-cut specimens tests, S690 and 
S1100 fiber laser and S690 plasma cut specimens were tested to define 
fatigue performance improvement with burr grinding. For metallurgical 
analysis, the specimens were etched with 4% nitric acid and ethanol 
solution. Focal point position was measured from the top of the plate and 

the positive direction was towards the cutting head. 
The S1100 surface was in as-rolled condition and the S690 was shot 

peened before cutting. Both steel grades were quenched and tempered. 
Fatigue test results and residual stress measurements for direct- 
quenched S960 cut edges from [16] were used to compare waterjet 
cutting to thermal cutting for a similar specimen and test arrangement. 
Static tensile tests were carried out for CO2 laser cut S690QL and fiber 
laser reactive fusion cut S1100 specimens. The results of the tensile tests 
are presented in Table 2. 

Surface quality of the specimens was measured by contact mea-
surement and with a non-contact optical 3D profilometer (Keyence VR- 
3200). Contact measurement included six measurements from the top 
and bottom of the cut edge. Two specimens were measured with contact 
measurement for each test series. Specimens were classified to surface 
quality and cut edge perpendicularity Ranges according to EN 9013. 
Edge perpendicularity is influenced by cutting method and parameters, 
but it is not related to free cut edge fatigue strength. Cut surface 
roughness values based on contact measurements and quality classifi-
cations are given in Table 3. The visual surface quality of the test 
specimens is shown in Fig. 3. 

Typical surface roughness profiles of the specimens cut and rolled 
edges are presented in Fig. 4. The arithmetical mean height from mea-
surement of a 5 mm length was used as a zero height. The standard Rz 
value does not include width data of the surface pattern, but profil-
ometer measurements include a full two-dimensional profile of the 
measurement line located in critical areas. The depth and width of the 
defects and the interaction of the defects affect the notch stress and 
stress gradient. Rolled surface quality was also measured and was found 
to be an important factor for fatigue performance as discussed in 
Chapter 4. 

Fatigue classes for cut edges are presented in Table 4 to demonstrate 
differences in the standards. The EN 13001 allows the highest FAT 
classes in as-cut condition for cutting methods without burr attachment. 
After burr removal, the plasma cut edge has the highest FAT class due to 
Range 1 surface quality classification. EN 13001 recommends 

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of thermal cutting.  

Fig. 2. Geometry of cut specimen and rig attachment.  

Table 1 
Laser cutting parameters.  

Specimen Thickness[mm] Cutting speed [mm/min] Power[kW] Assistant gas Pressure[bar] Focal point position [mm] 
S1100 – Fiber laser 8 6000 10 Nitrogen  6.5 −4 
S1100 – Fiber laser 8 1900 3 Oxygen  0.5 2 
S690 – Fiber laser 12 3150 10 Nitrogen  8.5 −6 
S690 – CO2 laser 12 1700 5 Oxygen  0.6 0  

Table 2 
Yield and tensile strength of materials.  

Specimen Yield strength [MPa] Tensile strength [MPa] 
S690QL 757 818 
S1100 1112 1143  

Table 3 
Cut edge quality based on contact measurement.  

Material S690 S1100 
Cutting method CO2 

laser O2 
Fiber 
laser N2 

Plasma 
Air 

Fiber 
laser N2 

Fiber 
laser O2 

Ra Average [μm] 7 9 3 7 4 
Rz Average [μm] 38 51 16 37 21 
Ra Maximum [μm] 10 14 6 10 7 
Rz Maximum [μm] 56 74 25 58 29 
Surface quality 

[Range] 
3 3 1 3 2 

Perpendicularity 
[Range] 

2 1 3 2 1  
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significantly higher FAT classes for machined edges compared to ther-
mally cut edges. 

Experimental fatigue tests were conducted with uniaxial constant 
amplitude loading. Stress ratios of R = 0.1 and R = 0.4 were used for 
S690 and R = 0.1 and R = 0.5 for S1100 specimens. Two different stress 
ratios were used to evaluate the effect of loading condition to fatigue 
performance. Tests were stopped when specimen’s maximum 

displacement exceeded 3 mm or runout limit of 2⋅106 cycles was ach-
ieved. Fatigue testing of the edge of the CO2 laser cut S690 specimen was 
not possible with R = 0.5, due to runout, when stress was limited to 95% 
of the nominal yield strength of material. Typical out-of-plane deflection 
of the specimens after cutting was 1 mm with 0.5 mm variation. Bending 
stress due to the curvature of the specimen and attachment to the test rig 
was measured with a strain gauge from the center of the specimen at the 
bottom side and varied between 2 and 20 MPa. 

3. Test results 

3.1. Metallurgy 

According to the EN 1090 [17], the hardness of free thermal cut 
edges can be measured with the HV10 hardness test at a ground cut edge 
where some indentations of the cut surface are still visible. For carbon 
steels with yield strength of 460 MPa or higher, the maximum allowed 
hardness is 450HV. The hardness of the cut edges was measured from 
the cross section with five indentations inside the heat affected zone 
(HAZ) per specimen. Due to narrow HAZ, the HV5 method was used for 
the S690 specimens and HV3 for the S1100 specimens. Based on the 

Fig. 3. Surface quality of cut edges.  

Fig. 4. Surface roughness profile of (a) CO2 laser and plasma cut specimens, (b) fiber laser cut specimens, (c) rolled surfaces, and (d) Burr removed S690 and reactive 
fusion cut S1100 specimens. 

Table 4 
FAT classes for different cut edge conditions.  

Material S690 S1100 
Standard Condition CO2 

laser 
O2 

Fiber 
laser 
N2 

Plasma 
Air 

Fiber 
laser 
N2 

Fiber 
laser 
O2 

IIW 
m = 3 
[MPa] 

As-cut 100 
Corners removed 125 
Edges ground 140  

EN 13001 
m = 5 
[MPa] 

As-cut 180 140 140 180 200 
Burr removed 180 180 225 180 200 
Machined 280 315  
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hardness measurement results presented in Table 5, both the S690 and 
the S1100 specimens exceeded the maximum permitted hardness given 
in EN 1090. The plasma cut edge had a smooth surface and a hardness 
test was also conducted on the cut edge directly. Without grinding, 600 
HV hardness was measured corresponding to microhardness measure-
ment at 35 μm distance from the cut edge. After fine grinding, hardness 
was measured with standard EN 1090 method and the results were 
similar to HV5 measurements inside the HAZ and microhardness mea-
surements at 75 μm distance from the cut edge. 

Microhardness was measured from the centerline of the specimen. 
The first point was measured with HV0.05 method at distance of 35 μm 
distance from the cut edge whereas following points (75–500 μm) were 
measured with HV0.2 method. The CO2 laser cut specimen was also 
measured from the top side of the specimen close to the most significant 
striations. Measured microhardness profile presented in Fig. 5. Signifi-
cantly increased hardness values were measured close to the cut edge of 
the laser and plasma cut specimens. The width of the HAZ varied from 

0.20 mm to 0.35 mm at the specimen centerline and the width of the 
HAZ correlated with the cutting speed. The cutting speed of fusion cut 
S1100 was fastest and this specimen had the narrowest HAZ. 

The HAZ was narrow at the top of the laser cut edges and hardness 
increase outside HAZ at the top of the specimen can be explained by 
increased temperature near the cutting kerf and shot peening the rolled 
surface but also small decrease in hardness was measured at 0.25 mm 
distance from cut edge close to crack initiation in fatigue testing. 
Microhardness measurement of base material gives a good estimation of 
base material hardness at 0.35–0.5 mm distance from the cut edge. 
Hardness corresponding 1000–1400 HV was found for a 5–10 μm thick 
recast layer at the cut edge and 600–800 HV up to 50 μm distance from 
S355, S690 and S890 laser and plasma cut edges with a nanoindentation 
test [18]. Peippo et al. [19] reported 460–680 HV hardness with HV0.2 
method at 0.05–0.1 mm distance from plasma and laser cut edges with 
S235, S355 and S960 materials. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with secondary electron (SE) 
and backscattered electron (BSE) detection was used to evaluate the 
microstructure and metallurgical properties of the laser cut edges. Cross 
sections of the CO2 laser and fiber laser cut edges are presented in Fig. 6. 
The recast layer is clearly visible in the CO2 laser cut edge (Fig. 6a), 
whereas a recast layer where no grain boundaries are visible was not 
detected in fusion cut edges. A molten layer of 30 μm width is visible in 
Fig. 6b. A molten layer of 50 μm width was found in the S690 specimen. 
Transition from HAZ to BM was sharp and no significantly softened zone 
was detected in the microhardness measurements or cross section in 
SEM inspection. 

Chemical composition, excluding carbon from analysis, with energy 
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) from single point measurements is 
presented in Table 6. Point analysis indicated significant change in CO2 
laser cut edge whereas only minor changes in fusion cut specimens. EDS 
mapping was performed for the CO2 laser cut edge and the results are 
presented in Fig. 7 showing a SE image of the area. The recast layer was 
found to have changed elemental composition, but chemical 

Table 5 
Vickers hardness inside HAZ and base material hardness.  

Material 
and test 
method 

S690 - HV5 S1100 - HV3 

Cutting 
method 

CO2 
laser 
O2 

Fiber 
laser 
N2 

Plasma 
Air 

BM Fiber 
laser 
N2 

Fiber 
laser 
O2 

BM 

Max. 
hardness 

456 462 485 291 500 479 391 

Avg. 
hardness 

443 451 463 284 484 472 379  

Fig. 5. Microhardness distributions of cut edges.  

Fig. 6. Cross section of (a) S690 CO2 laser cut edge and (b) S1100 fiber laser cut edge.  

Table 6 
Elemental analysis with EDS. Results in mass-% at the edge and 0.1 mm distance 
from the edge.  

Specimen Location Element [m-%] 
Al Si Cr Mn Fe Mo 

CO2 laser S690 Edge  0.2  0.1 0  0.3  99.3  0.2 
0.1 mm from edge  0.4  0.5 0.2  1.2  97.6  0.1 

Fiber laser S690 Edge  0.3  0.4 0.2  1.1  98.0  – 

0.1 mm from edge  0.3  0.5 0.3  1.0  97.9  – 

Fiber laser S1100 Edge  0.3  0.3 1.3  1.3  95.6  0.4 
0.1 mm from edge  0.3  0.2 1.4  1.3  95.6  0.4  
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composition was changed compared to the BM even at a distance of 50 
μm from the cut edge. The oxide layer was removed in etching and the 
recast layer without grain boundaries is visible in the SE image. 

Residual stresses and Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) values 
were measured with a Stresstech Xstress G3 diffractometer using X-ray 
diffraction (XRD). FWHM values are measured from the XRD intensity 
profile width and values represent hardness, microstresses and plastic 
deformation. FWHM values can be used to complement microhardness 
measurements in cut edge characterization although exact correlation 
between FWHM and hardness values is not known. Leitner et al. [20] 
reported FWHM values for welded joints of steel grades of S355 and 
S960 where HV3 hardness at the weld toe area varied from 165 HV to 
360 HV [21]. FWHM values of 3.5◦ (S355) and 4.25◦ (S960) were ob-
tained for HFMI-treated weld toes, whereas FWHM values for as-welded 
joints were close to base material values of 1.75◦ and 2.5◦. FWHM of cut 
edges were studied in [22]. 

Residual stresses at the middle of the cut edge, parallel to loading, 
and FWHM values are presented in Table 7. Specimens were in the as-cut 
condition except the 10% citric acid treated S1100 specimens. Acid 
treatment has been found to have only a minor effect on the residual 
stress state of UHSS [23] but the acid-treated specimens were the only 
series in which compressive residual stresses were consistently 
measured at the cut edge. Acid treatment was used to prevent fretting 
fatigue to occur in gripping areas of the specimens when long cycle 
regime fatigue tests were performed. Tensile residual stresses measured 
at the cut edges were higher in the S690 than S1100 specimens. 

Residual stresses and FWHM values were also measured for milled 
S690, waterjet and CO2 laser cut S960, and fiber laser fusion cut S1100 
specimens. Average residual stresses parallel to the rolling and loading 

direction and FWHM values at the middle of the cut surface are pre-
sented in Table 8. Compressive residual stresses were found from the 
middle of rolled surfaces in S690, S960 and S1100 specimens and shot 
peening was found beneficial for rolled surface residual stress state. 
FWHM values of 2.4◦ (S960) and 2.2◦ (S1100) were found from rolled 
surfaces. Heat input decreased FWHM values in the shot peened S690 
specimens. An average FWHM value of 2.1◦ was measured at the heat 
affected area in the plasma cut and milled specimen whereas FWHM 
value of 3.1◦ was measured from the middle of the shot peened surfaces 
of specimens. 

The residual stress profile of the CO2 laser and plasma cut S690 
specimens was measured using XRD and electropolishing. For compar-
ison, the residual stress profile of a CO2 laser cut specimen was measured 
with a Stresstech Prism system utilizing the electronic speckle pattern 
interferometry (ESPI) hole drilling method. Measurements were made at 
the middle of the cut edges in both the parallel (0◦) and transverse (90◦) 
to loading directions. The residual stress profile is shown in Fig. 8a and 
FWHM profile from XRD measurements in Fig. 8b. 

High tensile residual stresses were measured from BM, with maximal 
values being located at 0.5 mm distance from the cut edge. With XRD 
technology, the measurement depth was limited to 0.5 mm but ESPI 
measurements complemented the measurements. The ESPI results 
showed that after a high peak of tensile residual stresses, residual 
stresses decreased steadily to close to zero at 2 mm distance from the 
edge. Similar behavior of a high tensile residual stress peak in base 
material has been found in several studies [5,18,24]. 

3.2. Fatigue tests 

Fatigue test results were analyzed using Deming regression, i.e. the 
minimum sum of perpendicular distances method (MSSPD). A nominal 
stress approach was used, and all FAT classes were calculated with 50% 
failure probability. Fatigue test results are shown in Fig. 9 and ground 
section failures or runouts are marked with arrows and excluded from 
SN-curve fitting. Results are separated for R = 0.1 (filled markers) and R 

Fig. 7. SE-image and EDS-analysis of CO2 laser cut edge.  

Table 7 
Residual stresses and FWHM values at the middle of the cut edges.  

Material S690 S1100 
Cutting method CO2 laser 

O2 
Fiber laser 
N2 

Plasma Fiber laser N2 

As- 
cut 

Acid 
treated 

Avg. residual stress 
[MPa] 

210 119 146 76 −6 

Min. residual stress 
[MPa] 

117 −28 76 28 −32 

Max. residual stress 
[MPa] 

451 252 342 181 17 

Avg. FWHM [◦] 5.06 3.66 5.02 4.22 4.35  

Table 8 
Average residual stresses and FWHM values of additional specimens.  

Material S690 S960 S1100 
Cutting method Milled CO2 laser O2 Waterjet Fiber laser O2 

Avg. residual stress [MPa] 214 190 −319 −4 
Avg. FWHM [◦] 3.00 5.27 3.77 4.87  
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Fig. 8. Residual stress profile of (a) CO2 laser and plasma cut S690 specimens and (b) FWHM values from XRD measurements.  

Fig. 9. Fatigue test results with R = 0.1 and R = 0.4–0.5 stress ratios.  

Table 9 
Calculated mean and characteristic FAT classes with free and fixed slopes.  

Cutting 
method 

Assistant gas Material Stress ratio 
[–] 

MSSPD Slope 
[–]  

FAT [MPa] 
50% 
MSSPD 

97.7% 
MSSPD 

50% m = 5 97.7% m = 5 50% m = 3 97.7% m = 3 

CO2 laser O2 S690 0.1 & 0.4  4.07 262 232 282 247 227 192 
Fiber laser N2 S690 0.1 & 0.4  2.45 142 120 215 160 165 137 
Plasma Air S690 0.1 & 0.4  3.41 215 170 252 191 201 157 
Fiber laser N2 S1100 0.1 & 0.5  4.12 234 198 259 216 188 148  

Table 10 
FAT classes of additional fatigue tests with fixed slopes. S960 data from [15].  

Cutting method Assistant gas Treatment Material Stress ratio [–] FAT m = 5 [MPa] FAT m = 3 [MPa] Note 
Plasma Air 1 mm milling S690  0.4 325 279 Ground section failure 
Fiber laser N2 Burr removed S690  0.1 273 200  
Waterjet – No S960  0.1 323 210 Two specimens 
CO2 laser O2 No S960  0.1 379 246  
Fiber laser N2 Burr removed S1100  0.1 340 255  
Fiber laser O2 No S1100  0.1 339 214 Ground section failure  
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= 0.4–0.5 (unfilled markers) stress ratios and additional tests are iden-
tified with crosses and pluses. S690 CO2 laser cut edges had the best 
fatigue performance. Fiber laser fusion cut S1100 had similar fatigue 
performance to plasma cut S690 edges. 

FAT classes were calculated using fixed slopes of m = 3 and m = 5 to 
compare results to standard FAT classes. The calculated FAT classes and 

the slopes of the SN-curves are presented in Table 9. The CO2 laser cut 
S690 edge has the highest FAT class with all three curve fitting pro-
cedures. Highest runout stress range was 350 MPa for the fiber laser cut 
S1100 specimen and 330 MPa for the CO2 laser cut S690 edge, respec-
tively. Plasma cut edge failure was experienced at 1.5⋅106 cycles with 
290 MPa stress range. Similar to other studies, the test results showed 
better fatigue strength after 106 cycles than estimated with SN curves 
[5–8]. 

Additional fatigue tests were conducted with high stress range and 
the results are presented in Table 10. The plasma cut specimen with a 
milled surface had high fatigue performance and failure occurred in the 
specimen’s ground section and not at the milled surface. Fatigue per-
formance of the fusion cut S690 specimen improved with burr grinding. 
The crack propagated from a cut edge defect, but the fatigue perfor-
mance was still lower than the plasma cut edge specimen with a burr 
attached. Reactive fusion cutting process was beneficial for fatigue 
performance of fiber laser cut S1100 edges although failure occurred 
from specimens ground section. The surface quality of the burr-removed 
fusion cut S690 specimens and reactive cut S1100 specimens in critical 
locations was similar (Fig. 4d) but reactive fusion cut edge had signifi-
cantly higher fatigue performance. 

The S960 specimens had high fatigue performance but low surface 
quality in terms of Rz values, and classification of surface quality was 

Fig. 10. Schematic drawing of critical locations of fatigue crack initiation.  

Fig. 11. Fracture surfaces and burrs of (a) fiber laser cut edges S690 and (b) S1100.  

Fig. 12. Crack initiation locations of CO2 laser cut edges (a) top of the plate and (b) bottom of the plate.  
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Range 3 (CO2 laser) and Range 4 (waterjet) according to EN 9013. The 
fusion cut and burr ground S1100 specimen had high fatigue perfor-
mance, although the fatigue crack initiated at the cut edge from a defect 
similarly to the burr ground S690 specimen. Fatigue performance was 
highly dependent on the assistant gas used in laser cutting although the 
surface roughness profile influenced fatigue performance. 

3.3. Crack initiation 

Fracture surfaces were examined with SEM to determine critical lo-
cations of fatigue crack initiation at the cut edge. Discontinuity points 
and defects were found in fiber laser and plasma cut specimens, whereas 
CO2 laser cutting with oxygen did not result in any sharp defects in the 
cut edge. Critical defects of each cutting method are illustrated in the 
schematic drawing in Fig. 10. Variation between different failure modes 
was not found inside fatigue test series. However, multiple crack initi-
ation location along specimen’s length were observed in fusion cut 
specimens. Detailed fracture surfaces are presented in Figs. 11–14, 
where jetting direction is from top to bottom and crack initiation loca-
tions are circled. 

Fractures propagated from the burr of the fiber laser cut edge, as can 

be seen in Fig. 11. The effect of plate thickness on burr formation was 
significant, but sharp discontinuity points were non-dependent on burr 
size in fusion cut edges cut edges. Fracture surfaces indicated crack 
propagation from the burr area in plasma cut specimen, but the burr was 
found not found to form as sharp or detrimental discontinuity points as 
in fiber laser fusion cut edges. 

The crack initiated in the base material in the CO2 laser cut edge. The 
location and mechanism for crack initiation varied according to loading. 
At high stress range, the crack initiated at the rolled surface on the top 
side, whereas below 370 MPa stress range the crack initiated at the 
rolled surface on the bottom side. These two failure modes are shown in 
Fig. 12. Shot peening of the plate material before cutting was detri-
mental because it induced stress concentration and compressive residual 
stresses were relaxed due to heat input. Sperle [8] found that the balance 
between the cut edge and rolled surface quality affected fracture initi-
ation, together with bending stress induced from out-of-plane deflection 
of the specimen. Fracture surfaces and the test results of this study 
support the argument that they are influencing factors for crack initia-
tion and growth, together with surface geometry, including rolled sur-
faces, microhardness and residual stress profile. 

Fiber laser fusion cut S690 and S1100 edges and plasma cut S690 
edges were studied also in burr-ground condition. Fatigue life from the 
test result closest to 105 cycles fatigue life was used as a comparison 
value and burr-ground specimens were tested with corresponding 
loading. The effect of burr grinding on fatigue life is shown in Table 11. 

Fig. 13. (a) Defect in the fiber laser fusion cut S690 specimen and (b) detail from the crack origin fracture surface.  

Fig. 14. Fracture surface and EDS measurement points of a burr ground 
S1100 specimen. 

Table 11 
Effect of burr grinding on fatigue life.  

Specimen Fatigue life improvement 
S690 Plasma 6.3% 
S690 Fiber laser N2 63% 
S1100 Fiber laser N2 147%  

Table 12 
EDS measurements from S1100 fracture surface.  

Point Element [m-%] 
O Al Si Cr Mn Fe Ni Mo 

1  –  0.4  0.3  1.5  1.3  95.2  0.9  0.5 
2  6.1  0.9  2.1  1.5  3.6  84.7  0.6  0.4 
3  –  0.5  0.3  1.5  1.4  95.0  1.0  0.5  
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Burr removal had a more significant effect on the fusion cut UHSS 
specimen than the HSS specimen. Failure of the plasma cut and burr- 
ground specimen occurred in the ground section and crack initiated 
from notches in the shot peened surface on the top side of the specimen 
outside the HAZ. 

On inspection, defects from fusion cutting were found in the cross 
section of the S690 cut edge. Crack-like defects act as an initial defect for 
fatigue crack growth. The cross section including crack-like defect and 
fracture surface of the fiber laser fusion cut S690 specimen are presented 
in Fig. 13. The critical defects in the S690 specimen were located in the 
middle of the cut surface, whereas in the S1100 specimen the defects 
were found at 2 mm distance to the top of the specimen. The defects 
were located in a region of turbulent assistant gas flow. 

The defects in the cut edge were different in the S1100 specimen. A 
molten and solidified layer and porosity are clearly visible in Fig. 14. 
The crack initiation area is located at a discontinuity point at 30 μm 
distance from the cut edge. Pore-like defects were not found to be as 
detrimental as crack-like defects in the thicker S690 specimen. Table 12 
presents EDS measurements near crack initiation area. Oxygen and an 
increased amount of silicon and manganese were found in the narrow 
boundary layer between the molten layer and cut edge, whereas the 
chemical composition on both sides of the boundary layer was close to 
that of the BM. 

4. Discussion 

Lack of published studies exists in terms of the fatigue performance 
of fusion cut structural steels but low-to-mid power fiber laser fusion 
cutting fatigue studies are reported for stainless steels. Pessoa et al. [25] 
found cut edge criticality for burr- and pore-like defects in AISI304 fiber 
laser fusion cut edges, where pores were located within 50 μm distance 
from cut edge. With a polished cut edge, fatigue crack grew from non- 
metallic inclusions. Fatigue performance increased only slightly after 
burr removal but significantly after polishing the cut edge. 

Fatigue strength of high-strength duplex grades 2205 and 2507 with 
ground (laser and waterjet cut), laser cut, waterjet cut and plasma cut 
edges were tested in [26,27] and the fatigue test results with R = 0.1 
compared to FAT 280 MPa m = 5 are presented in Fig. 15. Runout stress 
range of 360–410 MPa at 5⋅106 cycles was found. Fatigue test results 
suggests that the fatigue performances of duplex and structural steel cut 
edges are comparable. 

Fiber laser fusion cut edges tested in this study resulted significantly 
lower fatigue performance than in laser cut UHSS specimens in [5,7,8] 
due to cut edge defects. The reactive fusion cut S1100 edge had better 
fatigue performance than the fusion cut edge in as-cut condition, due to 
smaller burr and lower cut edge induced notch factor at the bottom of 

the cut edge. Local surface quality and defects are influenced by the 
cutting process. The highest notch factor in fusion cutting is located at 
the burr area, whereas reactive fusion cutting produces significant stri-
ations at the top of the cut edge and notch stress is small in the burr area. 
Burrs in fiber laser fusion cut edges reduced fatigue life significantly, but 
plasma cut edges had good fatigue performance with burrs attached. 

The surface of the CO2 laser cut edge had the highest surface 
roughness in terms of Rz value measured with optical measurements. 
Nevertheless, CO2 laser cut edges provided good fatigue performance in 
as-cut condition. Burr-removed fusion and as-cut reactive fusion cut 
S1100 specimens had the best fatigue performance. The good fatigue 
performance of reactive fusion cut edges can be explained by the 
hardness of the cut edge correlating with fatigue strength, as explained 
in [28]. The accuracy of hardness measurement decreases with low 
indentation weight, but it is necessary to use near the cut edge surface 
and the measured microhardness distributions seemed reasonable and 
consistent. The microhardness profile corresponded in the HAZ and BM 
HV3, and HV5 hardness measurements and microhardness profile had a 
similar trend to the FWHM profile in plasma and CO2 laser cut S690 
specimens. Nanohardness measurements closer to the cut edge would 
have been beneficial for cutting method comparison. Residual stress 
distribution was measured from the centerline of the specimen but dis-
tribution in the thickness direction is not known. Fatigue tests indicated 
that tensile residual stresses and relaxation has an influence on fatigue 
performance in the high cycle regime. 

Increased hardness in the cut edge seems beneficial for fatigue per-
formance. Diekhoff et al. [6] conducted microhardness tests for oxy-fuel 
cut S960 edges and found out that hardness close to the cut edge was 
lower than base material hardness. Low surface hardness suggests that 
the initiation mechanism for fatigue failure of oxy-fuel cut edges is 
different from plasma, and laser cut edges. Waterjet cut S960 edges had 
good fatigue performance because low surface quality was compensated 
by compressive residual stresses, which were also found in [7], instead 
of increased hardness due to heat input and relatively fast cooling at the 
cut edge. FHWM values suggested that there was increase in hardness 
also in waterjet cut edges. Uniform cut edges had better fatigue per-
formance than the tapered ground section in several fatigue tests. The 
crack initiation point of ground section failures was located at rolled and 
shot peened surfaces in the S690 specimens. The fatigue test results 
indicate that base material hardness and surface quality determine the 
ultimate fatigue capacity of laser and plasma cut edges if the cut edge is 
uniform. 

The results from this study suggest that standardized cut edge clas-
sification by cut edge characteristics should be considered instead of 
merely surface quality measured by Rz value. The most important factors 
for thermally cut edge characterization indicated by this study are 
hardness at the cut edge induced by the cutting method and microscopic 
defects and burrs in fusion cut edges. The balance between the cut edge 
and rolled surface quality is important for optimal fatigue performance, 
and residual stresses induced by cutting and pre- and post-treatments 
should also be considered. 

UHSSs provide the best fatigue performance because of the high base 
material hardness. The highest fatigue performance was found with 
reactive fusion cut S960 specimen. According to this study, the full 
weight saving potential of UHSSs in fatigue loaded cut structural 
members is not enabled with fiber laser fusion cutting. UHSSs are 
beneficial from the productivity perspective as fiber laser fusion cutting 
can be used with thinner plates. In this work, similar static and fatigue 
performance in as-cut condition after 5⋅105 cycles was achieved with 
almost two times higher cutting speed and without visible burr attach-
ment when 12 mm HSS was changed to 8 mm UHSS. Plate thickness and 
steel grade had strong correlation to fusion cut edge fatigue performance 

Fig. 15. Duplex cut edge fatigue test results. Data from [26,27].  
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when the burrs were ground, although similar defects were found for cut 
edges with different thicknesses. Fiber laser fusion cut S1100 specimens 
characteristic fatigue performance in as-cut condition exceeded HFMI 
treated welded joint nominal FAT class of 180 MPa m = 5 and increase in 
cutting efficiency could be utilized in welded UHSS structures. 

Further studies are needed on fusion cut surfaces with high pressure 
and fully laminar assistant gas flow to compare the effect of the assistant 
gas on fatigue performance. The effect of residual stress on fatigue 
performance could be studied with similar CO2 laser cut specimens that 
are shot peened after cutting to induce compressive residual stresses. 
Fiber laser technology is used in tube or robotic arm cutting systems and 
the results of coupon specimens could be generalized to perforated 
hollow section tubes as presented in [29]. 

5. Conclusions 

Fatigue of thermally cut edges is a complex phenomenon and 
different cutting methods induce different characteristics in the cut 
edges. In this study, it was found that the cutting process and cut edge 
defects had a more significant influence on fatigue performance than the 
cut edge surface quality measured by Rz and Ra. It is concluded that 
instead of surface quality, fatigue performance could be assessed based 
on the characteristics of the cut edge. The results suggest that burr 
attachment has the most significant influence on fatigue performance. 
When the burr is removed from the fiber laser fusion cut edge, fatigue 
performance was limited by defects on the cut edge, whereas neither 
concerns were present with CO2 laser reactive fusion cutting and rolled 
surface quality had significant effect on fatigue strength. 

The fatigue performance of the as-cut specimens exceeded IIW FAT 
class 100 MPa m = 3 significantly. Despite major burr attachment in 
fiber laser fusion cut S690, the as-cut specimens exceeded FAT 125 MPa 
m = 3 that is recommended for cut edges corners removed. Character-
istic FAT values for as-cut specimens varied from 137 MPa to 192 MPa 
with m = 3. EN 13001 standard FAT classes in as-cut condition were also 
found conservative with estimated characteristic FAT values from 160 
MPa to 247 MPa with m = 5. In the long cycle regime after 106 cycles, 
the fatigue performance estimated by FAT class causes unused potential 
because the runout limits suggest significantly higher fatigue perfor-
mance than the calculated SN-curves. 

The influence of surface quality on fatigue performance is compen-
sated in reactive fusion cut edges by a thin increased hardness layer and 
a uniform cut edge. Burrs defined fatigue performance when present but 
with microscopic burrs, fatigue performance remained at a high level. 
Characterization of the cutting method can enable the most appropriate 
method for an application to be selected. Fatigue assessment considering 
local material properties, residual stress state and true surface quality 
and product geometry could be developed for thermally cut edges. 
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A B S T R A C T   

In the present study, statistical analysis for previously reported cut edge fatigue test results is performed. 
Experimental fatigue tests are conducted for machined, plasma, and fiber laser-cut S960 edges to verify the effect 
of yield strength and cut edge quality, and to study the effect of the cutting method on fatigue performance. 
Experimental fatigue tests were complemented with hardness and residual stress measurements and metallur-
gical analyses with electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) to characterize cut edge fatigue properties and to 
verify statistical analysis findings. The results show that cut edges can be divided into high- and low-quality 
categories. On the basis of these high- and low-quality categories, material strength, and applied cutting 
methods, FAT classes and recommended fatigue design practices are proposed.   

1. Introduction 

Cutting is an important manufacturing method that has recently 
been developed to incorporate fiber laser technology. Local approaches 
have been adopted for welded joints [1] whereas cut edges are only 
covered with treatment-based [1,2] or surface roughness effects-based 
nominal FAT classes [3]. To design and manufacture lightweight and 
energy-efficient structures, accurate fatigue properties of cut edges 
should be obtained. For the welded and high-frequency mechanical 
impact (HFMI-treated) joints, the effective notch stress (ENS) method 
has increased the accuracy of fatigue strength assessments [4]. 

Hultgren et al. [5] introduced a probabilistic fatigue model for 
waterjet cut edges that takes into account material properties, surface 
quality and residual stresses at the cut edges. Bartsch and Feldmann [6] 
re-evaluated the EC3 cut edges fatigue performance by using fatigue test 
results from 1950s and 1960s. The previous studies and fatigue strength 
assessment guidelines did not cover comprehensively fiber laser fusion 
cutting and ultra-high-strength steels (UHSSs) that are in the focus of 
this study. Additionally, the current study includes also other traditional 
cutting methods and materials. Instead of re-analyzing previously 
gathered data, a new dataset from recent experimental studies [7–16] 
(from 2005 to 2020) was extracted to cover the current cutting methods, 
their technological development, and materials. Detailed differences 
between the cutting methods are highlighted using the data, and a 

statistical analysis on the data is carried out. 
The experimental part of the study extends and verifies the findings 

of the statistical analysis. The experiments are carried out to obtain the 
presence of initial defects and local geometries, residual stresses, and 
material properties that are needed to establish a parametric model that 
adapts local material properties and initial defects in association with 
different base materials. Initial defect-based fatigue strength assessment 
method is introduced to enable increase in the fatigue performance 
resulting from recently developed steel materials and manufacturing 
methods, but to also increase the safety of fatigue critical components. 
The fatigue test data (S-N data points) was gathered using nominal stress 
method since the geometrical notch stress concentrations of cut edge 
specimens are negligible small compared to welded joints. However, the 
study aims to enable the utilization of the presented results beyond the 
nominal stress method. Cut parts typically includes geometrical shapes, 
and the most reliable fatigue strength assessment is performed by 
evaluating stress concentrations with finite element analysis (FEA). In 
the proposed fatigue strength assessment model, the local stresses are 
compared to the actual fatigue capacity of characterized cut edges in 
respect to cut edges quality and base material potential. 

The fatigue strength and failure mechanisms of as-cut and burr 
ground S690 and S1100 laser-cut edges have been studied previously 
[13]. The development of fiber laser technology has increased the use of 
fusion cutting with nitrogen (N2) instead of oxygen (O2) as an assistant 
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gas. With this fusion cutting approach, cutting speed increases along 
with usable laser power and the focus of development has chiefly been 
on cutting efficiency rather than fatigue performance. The fatigue 
strength of thermally-cut edges has been tested in several studies [7–16] 
and low-quality cut edges have been found as highly comparable to 
welded joints in as-welded conditions (ASW) whereas HR surface has 
been critical over high quality thermally cut edges or longitudinal welds 
in beam structures [17,18]. Prior research tended to focus on welded 
joints fatigue, increasing the knowledge gap between the fatigue 
behavior of welded joints and cut edges. Nevertheless, particularly in 
high-quality weldments, such as post-weld-treated joints made of 
UHSSs, the fatigue strength of cut edges becomes more important to 
design criteria. 

The fatigue strength of cut edges has been defined by FAT classes 
with a nominal stress method. EN13001 [3] defines FAT classes by Rz 
value and material strength for cut edges, whereas the FAT classes for 
cut holes are specified as per the cutting method and material strength. 
One fatigue strength study [13] suggested that cut edge defects, hard-
ness, and residual stresses have a more significant influence on fatigue 
capacity than the Rz value. The FAT classes – defined by the EN13001 
standard – have been found as more suitable for fatigue strength as-
sessments than those recommended in previous studies by the IIW 
Recommendations or Eurocode 3 [1,2]. All these design standards, 
however, have been found to provide conservative FAT classes, partic-
ularly for reactive fusion-cut edges with high surface roughness and cut 
edges with burr attachment. The most typical discontinuity point of the 
cut edge is the burr at the bottom. The burr attachment depends on the 
cutting method, the parameters, and the steel’s chemical composition 
[19]. 

UHSSs are commonly manufactured by quenching & tempering 
(Q&T) or direct quenching (DQ) [20]. The manufacturing method and 
chemical composition also affect material hardening and softening, as 
well as residual stresses [21]. Moreover, surface quality is influenced by 
plate thickness, and DQ grades are limited to thinner sheets than QT 
grades. UHSSs with a thickness of t = 16 mm were fatigue tested in [16] 
and included in statistical analysis, whereas up to 20 mm thick HSSs 
were tested in [9]. Results from [13] were used to evaluate the effects of 
the steel manufacturing method on cut edge fatigue properties. 

In the present study, fatigue test results from previous studies are 
extracted and divided into high- and low-quality (HQ and LQ) categories 
based on fatigue performance, which is defined by FAT class related to 
material potential. The experimental study concentrates to fiber laser 
fusion cutting since a lack of fatigue test results was found in the liter-
ature review and is performed to verify the statistical analysis findings 
and to establish knowledge of the combined effects of metallurgy, re-
sidual stresses, and surface quality on the fatigue performance of cut 
edges. 

2. Statistical analysis 

2.1. Data collection and statistical methods 

The fatigue test data for statistical analysis was collected from pre-
vious studies conducted between 2005 and 2020 (see Appendix A1), 
which incorporated numerical-controlled (NC) cut component size 
structural steel dog-bone specimens (t = 4–20 mm) [6–17]. Specimens 
that resulted in failure between 1∙104 and 2∙106 cycles were included. 
Some of the previous studies did not specify the exact crack initiation 
locations or laser sources. In the statistical evaluation, laser cutting was 
considered as one group. This was instead of division to different laser 
sources or the applied assistant gases, although they can affect fatigue 
performance and laser technology has progressed from CO2 lasers to-
ward fiber lasers during the study period. This approach takes conser-
vative estimates of fatigue performance characteristics, for example, due 
to the low performance of thick high-strength fiber laser fusion cut edges 
tested in [13]. 

The data included specimens in both as-cut [8–10,13,16] and corners 
chamfered [7,11–16] conditions. IIW recommendations [1] gives FAT 
100 m = 3 for manually-cut edges and a higher class, and FAT 125 with 
m = 3 for mechanized cut edges with chamfered corners. Deming 
regression has been found to minimize the scatter of large fatigue test 
data analysis in [22] compared to the standard statistical approach and 
was, therefore, used in this study as a statistical method. The slope 
parameter of S-N curves was calculated by finding the mass center of 
data points and then minimizing scatter with Eq. (1). FAT classes were 
also estimated for fixed slopes m = 3 and m = 5. 
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n Δσi is the 
stress range, and Nf,i is the fatigue life. The mean and characteristic fa-
tigue strength, corresponding to 50% and 97.7% survival probabilities, 
respectively, were calculated using Eqs. (2)–(4). 
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In the case of a calculated characteristic FAT class gave lower fatigue 
strength than the worst data point of experimental results, the worst 
point fatigue class were used as characteristic FAT values to minimize 
the effects of high scatter. 

2.2. Cut edges fatigue performance analysis 

Cutting methods and steel grade have been found to have the most 
significant influence on fatigue performance [13,15] resulting in their 
selection as the main features for categorizing this study’s test series. 
Gathered fatigue test data is presented in Fig. 1 and classified according 
to yield strengths and cutting methods. Scatter index Tσ was determined 
from FAT classes based on the survival probabilities of 10% and 90%. 
The high surface roughness and compressive residual stresses in waterjet 
cut edges lead to high free slope parameter m value due to compressive 
residual stresses that are more beneficial when fatigue life increases. The 
mean fatigue strength of waterjet cut specimens with a fixed slope of m 
= 5 seems to be higher than that of machined specimens. 

Each cutting method combined with the steel grade and thickness 
has different properties. A categorization of high quality (HQ) and low 
quality (LQ) cut edges based on initial defects was suggested in [13]. In 
[12,15,23], fatigue capacity was found to strongly depend on the steel 
grade in the case of high-quality laser cut and machined edges. Both of 
these aspects should be considered when developing an advanced fa-
tigue strength assessment approach. 

The reported test series were divided into low- and high-quality 
categories based on assumed initial defects, reported treatments, fa-
tigue performance, and run-out levels. The categorization was per-
formed for each test series and all selected test series data points were 
included in this study, even though yield strength was only exceeded in a 
few low-strength steel fatigue tests, which reduced fatigue performance 
and increased scatter. To evaluate the effect of burr attachment, the LQ 
category was further divided into as-cut and edges chamfered classes. 
Both LQ and HQ classes included test results from the laser, plasma, and 
oxy-fuel cut edges, whereas all waterjet cut edges were classified to HQ 
class despite the high Rz values reported in [10,13]. The principal 
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difference between HQ and LQ classes is found in the crack initiation. In 
HQ edges, only small or non-existing initial cracks are present, resulting 
in a long crack initiation period, whereas the crack growth phase de-
termines fatigue life with LQ edges. This study only considered 
machined edges as a reference. 

Cut edge fatigue test results are shown in Fig. 2 with the proposed 
quality classification. The division to LQ and HQ is highlighted in class 
590 ≤ fy ≤ 700 (Fig. 2b), in which a high amount of fatigue tests was 
available for both examples. Only a limited number of LQ specimens 
with chamfered edges were found in the literature, but it should be 

Fig. 2. Fatigue test results of (a) 350 ≤ fy ≤ 500, (b) 590 ≤ fy ≤ 700, and (c) 890 ≤ fy ≤ 1100 cut edges with quality classification by the quality and yield strength. 
Data from [7–16]. 

Fig. 1. Fatigue test results, number of test specimens and scatter ranges of (a) all cut (excl. machined) b) machined, c) laser, d) plasma, e) oxy-fuel and f) waterjet cut 
edges. Data from [7–16]. 
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noted that as-cut edges may have a high fatigue performance, whereas 
the chamfering of edges does not necessarily guarantee a HQ classifi-
cation. Instead, HQ class also includes as-cut edges. 

Fig. 3 illustrates the quality-based fatigue performance of studies cut 
edges with the suggested slope parameters of m = 5 for HQ and m = 3 for 
LQ cut edges. It can be identified that yield strength has a significant 
effect on fatigue performance when 350 ≤ fy ≤ 500 is compared to the 
590 ≤ fy ≤ 700 class. However, the fatigue performance is similar in 590 
≤ fy ≤ 700 and 890 ≤ fy ≤ 1100 classes. Scatter index Tσ decreases to 
acceptable level after quality classification when compared to original 
data (Fig. 1a). The results suggest that for computer-aided cutting in as- 
cut conditions, the FAT 150 class with m = 3 is valid but conservative 
and the full potential of high strength, quality, or post-treatments are not 
enabled. The results indicate that, for LQ cut edges, the slope parameter 
of m = 3 is more suitable, especially for as-cut edges because burr 
attachment has the most detrimental effects on fatigue performance. 
Moreover, defects have a smaller effect on fatigue performance at the 
low cycle when compared to the high cycle regime, instead of m = 5 
which is given in EN13001 for all cut edges. 

The correlation of fatigue strength to yield strength was identified 
from HQ cut edges. LQ cut edges, however, had a similar fatigue ca-
pacity in the regime of 350 MPa ≤ fy ≤ 700 MPa, and slightly higher in 

the 890 MPa ≤ fy ≤ 1100 MPa class. The FAT classes are presented in 
Table 1 with the classification made according to cut quality and yield 
strength. HQ cut edges have a strong correlation to yield strength and 
low scatter even when thermal and mechanical cutting methods are 
combined. The fatigue strengths of LQ cut edges are comparable to the 
fatigue strength of welded structures. Consequently, the importance of 
quality increases along with yield strength due to increased notch 
sensitivity, higher stress range, and the effect of the crack initiation 
stage. 

To enable a comparison with design rules, FAT values were esti-
mated from classified data as a characteristic value and also with 97.7% 
survival probability (Table 2). The classification of cut edges decreases 
the scatter inside the categories. HQ cut edges have an almost similar 
fatigue performance to machined edges and a high correlation to 
EN13001 given that yield strength-based FAT classes with Range 1 cut 
quality was observed with slightly modified material strength classes. 
The finding supports that cut edge fatigue EN13001 performance has 
good agreement with fatigue test results when defects are considered 
instead of surface quality measured with Rz value. In a statistical anal-
ysis performed in [24], it was also found that high fatigue performance 
despite high surface roughness specimens and Rz of 75 μm was proposed 
as a cut edge requirement for an increased FAT class. 

Fig. 3. Quality-based mean and characteristic FAT classes for (a) HQ 350 ≤ fy ≤ 500, (b) HQ 590 ≤ fy ≤ 700, (c) HQ 890 ≤ fy ≤ 1100 and (d) material independent 
LQ classes. Data from [7–16]. 

Table 1 
Mean fatigue strength based on test results. Data from [7–16].  

Class As-cut - LQ Chamfered - LQ HQ (cut) All (cut) 
MSSPD FAT 
[MPa] 

MSSPD 
m 

FAT 
m = 5 
[MPa] 

MSSPD FAT 
[MPa] 

MSSPD 
m 

FAT 
m = 5 
[MPa] 

MSSPD FAT 
[MPa] 

MSSPD 
m 

FAT 
m = 5 
[MPa] 

MSSPD FAT 
[MPa] 

MSSPD 
m 

FAT 
m = 5 
[MPa] 

350 ≤fy ≤
500 

238 5.74 229 233 5.43 227 337 13.85 277 284 8.33 252 

590 ≤ fy 
≤ 700 

235 4.48 244 269 4.80 273 329 8.09 351 414 3.90 292 

890 ≤ fy 
≤ 1100 

293 5.92 277 331 7.81 283 406 6.34 370 406 5.39 341 

350 ≤ fy 
≤ 1100 

240 4.81 243 239 4.05 261 346 5.56 332 270 4.25 288  

Table 2 
Characteristic fatigue strength based on test results. Data from [7–16].  

Material LQ As-cut LQ Chamfered All LQ HQ Machined LQ & HQ cut 
FAT 
m = 3 

FAT 
m = 5 

FAT 
m = 3 

FAT 
m = 5 

FAT 
m = 3 

FAT 
m = 5 

FAT 
m = 3 

FAT 
m = 5 

FAT 
m = 3 

FAT 
m = 5 

FAT 
m = 3 

FAT 
m = 5 

350 ≤ fy ≤ 500 141 194 141 198 142 195 142 207 202 266 137 189 
590 ≤ fy ≤ 700 152 199 1851 2521 153 200 179 272 192 251 151 199 
890 ≤ fy ≤ 1100 1641 2241 1631 2561 1631 2241 194 295 217 349 170 245 
350 ≤ fy ≤ 1100 147 195 157 207 145 198 170 240 201 281 149 196  
1 Value determined as a worst point analysis. 
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The traditional approach to estimating characteristic FAT class from 
all fatigue tests can be used, suggesting FAT 150 m = 3 for cut edge 
fatigue performance. A conducted statistical analysis suggests a 20% 
better fatigue performance than current IIW recommended FAT 125 m 
= 3 for thermal cut and chamfered edges, or 50% improvement 
compared to FAT 100 recommended for manually-cut edges in as-cut 
conditions. In comparison to EN13001, the found FAT 200 m = 5 sug-
gests a 40% higher fatigue strength than the suggested FAT 140 m = 5 
for as cut edges, including for burrs at cut edges. 

3. Experimental tests 

3.1. Materials and measurements 

Experimental fatigue test series were performed to verify the statis-
tical analysis results, with the study focused on fiber laser cutting with 
oxygen and nitrogen as assistant gases. In addition to laser cutting, fa-
tigue tests were conducted for plasma, oxy-fuel, waterjet, and guillotine 
cut edges. Machined specimens were used to provide a comparison to 
cut edges. Structural steels manufactured by SSAB with 6 mm thickness 
and nominal yield strengths of 420 MPa, 700 MPa, and 960 MPa 
(Table 3) were used for the experimental tests. Materials were in the hot- 
rolled (HR) condition and specimens were cleaned with 10% citric acid 
before residual stress measurements to remove mill scale and possible 
oxide layers. Sharp corners were chamfered with grinding parallel to 
loading expect separately stated as-cut specimens. 

Two different industrial fiber laser cutting systems were used to 
manufacture the specimens. The study’s main focus was on a standard 
industrial fiber laser fusion cutting with a 10 kW laser system. S690 (t =
12 mm) and S1100 (t = 8 mm) specimens cut and tested in [13] were cut 
with the same 10 kW fiber laser system as S960 t = 6 mm in this study. 
Fiber laser fusion-cut edges were tested in as-cut, burr ground, and shot- 
peened conditions. Shot peened specimens were treated for two minutes 
in a drum-type machine. In addition to the industrial 10 kW laser cutting 
parameters, a custom high pressure (HP) parameter set was used to 
evaluate the effects of focal point position and assistant gas pressure on 
fatigue performance. The most important parameters of laser cutting, 
which have been varied in this study, are presented in Table 4. The 

cutting with a custom parameter set significantly increases costs due to a 
slower cutting speed and also increased the assistant gas consumption. 
The available parameters for plasma, oxy-fuel, guillotine, and waterjet 
cutting are presented in Table 5. Machined specimens were manufac-
tured from laser-cut billets with 2 mm machining clearance on each side. 
NC milling was performed clockwise with the parameters presented in 
Table 6. A 3 kW laser setup was also used for additional fatigue tests to 
study the effects of lower surface quality on fatigue performance. 

Servo-hydraulic 750 kN and 1200 kN fatigue test rigs for 50 mm wide 
specimens (Fig. 4a) were used with a constant amplitude loading and a 
test frequency of 1–2.5 Hz. The results were complemented using a 100 
kN test rig for 20 mm wide (Fig. 4b) laser-cut specimens with a 4 Hz 
frequency. The bending stress, induced from the attachment of the 
specimens to the test rig, was measured with strain gauges with typical 
values less than 5% in respect to tensile membrane stress and, conse-
quently,was not considered in the fatigue test results. The load cell 
calibration was also verified with the strain gauge measurements. When 
strain was converted to stress with E = 200 GPa, the verification mea-
surement corresponded with load cell and area extracted nominal stress 
below 1% variation. Run-out levels equal to 2∙106 and 5∙106 cycles 
were used for 50 mm and 20 mm wide specimens, respectively. A 
maximum applied stress range for 20 mm specimens was 575 MPa with 
R = 0.1. The specimen geometries are presented in Fig. 4, where the 
curvature parameter a is 2.75⋅10−8 and 3.33⋅10−8 for 50 mm and 20 mm 
wide specimens, respectively. The 3 kW fiber laser setup was used for 
temperature measurements to verify the use of narrower 20 mm speci-
mens. The shape of specimens minimized the effects of stress concen-
trations in tapered sections and increased the critical length of 

Table 3 
Nominal material properties and chemical composition.  

Material Material strength [MPa] Chemical composition [wt %] 
Yieldmin Tensile Cmax Simax Mnmax Pmax Smax Almin 

S420 420 480–620 0.10 0.3 1.50 0.025 0.01 0.015 
S700 700 750–950 0.12 0.25 2.1 0.020 0.01 0.015 
S960 960 980–1250 0.12 0.25 1.3 0.020 0.01 0.015  

Table 4 
Laser cutting parameters.  

Cutting 
method 

Assistant 
gas 

Power 
[kW] 

Cutting speed [mm/ 
min] 

Assistant gas pressure 
[bar] 

Nozzle diameter 
[mm] 

Focal point 
[mm] 

Specimen type 

FL N2 10 10,500 6.5 4 −3 Fatigue & metallurgy 
FL HP N2 10 8000 20 4 −6 Additional fatigue tests 
FL O2 4.2 3000 0.65 1.25 6 Fatigue & metallurgy 
FL O2 3 2600 0.5 1.20 0 Fatigue & temperature  

Table 5 
Plasma, oxy-fuel, guillotine, and waterjet cutting parameters.  

Plasma Oxy fuel Guillotine Waterjet 
Current 130A Speed 630 mm/min Clearance 0.6 mm Speed 300 mm/min 
Speed 3800 mm/min Gas Propane & Oxygen Angle 1.3 degree   
Shielding gas Air       
Cutting gas Oxygen        

Table 6 
Machining parameters.  

Operation Roughing Finishing 
Tool type Shoulder Solid carbide end 
Tool diameter [mm] 25 20 
Feed rate [mm/min] 300 900 
Rotation speed [RPM] 1200 2000 
Repetitions 3 1  
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specimens. Stress concentrations obtained with FEA were below 1.02 of 
nominally applied loading and are not considered in the results. The 
failures in fatigue tests were initiated and propagated from both the 
constant width area and tapered sections, with no difference in fatigue 
strength between 20 mm and 50 mm specimen sizes being found. 

Visual surface qualities are illustrated in Fig. 5. Surface quality was 
measured with an optical profilometer (Keyence VR-3200), with the 
results presented in Table 7 together with the FAT classes given as 

function of plate thickness in EN9013 [25] and further restricted with 
maximal Rz5 values in EN13001 [3]. It should be noted that the fiber 
laser-cut S420 edges surface quality was classified as Range 4, being 
outside of EN13001 requirements for fatigue-loaded structures. The use 
of custom parameters (see Table 4) and shot peening was found to 
improve the surface quality of fiber laser fusion-cut edges. Cut edges 
were classified to perpendicularity classes according to EN9013, 
although this is not considered as a fatigue parameter. Laser cutting 

Fig. 4. Test specimen geometries and rig attachments for (a) 50 mm and (b) 20 mm wide specimens.  

Fig. 5. Visual surface quality of investigated cut edges.  

Table 7 
Surface quality and EN13001 classifications.  

Specimen Ra [μm] Rz5 [μm] Rz Max [μm] EN9013 and EN13001 classifications 
Surface quality FAT m = 5 [MPa] Perpendicularity 

HR 2 7 10 – 315 – 

HR SP 4 17 25 – 280 – 

Machined S960 1 4 7 – 315 – 

Machined S700 2 4 8 – 280 – 

Machined S420 2 5 10 – 225 – 

Fiber laser O2 S960 1 7 11 Range 1 280 1 
Fiber laser O2 S420 29 89 109 Range 4 – 1 
Fiber laser N2 8 42 60 Range 3 180 1 
Fiber laser N2 SP 8 35 56 Range 2 200 1 
Fiber laser N2 HP 5 31 44 Range 2 200 1 
Plasma 3 10 14 Range 1 280 2 
Oxy-fuel 10 25 51 Range 2 200 2 
Waterjet 25 82 141 Range 4 – 3  
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produces highly perpendicular edges and decreases machining, i.e. in 
weld preparations. 

Residual stresses parallel to the loading direction, as well as full 
width half maximum (FWHM) values, were measured with a Stresstech 
Xstress G3 X-ray diffractometer. Residual stresses were measured from 
the middle of cut edges and from the HR surface as close to the upper 
corner of the specimens as possible with a 1 mm collimator spot size. 
Tensile residual stresses were measured from laser-cut S960 specimen 
cut edges. The assistant gas only minorly affected the results in both 
S960 and S1100 [13] specimens, whereas both manufacturing method 
and chemical composition had significant influences on residual 
stresses, according to the measurements presented in Table 8. 
Compressive residual stresses were measured from oxy-fuel and waterjet 
cut edges that compensate for material softening close to the cut edge 
and low surface quality. Guillotine cutting induced high tensile residual 
stresses equal to yield strength on the fracture section. 

Residual stress measurements reveal a trend that residual stresses are 
low on machined specimen HR surfaces. With both cutting surfaces, 
laser cutting results in a similar residual stress state in both cut edges and 
HR surfaces, although cutting speed distinguishes. The results suggest 
that plasma cutting induces higher tensile residual stresses to HR sur-
faces when compared to laser cutting. Tensile residual stresses were 
induced to S960 DQ laser-cut edges in contrast to the negligible small 
residual stress state of S1100 Q&T cut edges. Only minor residual stress 
relaxation was found when an average 211 MPa tensile residual stresses 
from the S960 fiber laser fusion-cut edge were measured after 5∙106 

cycles run-out test. 

3.2. Metallurgical characterization 

Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) measurements and analysis 
were performed using an Oxford-HKL acquisition and analysis software. 
A field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) (Ultra plus, 
Zeiss) for the EBSD measurements was operated at 15 kV and the step 
size was 0.2 μm. EBSD mapping was conducted from the middle section 
of specimens to categorize grain morphology. The analyses were con-
ducted for S960 specimens that have been fatigue tested in this study 
and S1100 cut edges that were fatigue tested in [13] to study the effects 
of chemical composition and manufacturing method. The results are 
shown in Figs. 6 and 7 with a classification of coarse-grained and fine- 

Table 8 
Residual stress measurements.  

Specimen 
type 

Material Cut edge  HR surface 
Avg. 
residual 
stress 
[MPa] 

Avg. 
FWHM 
[◦]  

Avg. 
residual 
stress 
[MPa] 

Avg. 
FWHM 
[◦] 

Machined 
edge 

S960 42 3.3  31 2.4 

Machined 
edge 

S700 242 2.5  69 2.0 

Machined 
edge 

S420 275 2.1  33 1.7 

Fiber laser 
O2 

S420 358 4.4  171 1.9 

Fiber laser 
O2 

S960 269 4.0  104 2.5 

Fiber laser 
N2 

S960 236 4.3  99 2.4 

Fiber laser 
N2 SP 

S960 −573 4.4  −340 3.4 

Fiber laser 
N2 [13] 

S1100 −6 4.4  −153 2.4 

Fiber laser 
O2 [13] 

S1100 −4 4.9  – – 

Plasma S960 226 4.1  174 2.5 
Oxy-fuel S960 −114 2.6  248 2.6 
Waterjet S960 −397 3.2  15 2.4 
Shear cut – 

Shear 
section 

S960 308 4.5  – – 

Shear cut – 

fracture 
section 

S960 948 4.6  – –  

Fig. 6. EBSD mapping of (a) fiber laser reactive fusion cut and (b) fiber laser 
fusion cut S960 edges. 

Fig. 7. EBSD mapping of (a) fiber laser reactive fusion cut and (b) fiber laser 
fusion cut S1100 edges tested in [13]. 

Fig. 8. Microhardness profile of S420, S960 DQ, and S1100 Q&T thermally-cut 
edges. S1100 data from [13]. 
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grained heat-affected zones (CGHAZ and FGHAZ), as well as the base 
material. 

The differences in microstructures under a 100 μm distance from a 
cut edge can be explained by different cutting processes and the pres-
ence of oxygen. At a further distance, the differences are due to heat 
input and heat diffusion time, resulting in narrower HAZ in fusion-cut 
specimens. A crack-like defect is visible in fiber laser fusion-cut edge 
Fig. 6b. The defect is minor in size compared to the 200 μm long defects 
at the same distance from the edge in the examined fracture surfaces. 
Similar defects were found to influence S1100 fiber laser fusion-cut 
specimens’ fatigue performance in [13]. Grain size in the vicinity of a 
reactive fusion-cut S960 cut edge is larger and more constant when 
compared to an S960 fusion-cut edge. The cut edges of an S1100 
microstructure can be distinguished from S960 edges with a smaller 
grain size in both CGHAZ and FGHAZ. Edge perpendicularity varies 
between oxygen and nitrogen assistant gases. Reactive fusion-cut edges 
are highly perpendicular at high magnification levels, whereas fusion- 
cut edges have more variation. 

Hardness of laser and plasma cut edges were measured from polished 
cross sections. Hardness distribution was measured with the HV0.05 
method for the first point at the 35 μm distance from cut edge, and with 
the HV0.2 method for following points up to 0.5 mm distance. Micro 
hardness profiles are presented in Fig. 8. A softened zone was found in 
the S960 hardness measurements. With slower cutting speed, the soft-
ened zone was more significant than with fast fiber laser fusion cutting. 
Fiber laser cut edge hardness in vicinity of cut edge distinguished 
significantly when compared to S1100 in [13], where similar measure-
ments were conducted and hard layer close to cut edge but without 
softened zone was found. It can be noticed that oxy-fuel cut S960 and 
fiber laser cut S420 hardness are intersecting close to cut edge and the 
local fatigue capacity of oxy-fuel cut edge has decreased. 

3.3. Fatigue test results 

The fatigue test results performed in this study, together with the 
results from [13] in as-cut conditions and R = 0.1 stress ratio tested fiber 
laser fusion-cut specimens, are illustrated in Fig. 9 to highlight the ef-
fects of edge condition, cutting method, and plate thickness on fatigue 
performance. The EN13001 S-N curves for machined UHSSs and 
thermal-cut Range 3 surface quality FAT 180 MPa m = 5 can be found as 
conservative for fiber laser fusion-cut edges even when they include the 
initial cut-edge defects. The statistical analysis resulted in FAT 150 MPa 
m = 3 for base value in as-cut conditions, FAT 200 MPa m = 5 for edges 
chamfered, and FAT 225 MPa m = 5 for edges chamfered plasma or fiber 

laser fusion-cut UHSS edges, which are shown as a statistical analysis 
comparison and also found as valid for this study’s experimental fatigue 
tests. A machined and reactive fusion-cut run-out level is high compared 
to FAT values. Reactive fusion-cut S960 t = 6 mm specimens were also 
tested in as-cut conditions, with no benefit from chamfering edges being 
found. 

Although a thicker plate resulted in lower surface quality, the fatigue 
performance in the burr ground-condition of S690 specimens t = 12 mm 
matched S960 specimens, whereas the S1100 t = 8 mm specimens had a 
significantly higher fatigue performance despite similar cutting param-
eters recommended by manufacturers. This difference could be 
explained by the different chemical compositions of Q&T and DQ steel 
grades and by the differences in residual stresses measured at cut edges. 

The fatigue performances of reactive fusion-cut specimens and 
machined specimens were similar and at the highest level of tested 
specimens. The effects of stress ratio on fatigue performance were 
studied with the S960 specimens, and a slightly lower fatigue strength 
was observed when R = 0.4 and test with higher mean stress is included 
in FAT values shown in Table 9. Fatigue test results are presented as 
mean FAT classes due to a limited number of performed fatigue tests by 
using procedure described in statistical analysis (chapter 2.1). For FL N2 
edges in the corners-chamfered condition, a characteristic FAT values of 
252 MPa m = 5 and 257 MPa m = 5 for combination of FL N2 AC, EC and 
HP test series. The fatigue performance of fiber laser fusion-cut S960 
specimens was significantly lower than for reactive fusion-cut speci-
mens, even with increased assistant gas pressure. Shot peening increased 

Fig. 9. Fatigue test results for (a) conventional cutting methods and (b) fiber laser fusion cutting. S690 and S1100 data from [13].  

Table 9 
Experimental fatigue test results in comparison to statistical analysis.  

Specimen Material Experimental 
FAT 50% [MPa] 

Number of test specimens 
withfailure 

m = 3 m = 5 
Machined S960 279 383 3 
Machined S700 265 358 2 
FL O2 S960 279 392 4 
FL O2 S420 220 279 2 
FL N2 AC S960 235 287 2 
FL N2 EC S960 205 298 7 
FL N2 HP S960 232 333 3 
FL N2 Comb. S960 216 305 12 
FL N2 SP S960 303 392 3 
Oxy-fuel S960 205 296 3 
Waterjet S960 234 340 3 
Guillotine S960 159 164 2  
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fatigue performance – defined as FAT class – close to machined and 
reactive fusion-cut specimens. 

The typical fracture surfaces of fiber laser-cut specimens are shown 
in Fig. 10a and b with crack initiation locations marked. The fatigue test 
results are explained by crack initiation locations. The fracture initiated 
a cut edge from pores and crack-like defects under the recast layer in 
fusion-cut specimens. A fusion-cut edge detail is illustrated in Fig. 10c to 
highlight the difficulty of material removal from the kerf. An increase in 
assistant gas pressure and lowering the focal point had a positive in-
fluence on fatigue performance, but a fatigue crack was still initiated 
from the cut edge. A crack initiation from the HR surface in a reactive 
fusion cut (Fig. 10a) and machined specimens explains the similar fa-
tigue performance obtained in these series. 

From a visual inspection of a reactive fusion-cut S420 specimen, the 
crack initiation was assumed to be influenced by a very rough surface 
quality. However, further SEM analysis revealed crack initiation from a 
relatively large nonmetallic inclusion (NMI), shown in Fig. 11a. The 
inclusion was identified, via energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 
(EDS), to consist of mainly sulfur and calcium. NMIs close to a cut edge, 
especially when close to high-tensile residual stress fields at HAZ and BM 
transition, are detrimental to fatigue performance. However, only the 
largest NMI was found to be critical over all the HR surface defects. 

Fig. 11b–d illustrate the crack initiation from fiber laser fusion-cut 
S960 edges in various conditions. The HP assistant gas flow was found 
to form a significantly thinner recast layer than standard industrial 

settings but, similarly, the crack initiation occurred from the cut edge 
due to pore-like and crack-like defects. Shot peening induces compres-
sive residual stresses to the cut edge and improves fatigue performance, 
whereas fatigue crack was still initiated from cut-edge defects. In 
Fig. 11c, the individual shots attached to the cut surface are still visible. 
It remains unclear, however, whether these defects are formed in cutting 
or during shot peening. The burr in the bottom of the fusion-cut edge 
was found to be detrimental to fatigue performance, but with 6 mm thick 
specimens (Fig. 11d) a major crack-like defect was not found, unlike in 8 
mm and 12 mm thick specimens in [13], while the fatigue performance 
of as-cut t = 6 mm specimens was also higher. 

Waterjet, oxy-fuel, and guillotine cut edge fracture surfaces are 
shown in Fig. 11e–g. It can be seen that cracks have propagated from the 
bottom of the striations in Fig. 11e and f. In addition to the surface 
quality measured by Rz value (Table 7), waterjet cutting produces a 
locally rough surface similar to fiber laser fusion cutting, whereas where 
oxygen is present the cut surface is smooth in oxy-fuel and reactive 
fusion laser cutting. Guillotine cutting induces the initial cracks to the 
cut edge before the fatigue crack propagates from these initial defects, 
resulting in a worse fatigue performance being found in this study. 

4. A design proposal for the fatigue strength assessments of cut 
edges 

The fatigue strength classes for machine-controlled cut edges, based 

Fig. 10. Crack initiation of (a) fiber laser reactive fusion, (b) fusion cut S960 edges and (c) detail from fusion cut edge recast layer with recast droplet and pore- 
like defect. 

Fig. 11. Crack initiation from (a) S420 reactive fusion cut non-metallic inclusion (b) high pressure fusion cut (c) fusion cut and shot peened, (d) fusion cut edge in as- 
cut condition, (e) waterjet, (f) oxy-fuel and (g) guillotine cut S960 edges. 
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on the chacateristic FAT values obtained in statistical evaluation and 
experimental fatigue test of this study, are presented in Table 10. The 
lowest point of each tested experimental fatigue test series of cut edges 
(excl. guillotine cutting) exceeded chacateristic FAT classes obtained in 
statistical analysis. It should be noted that fatigue strength assessments 
should consider stress concentrations, preferably with FEA. The use of 
FEA in the determination of stress concentration diminished the need for 
an additional safety marging in the structures with cut geometrical 
shapes when compared to the nominal stress method. 

The proposed FAT classes 150 MPa with a slope parameter of m = 3, 
and 200 MPa or higher with a slope parameter of m = 5, intersects at the 
low-cycle regime. According to the experimental findings, FAT 150 MPa 
(m = 3) should be used when beneficial. Proposals for the FAT classes 
are established by modifying those given in the current EN13001 based 
on this study’s findings. The most significant differences between the 
current proposal and the EN13001 standard are the inclusion of the 
cutting method effect and typical defects, together with an increased 
fatigue strength capacity at the low-cycle regime, i.e. FAT 150 (m = 3) is 
applicable at high-stress ranges. When proposed FAT classes are 
compared to the EC3 standard and IIW recommendations [1,2] for cut 
edges, it can be noted that the additional capacity of UHSSs or cut edges 
quality improvement from 1960 s and 1970 s, where mainly oxy-fuel 
cutting was used, can be enabled using the proposed model. Final 
draft of upcoming Eurocode 3 [26] recommends the use of slope 
parameter m = 5 with the FAT value of 125 MPa for the cut edges for 
EN9013 Range 2 surface quality edges in the corners chamfered- 
condition, and 160 MPa for ground edges. 

Shot peening has been found to be a highly effective post-treatment 
that could be used to increase lower FAT classes up to 200 or 250 MPa m 
= 5, depending on BM yield strength. The effects of shot peening should 
be studied with machined specimens to ensure beneficial effects gained 
with machined and reactive fusion-cut edges, in which the fatigue per-
formance was high without treatments. After further fatigue testing, the 
FAT classes for shot-peened cut edges could be increased. The statistical 
analysis included thick HSSs and UHSSs cut edges with plasma and 
reactive fusion-cut edges but reported studies with fiber laser fusion 
cutting are limited to t = 12 mm sheet thickness. Thick HSSs fiber laser 
fusion-cut edges should be fatigue tested to verify findings or to intro-
duce thickness reduction for FAT classes. 

5. Discussion 

IIW recommendations for cut edge FAT classes were found to be 
conservative in this study, although it should be noted that only 

numerically-controlled cut edges were included in the statistical ana-
lyses. EN13001 provides a good estimation for fatigue strength for the 
characteristic machined-cut edges, which is due to the low scatter of 
reported fatigue test results. The high scatter of previously reported cut 
edge fatigue test results is the main factor for conservative FAT classes 
with m = 5 or high requirements for cut edge quality in EN13001. A 
slope parameter of m = 3 should be used for LQ cut edges to improve 
accuracy. FAT class 140 MPa (m = 3) and the possibility of improving 
fatigue strength by chamfering edges is recommended in [27] for 
guillotine-cut edges. Based on this study’s findings, the FAT 125 MPa 
class (m = 3) should be used and the FAT class cannot be increased with 
corners chamfering due to crack propagation from a cut surface. 

Sperle [15] and Laitinen et al. [12] have suggested that fatigue 
classes should be determined based on the material strength and cutting 
method. The machined and reactive fusion-cut specimens tested in this 
study showed high agreement with Sperle’s conclusions. Supplementing 
the statistical analysis with more results of various cutting methods, 
however, indicated that the material strength-based approach for FAT 
classes could not be used without considering defects and cut edge 
hardness due to the fatigue performance of LQ cut edges being found as 
material independent. 

A previous fatigue test results classification to LQ and HQ categories 
was performed without a detailed fractography due to the lack of data. 
In this study, fiber laser fusion and oxy-fuel cut S960 edges were 
considered as LQ edges based on crack initiation to the cut edge. 
Moreover, the characteristic fatigue strengths of these test series showed 
good agreement with FAT 150 MPa (m = 3), and FAT 200 and 225 MPa 
(m = 5), which were found in the statistical analysis and proposed as 
design FAT classes. 

Jokiaho et al. [28] found cracking in oxy-fuel cut edges, which could 
explain the high scatter in fatigue test results. In this study, oxy-fuel 
cutting resulted in relatively high fatigue performance, but it should 
be considered as an LQ cutting method due to possible initial cracks and 
also due to high tensile residual stresses that are highly detrimental to 
fatigue performance. Crack initiation also occurred from a waterjet cut 
edge but, based on this and previous studies [8,14], waterjet cutting 
should be considered as a HQ cutting due to small initial defects and 
compressive residual stresses parallel to the loading direction. As a slow 
cutting method, waterjet cutting is beneficial only with wear-resistant 
steel grades. Classification based on steel grade and its chemical 
composition, cutting method, local hardness, and initial defects should 
be studied to introduce parametric fatigue strength assessment. 

Fiber laser fusion-cut S960 specimens were also tested in as-cut 
conditions. It was identified that the effect of burr attachment on 

Table 10 
FAT classes proposed based on this study.  

Cutting method Condition Requirements Material [MPa] FAT class 
Guillotine cutting As-cut or edges chamfered Visually acceptable quality 350 ≤ fy ≤ 1100 125 MPa m = 3 
All thermal cutting methods and waterjet cutting As-cut Visually acceptable quality 350 ≤ fy ≤ 1100 150 MPa m = 3 
Laser (O2 & N2 t ≤ 12 mm), plasma and waterjet cutting Edges chamfered Visually acceptable quality 350 ≤ fy ≤ 700 200 MPa m = 5 

Cut edge Rz5 < 60 μm 890 ≤ fy ≤ 1100 225 MPa m = 5 
All thermal cutting methods Shot peened after cutting Visually acceptable quality 350 ≤ fy ≤ 700 225 MPa m = 5 

890 ≤fy ≤ 1100 250 MPa m = 5 
Reactive fusion laser cutting No burr attachment or edges chamfered Cut edge Rz5 < 60 μm 

No shot peening before cutting 
350 ≤ fy ≤ 500 225 MPa m = 5 
590 ≤ fy ≤ 700 250 MPa m = 5 
890 ≤ fy ≤ 1100 280 MPa m = 5 

Machining Sharp corners deburred Cut edge Rz5 < 20 μm 350 ≤ fy ≤ 500 250 MPa m = 5 
590 ≤ fy ≤ 700 280 MPa m = 5 
890 ≤ fy ≤ 1100 315 MPa m = 5  
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fatigue performance in the S960 t = 6 mm specimens was minor 
compared to the S1100 t = 8 mm specimens tested in [11]. Based on this 
study’s findings, fiber laser fusion cutting is the most suitable for t ≤ 6 
mm fatigue-loaded components, with its use also being economically 
profitable with thicker sheets when 10–20 kW laser power cutting sys-
tems are available. Studying the effects of burr attachment with statis-
tical analysis is challenging due to the different characteristics (shape 
and size) of burr with cutting methods. Shot peening significantly 
improved the fatigue performance of fiber laser fusion-cut specimens by 
inducing compressive residual stresses and modifying recast layers by 
mechanical impact. A fatigue performance increase after shot peening 
was also found in [10] with oxy-fuel cut edges. However, fatigue per-
formance increases are not considered in current design codes. 

Stress concentrations from geometrical shapes should be considered 
carefully with a nominal stress method. It should be noted that the notch 
factor varies according to specimen dimensions and is higher when the 
hole is small compared to full width. The notch factor of small fatigue 
test specimens is lower than in a full-scale structure when the evaluation 
is conducted on the basis of a net cross-section. No separate FAT classes 
for cut holes are needed if maximum stress at the stress concentration is 
obtained with FEA and compared to the proposed FAT classes. 
Thermally-cut holes are a special stress concentration case, which is 
covered in EN13001 with a maximal nominal FAT class 160 MPa m = 5 
for net cross-section and materials with fy > 650 MPa whereas Final 
draft of EC3 [26] proposes FAT 90 MPa m = 5 for drilled and FAT 50 
MPa m = 3 for thermally cut or punched holes. This study’s results 
suggest that the EN13001 recommended class is suitable for reactive 
fusion-cut holes similarly than CO2 laser reactive fusion cut UHSSs holes 
in [29], but optimistic for fiber laser fusion-cut holes when a linear stress 
concentration factor of 2 < Kt < 3 for a hole is considered. Upcoming 
EC3 recommended FAT clas for thermally cut edges has good agreement 
with LQ cut edges FAT class recommended in this study. In modern fiber 
laser systems, the cutting process can be chanced during cutting by 
automated nozzle change. For instance, a global shape can be cut using 
fusion cutting and with fatigue-critical holes as reactive fusion cutting to 
optimize the structure’s efficiency and performance. 

Run-out tests were not considered in this study’s statistical analysis 
even though a high number of run-outs has been reported in previous 
studies [7–16]. Leonetti et al. [30] proposed a smooth transition for S-N 
curve knee points. Initial defects have a major influence on the run-out 
level and the categorization of a test series with the characteristic initial 
defects is challenging. However, the results in this study indicate that an 
S-N curve knee point should be considered, especially with high quality 
cut or machined edges. 

An ENS method is used for a welded joints fatigue strength assess-
ment and could also be used for cut edges based on the results presented 
in this study. IIW recommends FAT classes for HFMI-treated weld joints 
from FAT320 to FAT500 with m = 5 in accordance with the material 
strength, and FAT225 m = 3 is used for all steel grades in the ASW 
condition. The recommended values could be used for cut edges with a 
statistically determined fatigue notch factor instead of a geometric notch 
factor. The fatigue notch factor Kf is usually determined based on the 
fatigue limit difference between a cut edge and smooth specimen in 
fatigue testing, similar to [31]. Based on this study’s findings, the stress 
concentration factor should be estimated from the relationship between 
the ENS FAT class and the statistically determined FAT classes for each 
cutting method and yield strength classes. 

Low-strength steels have a lower defect and notch sensitivity and, 
thus, a lower potential for quality improvement. When using low- 
strength steels, the quality of the cut edge does not become critical in 

structures and the focus should be on the productivity of cutting pro-
cesses. Fatigue tests were performed at an elastic stress region and low- 
strength specimens have a significantly longer fatigue life at stress 
ranges equal to nominal yield strength than HSS/UHSS specimens. 
Based on the results, nominal yield strength was found to be a valid 
limitation to FAT classes. When UHSSs are used, straight-cut edges 
should be cut with a method that produced a defect-free cut surface if a 
structure or components are otherwise optimized, and welded joints are 
HFMI-treated or TIG-dressed to meet the full potential in regard to the 
weldments found in [18]. 

The results suggest that a laser source has no effect on the cut edge 
fatigue performance when oxygen is used as an assistant gas. When ni-
trogen is used as an assistant gas with a fiber laser, fatigue performance 
significantly decreases. Fiber laser fusion cutting is beneficial for the 
productivity viewpoints and its fatigue performance is sufficient for free- 
cut edges with ASW-joints. 

6. Conclusions 

The conducted study highlights the importance of cutting quality 
consideration in fatigue-loaded structures. The classification system 
according to cut edge quality was found to be necessary for efficient 
utilization of fatigue capacity. For LQ cut edges, a slope parameter of m 
= 3 was found to estimate fatigue performance the most accurately, 
whereas HQ cut edges benefit from the use of a slope parameter of m = 5. 
The analysis was carried out separately for three yield strength classes 
(350 ≤ fy ≤ 500, 590 ≤ fy ≤ 700, 890 ≤ fy ≤ 1100). LQ cut edges had a 
similar fatigue performance regardless of the material strength, and the 
low-cycle regime had limited yield strength. In contrast with LQ cut 
edges, HQ cut edges had a correlation with material strength from low- 
to high-cycle regimes. 

The previous statistically re-analyzed experimental fatigue test 
studies indicated that FAT 150 m = 3 should be used as a minimum level 
for fatigue performance and for LQ thermally-cut edges in as-cut con-
dition. Respectively, FAT 200 m = 5 for edges chamfered LQ cut edges 
and FAT m = 5 classes from 200 MPa to 315 MPa according to material 
strength for HQ cut and machined edges are suggested. According to the 
present results, reactive fusion laser cutting produces the best quality in 
terms of fatigue performance even when Rz value defined surface quality 
is low. The typical defects and heat input of the applied cutting method 
should be considered to achieve high cutting quality. 
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Table A1 
Statistically analyzed test series.  

Ref. Cutting method Material t [mm] Surface quality Rz [μm] Cutting speed [mm/min] Quality classification 
[7] Plasma S355 16 60 – H 
[7] Oxy-fuel S355 16 55 – H 
[8] Plasma S355 15 10 2200 L 
[8] Plasma S460 15 10 2200 H 
[8] Plasma S690 15 10 2200 L 
[8] Plasma S890 15 10 2200 L 
[8] Oxy-fuel S355 15 35 400–450 L 
[8] Oxy-fuel S460 15 25 400–450 H 
[8] Oxy-fuel S690 15 40 400–450 L 
[8] Oxy-fuel S890 15 45 400–450 L 
[8] Laser 3.6 kW O2 S355 15 15 1000 L 
[8] Laser 3.6 kW O2 S460 15 40 1000 H 
[8] Laser 3.6 kW O2 S690 15 35 1000 L 
[8] Laser 3.6 kW O2 S890 15 15 1000 H 
[9] Oxy-fuel S355 8 30–50 600 L 
[9] Oxy-fuel S355 20 40–80 390–420 L 
[9] Oxy-fuel S690 8 25–45 600 L 
[9] Oxy-fuel S690 20 25–45 390–420 L 
[9] Oxy-fuel S960 8 40–50 600 L 
[9] Plasma S355 8 15–30 3420 L 
[9] Plasma S355 20 10 1300–1430 L 
[9] Plasma S690 8 15–30 3420 L 
[9] Plasma S690 20 15–30 1300–1430 L 
[9] Laser S355 8 35–70 900–1100 H 
[9] Laser S690 8 30–60 900–1100 L 
[10] Waterjet S355 8 29–97 70–220 H 
[10] Waterjet S690 8 28–73 70–220 H 
[11] Laser S650 4 – – H 
[11] Laser S900 4 – – H 
[12] Laser S900 6 8–20 – H 
[13] Plasma S690 12 40–70 2200 L 
[13] CO2 Laser 5.7 kW O2 S690 12 50–80 1700 L 
[13] FL 10 kW N2 S690 12 15–25 3150 L 
[13] FL 10 kW N2 S1100 8 40–70 6000 L 
[14] Plasma S460 15 8–20 – H 
[14] Plasma S690 15 8–20 – H 
[15] Oxy-fuel S350 12 36 – L 
[15] Plasma S350 12 30 3500 H 
[15] Plasma S590 12 – 3500 H 
[15] CO2 Laser 2.6 kW O2 S350 12 25 2500 H 
[15] CO2 Laser 2.6 kW O2 S590 12 25 2500 H 
[15] CO2 Laser 1 kW O2 S700 6 13 1100 H 
[15] CO2 Laser 1 kW O2 S900 6 10 1100 H 
[16] Oxy-fuel S700 16 100–130 900 H 
[16] Oxy-fuel S960 16 100–130 900 H 
[16] Plasma S700 16 50–100 1060 H 
[16] Plasma S960 16 50–100 1060 L 
[16] Laser 5.7 kW O2 S700 16 90–120 1600 L 
[16] Laser 5.7 kW O2 S960 16 90–120 1600 H 
[16] Waterjet S700 6 25–35 750 H  
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A B S T R A C T

Experimental fatigue test series were conducted for component sized hot-dip galvanized (HDG) S960 cut edges 
and longitudinal welds. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to identify and characterize the crack 
initiation location and the effects of local chemical composition. Micro-scale liquid metal embrittlement in the 
vicinity of the cut surface was found to slightly reduce fatigue performance of tested laser cut, machined and 
welded specimens. The use of ultra-high-strength steels in the HDG condition is discussed and fatigue strength 
guidelines are proposed for the tested details.   

1. Introduction 

The utilization of high- and ultra-high-strength steels (HSSs & 
UHSSs) in steel structures of constructions and mobile equipment is set 
to increase in the future. The motivation for the change of materials 
towards HSSs is driven by the need to reduce manufacturing and in-use 
costs but also to decrease CO2 emissions. Increasingly, a range of ap-
plications for HSSs & UHSSs utilization in steel structures require the 
hot-dip galvanizing (HDG) of the welded steel structures, demanding an 
investigation into this topic and a recognition of designing rules. HDG is 
widely used in the execution of non-painted carbon steel structures e.g., 
in house building, infrastructure, vehicles, bridges, the process industry, 
and other constructional applications. 

HSSs can have substantial potential to reduce the weight and amount 
of steel used in structures. The use of HSSs has been limited due to the 
increased requirements for the manufacturing quality considering e.g. 
welding heat input, lack of experiences in the engineering practice and 
certificates of fabricators, as well as the requirements related to the 
serviceability limit state. However, with the help of thinner structures, 
the carbon footprint of buildings can be reduced as less steel is needed, 
consequently leading to reduced CO2 emissions in the steel 
manufacturing. Moreover, HDG is the most effective corrosion protec-
tion in the most cases in a techno-economic mean. It provides commonly 
as a minimum 70 years and even more than 100 years corrosion pro-
tection to steel product in corrosivity class C3 without maintenance [1]. 

The lifetime of the common painting systems is 25–30 years for the first 
re-painting in the same corrosion conditions. Pure zinc is quite soft 
metal, but it has higher hardness than organic coatings. Mixed zinc‑iron 
layers in a zinc-coating have higher hardness than basic structural steel 
and remarkably higher hardness than organic coatings. Therefore zinc- 
coating has much better resistance against abrasive conditions than 
paint coatings. 

An increase in steel grade yield strengths in galvanized structures has 
thus far been limited by cracking in the zinc bath. This is caused by 
liquid metal assisted cracking (LMAC), also known as liquid metal 
embrittlement (LME). Cracking is caused by the penetration of liquid 
metal into the steel’s grain boundaries. European General Galvanizers 
Association (EGGA) has published guidance to prevent the LMAC risk 
[2], outlining that cut edge quality, welding, cold forming, heat shock in 
galvanizing, the composition of the zinc bath, and other factors influ-
ence on the risk of LMAC. Flame cutting is not a recommended cutting 
method for galvanized HSS structures as it may cause micro cracks on 
the cut edge, which can promote LMAC, while mechanical cutting 
methods like sawing or drilling are considered safe methods. Feldmann 
et al. [3] found that water cutting has a very low effect on the suscep-
tibility of LMAC in HDG edges. However, the use of water cutting in 
industrial production is limited by its low productivity. Heat shock in 
galvanizing or the formation of thermal gradients can be minimized with 
preheating, for example in a drying oven. Meanwhile, tin, lead and 
bismuth all increase the risk of LMAC, and the EGGA [2] gives a 
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recommendation for the composition of zinc bath as Sn ≤ 0.1% and Pb 
+ 10Bi ≤ 1.5%. Other commercial alloying elements in the zinc bath 
have not been reported to cause LME. 

UHSSs with the yield strength up to 1100 MPa have been successfully 
HDG by following existing rules and recommendations in [4,5]. How-
ever, LME at the micro- or macroscopic levels have been found to 
decrease fatigue performance as found e.g. in [6]. While initial cracks 
are induced, the crack initiation period decreases and, in the worst case, 
fatigue life is only covered by crack propagation period. Rademacher [7] 
found that the cut edge was critical in the fatigue testing of T-shape 
specimens with longitudinal welds. Also, a decrease in the fatigue per-
formance of the cut edge in the HDG condition was found. In [7], it was 
suggested that initial cracks in zinc layer propagate to the base material 
(BM) after penetrating the zinc layer, causing fatigue life reduction. 
Bartsch & Feldmann studied drilled HDG cut holes in [8] and found 
decreased fatigue performance when analyzing mild steel fatigue test 
results whereas slightly positive influence was found when fatigue test 
data from double covered symmetrical joint with preloaded bolts was 
analyzed. 

The effect of the cutting method in this study is estimated using fiber 
laser fusion as well as a comparison between reactive fusion cut speci-
mens and machined specimens. The reactive fusion cutting results in 
better surface quality in terms of Rz, whereas only minor changes in the 
chemical composition in the vicinity of the cut edge are induced with 
fusion cutting [9]. The machined edge has no heat affected zone (HAZ), 
and the surface quality is better than that of the hot rolled surface (HR). 
EN 14713–2 [10] recommends grinding thermally cut edges before HDG 
due to the change in chemical composition in the cut edge. 

Shear cutting with guillotine is still used manufacturing method for 
beam structures despite the development of laser technology. The FAT 
class for shear cut edge (in as-cut condition) is 140 MPa m = 3 according 
to [11], and 125 MPa (m = 5) after de-burring sharp edges as per [12]. 
Fatigue performance of shear cut edge’s fractured section in uncoated 
condition was tested in [13] supporting FAT 140 MPa (m = 3). High 
tensile residual stresses are induced in shear cutting, and the zinc bath 
may relieve detrimental residual stresses. Moreover, the high surface 
roughness in the fractured section is covered with a thick zinc layer, 
which may reduce the fatigue performance. 

This study covers the fatigue properties of plain cut edges and the 
robotically welded longitudinal welds that are used to manufacture 
beam structures. A tensile test setup was used in this study to improve 
the test efficiency in contrast to the bending tests of UHSS beam speci-
mens performed in [14]. The interaction between welds, with the 
related thermal cycles, and cut edges is important to consider in design 
recommendations. Using specimens with both details and studying 
failure modes enable the most critical details to be identified. 

2. Experimental methods 

2.1. Materials and specimen manufacturing 

The test specimen geometries and test setups are illustrated in Fig. 1. 
The curvature parameter a was 2.75⋅10−8 and 3.33⋅10−8 for the 50 mm 
and 20 mm wide specimens, respectively. The same cut edge specimens 
and test setups were used in this study as in [13], wherein the experi-
mental setup for the coupon specimens is described in detail. 

Coupon specimens were manufactured in the same patch as speci-
mens in [13] by using commercial cutting systems. Uncoated metal 
condition reference tests were performed in [13] and a similar test 
arrangement was used for the HDG specimens tested in this study. T- 
profile specimens with longitudinal fillet welds were manufactured to 
compare the cut edge fatigue test results with welds of a similar FAT 
class. 

T-profile specimens were manufactured and tested in the bare metal 
and HDG conditions. Both specimen types were tested using uniaxial 
constant amplitude loading. While the current study focus is on the S960 
steel grade, both S420 and S700 grades were additionally tested with 
machined edges to examine the effect of material strength. The nominal 
chemical compositions and material certification obtained values for 
Yield (Rp0.2) and tensile (Rm) strengths of the studied materials are 
presented in Table 1. The plates were selected from standard production 
patches with matching silicon content (0.18–0.20 m-%) based on ma-
terial certification values to ensure an appropriate thickness for the zinc 
layer. 

Bohler Union X96 filler wire had a higher silicon content and thicker 
zinc layer as shown in Fig. 2b. Multi-pass welding with three layers was 
performed on top of S960 base plate to measure the undiluted weld 
metal chemical composition. The third layer was machined to flat, and 
optical emission spectrometry (OES) was used to evaluate the chemical 
composition. The averaged results of three measurements are given in 
Table 1. 

The cut edges’ sharp corners were slightly chamfered using grinding 
parallel to the loading direction, excluding as-cut and shot peened 
specimens. The cut edge fatigue tests focused on the S960 specimens. 
The effect of yield strength was studied with the S420, S700 and S960 
machined edges. The laser cutting parameters are presented in Table 2. 
Machining by removing 2 mm material from each side was performed as 
roughing and finishing operations to efficiently achieve a high surface 
quality. 

The fatigue performances of the cut edges were compared to those of 
the longitudinal welds with T-profiles. The specimens were cleaned with 
10% citric acid to remove mill scale and impurities, and subsequently 
tack welded with TIG from the clamping areas at both ends to ensure a 
continuous root geometry along the gauge length. Robotized gas metal 

Fig. 1. Specimen dimensions and test arrengements for (a-b) 50 mm and (c-d) 20 mm wide cut edge specimens (e-g) longitudial weld T-profile dimensions (painted 
for DIC setup) and. Dimensions in [mm] and images not in scale. 
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arc welding (GMAW) with a practically strength-matching Union X96 
solid wire (d = 1.0 mm) and an argon +8% CO2 + 0.03% NO shielding 
gas were used to manufacture the longitudinal weld specimens. The 
specimens were clamped at the base plate (both ends) and the top of the 
gusset (middle section) until the temperature had decreased to 50 ◦C. 
The specimens were then cooled to room temperature between welds 
and the welding directions of welds 1 and 2 were opposite to each other. 
A throat thickness of 4–4.5 mm was achieved with the welding param-
eters shown in Table 3. 

Using a novel test arrangement, the temperature was monitored 
during the welding process with thermocouples, and temperatures 
slightly over 300 ◦C were measured from the laser cut edges at the 
bottom plate in the centerline of the specimen. Direct-quenched UHSSs 
have been found to be sensitive to high temperatures, but no detrimental 
behavior was observed with the tested T-profile specimens. The cross- 
section of the longitudinal attachment weld joint and the details of the 
weld toe are shown in Fig. 2. A pore on weld metal is visible in Fig. 2a. 
Pores are typical imperfections for GMAW process and caused several 
fatigue failures in [14]. Cut edges were placed close to the weld, simi-
larly to those in box beams, to study the effects of welding on the 
hardness and the residual stress state. However, the study did not 
include zinc contact to the weld metal at the weld root as the air gap 
would have caused possible root side failures on the longitudinal welds. 
The T-profile members were cut from the same patch and with the same 

parameters as the coupon specimens. 

2.2. Hot-dip galvanizing 

The standard industrial HDG process was performed on the speci-
mens according to EN ISO 1461 [1] was performed for the specimens. 
Pickling was done using 16% hydrochloric acid with an adequate 
amount of effective pickling inhibitor to avoid the risk of hydrogen 
embrittlement. The specimens were dipped in a 99% zinc bath for 2 min 
after drying in an oven. The temperature of the drying oven was 70 ◦C, 
and the drying acted as a pre-heating before galvanizing. The 

Table 1 
Nominal material properties and chemical composition.  

Material Note Strength [MPa] Nominal chemical composition [m-%] 
Yieldmin Rp0.2 tested Tensile Typical Rm tested Cmax Simax Mnmax Pmax Smax Almin 

S420 Machined edges 420 461 480–620 536 0.10 0.03 1.50 0.025 0.01 0.015 
S700 Machined edges 700 751 750–950 828 0.12 0.25 2.1 0.020 0.01 0.015 
S960 Machined & thermal cut edges 960 1005 980–1250 1118 0.12 0.25 1.3 0.020 0.01 0.015 
Filler wire Union X96      C Si Mn Cr Ni Mo 

Nominal 930 – >980 – 0.12 0.8 1.9 0.45 2.35 0.55 
Measured – – – – 0.10 0.51 1.53 0.41 1.64 0.58  

Fig. 2. (a) Longitudinal weld cross section and (b) detail from weld toe in HDG-condition.  

Table 2 
Laser cutting parameters. Data from [13].  

Cutting method Assistant gas Power [kW] Cutting speed [mm/min] Assistant gas pressure [bar] Nozzle diameter [mm] Focal point [mm] Specimen type 
Fiber laser N2 10 10,500 6.50 4.00 −3 Fatigue 
Fiber laser O2 4.2 3000 0.65 1.25 6 Fatigue 
Fiber laser O2 3.0 2600 0.50 1.20 0 Machined  

Table 3 
T-profile welding parameters.  

WP I [A] U [V] vwire [m/min] vtravel [mm/s] θtravel [◦] θtilt [◦] CTWD [mm] Q [kJ/mm] 
PA 220–229 25.5–25.7 11.0 7.8 18 45 18 0.58–0.60  

Fig. 3. (a) Specimens cleaned and waiting for HDG, (b) lifting the specimens 
from the zinc path and (c) the specimens as received at the laboratory. 
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temperature of the zinc bath was 450 ◦C. The galvanizing of the coupon 
specimens is illustrated in Fig. 3. 

2.3. Fatigue testing 

Experimental fatigue tests were performed with 100 kN, 750 kN and 
1200 kN servo-hydraulic test rigs with frequencies from 1 to 4 Hz until 
final rupture. Stress ratios of R = 0.1 and R = 0.4 were used. Run out 
levels of 1∙106, 2∙106 and 5∙106 cycles were used. Minor bending 
stresses, typically below 2% of axial membrane stress, were induced 
from the attachment of the specimens to the test rigs. Shot peened 
specimens had major curvature and 5–10% bending stress in respect to 
membrane loading was measured. However, the bending stresses were 
not considered in fatigue test results. 

Nominal stresses were used in the coupon specimen fatigue test 
analysis. They were obtained based on the load cell forces obtained 
during the fatigue tests and cross-sectional area (see Fig. 1). Strain 
gauges were used to verify the load cell calibration. The T-profile 
specimens were instrumented with strain gauges (SG) at the bottom of 
the base plate to measure the bending stress from the specimen curva-
ture and to estimate the stress range during the fatigue tests. SG obtained 
stress ranges were used in fatigue performance analysis and in given in 
Appendix. The stresses from the SG measurements were defined using E 
= 200 GPa. 

Digital image correlation (DIC) image (Fig. 1g) illustrates the load 
distribution of a T-profile specimen, indicating a slightly non-uniform 
strain distribution. Thus, the cross-section is not fully effective and the 
nominal stress, calculated based on the force and the cross-sectional 
area, is estimated as slightly lower (approx. 10%) than the SG located 
at the bottom of the specimen. The clamping-induced stress due to the 
specimen curvature in the welding was between 107 and 166 MPa (avg. 
132 MPa), although this was not considered in the fatigue test results 
(only increases the mean stress level). 

3. Results and analysis 

3.1. Measurements 

An optical profilometer (Keyence VR-3200) was used to determine 
the surface quality of the cut edges before HDG treatment. The results 
are presented in more detail in [13]. The cut edges in the HDG condition 
are illustrated in Fig. 4. The zinc layer thickness (Table 4) is affected by 
the local chemical composition and surface roughness. The direct 
quenching (DQ) manufacturing route of the tested S960 steel grade has 
less alloying than traditional quenched and tempered (Q&T) steels, and 
thus the changes in the local chemical composition due to the HDG were 
not as significant as in [9]. The thickness varied from 40 μm on the 
plasma cut S960 edge to a 200 μm thick zinc coating on the S420 HR 
surface. The zinc coating thickness close to the crack initiation location 
of the specimens is shown in the fractography section in Section 3.3. 
Despite the similar silicon content, the zinc formed a significantly 
thicker coating on the S420 specimens than on the S700 and S960 ones. 
The effect of steel grade and treatment should be noted in design and 
production to ensure corrosion protection throughout the service life 

A Stresstech G2 X-ray diffractometer was used together with local 

electropolishing to remove the zinc layer, and to measure the residual 
stresses after HDG. Based on the conducted measurements, HDG had a 
moderate effect on the relaxation of both the compressive and tensile 
residual stresses in cut and HR surfaces. Moreover, it can be concluded 
that HDG did not induce high tensile residual stresses at critical loca-
tions in comparison to the uncoated components. 

Residual stress measurements for uncoated-condition T-profile 
specimens (Table 6) revealed that high tensile residual stresses were 
induced in the longitudinal direction at the weld toe, as expected, 
whereas compressive residual stresses were measured from the bottom 
of the base plate along the gauge length. Compressive residual stresses 
were measured at the bottom of the base plate, whereas moderate tensile 
residual stresses, like the measured wider attachment ends, are expected 
in full-scale structures, as shown in [16]. 

3.2. Fatigue test results 

The fatigue test results are presented in Fig. 6 with a categorization 
of the machined, fiber laser reactive fusion and plasma cut, fiber laser 
fusion cut (in different conditions), attachment welds and guillotine cut 
edges. Red color is used to indicate the HDG specimens. Mean S–N 
curves (a survival probability of Ps = 50%) with the slope parameters m 
= 3 and m = 5 are shown for each specified category. Run-out levels for 
the laser cut S960 specimens with R = 0.1 were experimentally deter-
mined by continuing experimental tests with a 25 MPa decrease in the 
stress range until no failure occurred at 5∙106 cycles. A complete list of 
fatigue tests performed in this study is presented in the Appendix as 
nominal stress method values. The S–N curves are shown in Figs. 5–7 
with the stress ratio R = 0.1 to ensure the comparability of the results. 
The combined FAT classes are given in Table 7. 

The effect of steel grade showed contrasting results. HDG reduced 
the S700 specimens’ fatigue performance significantly more than for the 
S960 specimens. The fatigue test results for the specimens with 
machined edges are presented in Fig. 5. No significant difference be-
tween uncoated and HDG specimens was found for the S420 specimens. 
A fatigue test maximum stress with R = 0.1 was close to the yield 
strength even in run-out tests in both the bare metal and HDG 
conditions. 

FAT50% = 312 MPa (m = 5) was obtained with R = 0.1 fatigue tests 
for the S960 HDG specimens whereas EN13001 [17] recommends 
FAT97.7% = 315 MPa (m = 5) for machined edges. EN13001 estimates 
FAT97.7% = 280 MPa (m = 5) for the S700 steel grade, but in this study 
the FAT50% = 262 MPa (m = 5) fatigue class was obtained for the HDG 
specimens. Based on uncertainties concerning the behavior of different 
steel grades and the limited number of specimens, the design recom-
mendations for the UHSS HDG machined edges should include an 
additional safety margin and a reduction of two fatigue classes in 
comparison to EN13001 [17]. On the other hand, EN13001 provides 
conservative fatigue assessments for uncoated machined edges. IIW 
recommendations and current EC3 1–9 provides FAT 160 MPa m = 5 
machined edges, which are highly conservative even in comparison to 
HDG specimens with machined edges. 

In [13], FAT150 (m = 3) was found valid for thermally cut edges. 
Based on this study, FAT125 (m = 3) should be used as the base FAT class 
for thermally cut edges in the HDG condition. HDG specimens showed a Fig. 4. Visual surface quality of the S960 cut edges.  

Table 4 
Zinc layer thickness.  

Material Zinc layer thickness [μm] 
HR surface Machined edge Laser cut edge Plasma cut edge 

O2 N2 

S960 70 110 60 120 40 
S700 70 120 – – – 

S420 120 200 – – –  
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high fatigue performance in the fatigue test carried out with maximum 
stress close to the nominal yield strength. The highest reduction 
occurred in the fiber laser reactive fusion and plasma cut specimens, 
where the crack initiation location moved from the HR surface to the 
mid-section of the cut edge (see also Section 3.3). 30% and 13% re-
ductions in the run-out stress levels were observed for the FL O2 and FL 
N2 cut edges, respectively. Nevertheless, the experimentally obtained 
run-out stress ranges were significantly higher than expected based on 
the design recommendations. 

The shot peening of fiber laser fusion cut specimens was found to be 
beneficial, and the fatigue strength reduction after HDG was the lowest 
amongst the tested series, although the zinc layer was thicker on the 
rough surface. Shot peening induces compressive residual stresses to 
both cut edges and HR surfaces which improve fatigue performance 
even partial relaxation of beneficial residual stresses after HDG was 
found. Moreover, the fatigue performance of shot peened FL fusion cut 
specimens was practically similar to the fatigue performance of the 
machined edges in both the uncoated and HDG specimens. 

The fatigue performance of the FL fusion cut edges after welding in 
the T-profile specimens was higher than in the coupon specimens, which 
can be explained by the compressive residual stresses measured from the 
cut edges and the increased crack propagation period before the final 
rupture. Clamping induced stresses and the increased mean stress level 

Fig. 5. Fatigue test results for machined (a) S960 specimens and (b) S700 and S420 specimens. Reference data from [13].  
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Fig. 6. Fatigue test results for (a) Fiber laser reactive fusion cut (FL O2) and plasma cut S960 specimens and (b) Fiber laser fusion cut (FL N2) cut specimens. 
Reference data from [13]. 

Fig. 7. Fatigue test results and mean FAT values for guillotine cut edges and 
longitudinal welds including both weld and cut edge failures. 
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might explain a decrease in the run-out stress level compared to the 
coupon specimens. 

A high fatigue performance of the T-profile weld specimens was 
observed in the uncoated condition. The adapters between the specimen 
and the test rig were bolted through holes in the T-profiles’ (see also 
Fig. 1) gusset inside the gripping area. However, fatigue crack growth 
from the bolt holes, inside hydraulic grips, interrupted several tests. 
These test results were excluded from the fatigue performance evalua-
tion, and the fatigue performance of the uncoated T-profile specimens 
was determined with two fatigue test results where final rupture 
occurred at gauge length. Three HDG T-profile specimens with crack 
initiation from the FL N2 cut edges were observed. These specimens 
showed slightly lower fatigue performance than the two T-profiles with 
ground edges and crack initiation from the weld surface. However, the 
specimens with a failure originating from the cut edges still represent 
the FATmin value for longitudinal welds. In Fig. 7, the fatigue perfor-
mance as a FAT class is calculated by combining these two failure modes 
as they merge in the same scatter band. 

The fatigue test series performed in this study covered the most 
typical cutting methods and post-treatments. The fatigue performance, 
as FAT50% values, of each HDG test series is presented in Table 7. The 
stress ratio was found to influence on machined and FL reactive fusion 
cut S960 specimens by reducing the fatigue performance. Relatively low 
residual stresses were measured (see Table 5) with UHSS leading to 
cyclic loading in the linear-elastic regime and R ratio thus had an in-
fluence on the fatigue performance. Increased hardness at the laser cut 
edge highlights linear-elastic local cyclic behavior. The number of tested 
specimens was limited for defining characteristic FAT classes. However, 
when conducting the worst point analysis for all thermally cut edges (n 
= 18), a fatigue class of 125 MPa m = 3 was obtained. High run-out 
levels indicate unused potential beyond 5∙105 cycles, especially when 
the slope parameter m = 3 is used. 

3.3. Fractography and crack initiation 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with secondary electron (SE) 
and backscattered electron (BSE) detection was used to perform the 
fractography. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was used to 
evaluate the local chemical compositions. In the uncoated test series, the 
fiber laser reactive fusion cut edge was not a fatigue-critical location, 
whereas after HDG treatment, cracks initiated from the cut edge, 
resulting in the highest FAT class reduction of all the test series. It should 
be noted that the FL reactive fusion cut and plasma cut edges had a very 
high surface quality (EN9013 Range 1), and thus cannot explain the 
decreased fatigue performance. In contrast to the FL O2 and plasma cut 
edges, the fiber laser fusion cutting resulted in a surface roughness that 
was visible even after HDG (Fig. 4). 

Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) obtained microstructure 
from reference specimens studied in [13] are shown together with the 
HDG fracture surface in Fig. 8 to highlight the effect of grain size and 
intergranular crack propagation along the grain boundaries at the coarse 
grain heat affected zone (CGHAZ). Based on the HDG specimens’ frac-
ture surfaces, HDG had only a minor or negligible effect on the grain size 

at the CGHAZ. In fusion cutting, an assistant gas blows molten metal, 
which solidifies to a recast layer with a different microstructure than the 
actual cut edge. The recast layer from the EBSD image has been marked 
and the image positioned so that the microstructure corresponds to the 
fracture surface. Based on the conducted fractography, it could be 
concluded that the effect of the stress concentrations on the surface 
quality becomes more important than the recast layer crack-like defects 
that caused the reference specimen failures in [13]. 

Intergranular crack propagation from the fusion cut edge is visible 
only up until a 20 μm distance from the cut edge due to the smaller grain 
size, whereas grain boundaries can be seen even at 100 μm from the 
reactive fusion cut edge before changing to transgranular crack propa-
gation at the fine-grain heat affected zone (FGHAZ) at a 100 μm distance 
from the laser cut edge. A brittle crack propagation after HDG was 
observed with plasma cut specimens. A fatigue test was conducted with 
pre-treated, but not zinc-coated, FL O2 specimens, and no brittle 
behavior was found. 

Table 5 
Residual stress measurements for coupon specimens. BM data from [13].  

Specimen Material Cut edge HR surface 
Avg. residual stress 
[MPa] 

Avg residual stress 
[MPa] 

BM HDG BM HDG 
Machined edge S960 42 8 31 42 
Fiber laser O2 S960 269 133 104 – 

Fiber laser N2 S960 236 162 99 – 

Fiber laser N2 SP S960 −573 −252 −340 −273 
Guillotine S960 948 232 – –  

Table 6 
Residual stress measurements from welded S960 T-profiles before HDG.  

Specimen Uncoated condition 
Average [MPa] Avg. FWHM [◦] 

FL N2 BP – Side edges −48 4.1 
FL N2 Gusset – Top edge 130 4.2 
Weld toe 467 2.4 
Bottom of BP - Middle −107 2.3 
Bottom of BP – Attachment end 240 2.4  

Table 7 
Fatigue test results in the HDG condition.  

Specimen Material FAT50% 
[MPa] 

Stress 
ratio 
R [−] 

Number of 
failures 

m =
3 

m =
5 

Machined S960 213 297 0.1 & 0.4 5 
Machined S700 168 262 0.1 3 
Machined S420 178 247 0.1 1 (2 Run-outs) 
FL O2 S960 174 272 0.1 & 0.4 6 (2 Run-outs) 
Plasma S960 166 265 0.1 2 
FL N2 S960 144 238 0.1 5 (2 Run-outs) 
FL N2 As-cut S960 132 200 0.1 3 
FL N2 Shot peened S960 196 298 0.1 4 
Guillotine S960 122 167 0.1 3 
Attachment weld S960 162 254 0.1 2 
Attachment weld inc. 

edge failures 
S960 165 239 0.1 5  

Table 8 
Proposed FAT classes for HDG details.  

Cutting method Condition Requirements FAT class 
Guillotine cutting As-cut or edges 

chamfered  
90 MPa m = 3 

Thermal cutting As-cut or edges 
chamfered 

Rz5 < 100 μm 100 MPa m = 3 

Laser (O2 & N2) and 
plasma cutting 

Edges chamfered Rz5 < 60 μm 125 MPa m = 3 
180 MPa m = 5 

Machined edges Edges chamfered Rz5 < 20 μm 150 MPa m = 3 
225 MPa m = 5 

Thermally cut hole Edges chamfered Rz5 < 60 μm 50 MPa m = 3 
71 MPa m = 5 

Machined hole Edges chamfered Rz5 < 20 μm 71 MPa m = 3 
100 MPa m = 5 

Longitudinal welds As-welded EN 5817 125 MPa m = 3 
Class C 160 MPa m = 5  
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The fractography of the FL fusion cut edges was supported by the 
polished section inspection. The initial defects are shown in Fig. 9, and 
EDS mappings were used to evaluate the zinc content in the defects. 
Based on the conducted analysis, zinc filled any crack-like defects in the 
recast layer. Relatively high amounts of chrome and chlorine were also 
found in the crack-like defects. Moreover, the effect of crack-like defects 
decreased in the HDG specimens since the microscopic-scale LME 
occurred at the cut edge but not in the crack-like defects. Based on fa-
tigue tests, the change to intergranular crack propagation from the cut 
edge was more detrimental than the presented crack-like defects, which 
were found to cause failure in uncoated condition fatigue tests in [13]. 

Due to an etching-resistant layer close to galvanized surfaces, a field 
emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) with an electron 
backscatter diffraction (EBSD) detector was used to evaluate the 
microstructure, with only surface polishing of the S960 specimen HR 
surface and zinc layer boundary. Fig. 10a illustrates a zinc inclusion in 
the grain boundary at a depth of a few micrometers from the HR surface. 
Residual stresses were measured from specimens before and after HDG 
and only minor differences were found. It can be concluded, that the 
microscopic zinc inclusions in the grain boundaries explain the 
approximately 25% decrease in fatigue strength of the machined S960 
edges. The same finding applies most probably to the S700 specimens, 
although the S700 HR surfaces were not studied using EBSD. The fatigue 
failure of the machined specimens was located close to the HR surfaces 
(Fig. 10b-d), and several crack initiation locations were found from each 
failed specimen. The initial defects causing crack propagation from the 
HR surface had a small size, and no specific defects could be identified in 
contrast to the thermal cut edges. Fatigue failure originating from the 
machined edge surface (Fig. 10e) was observed in only one HDG 

specimen, likely due to the decreased surface quality resulting from 
vibrations during machining. 

The FL fusion cut specimen in as-cut condition showed mixed fatigue 
failure originating from the cut edge and minor burr attachment 
(Fig. 10f). The shot peening of the rounded corners of the FL fusion cut 
specimens and the impact energy induced crack-like defects in both the 
top and bottom corners, whereby the cracks initiated based on addi-
tional bending stresses (Fig. 10g). Moreover, the test series showed a 
similar fatigue performance to the machined specimens due to 
compressive residual stresses. A polished section parallel to loading was 
prepared to evaluate the interaction of the shot peening, zinc layer and 
initial FL fusion cutting initial defects. Fatigue crack growth was 
observed from cutting the induced initial defects, although these defects 
were not critical and fatigue performance could have been further 
improved by chamfering the sharp corners before shot peening. HDG T- 
profile specimens were tested with chamfered fusion cut edges to study 
interaction between the cut edge and fillet weld. It was found that in the 
specimens in which laser cut edge was ground before welding, the fa-
tigue strength was slightly higher. Fatigue crack initiation was observed 
from the galvanized weld surface in specimens with ground edges 
whereas porosity near weld root and spatter at weld toe caused uncoated 
specimen failures. Figure 11a-e illustrates details of fatigue loaded T- 
profile specimens. EDS mapping for zinc as mass-% in Fig. 11f shows 
zinc inclusion on weld surface. The found zinc inclusion together with 
tensile residual stresses significantly influenced on fatigue performance. 

The fatigue performance of guillotine-cut edges was significantly 
decreased after HDG and the test series showed the lowest fatigue per-
formance in this study. It was found that the moisture from pickling 
before HDG was not completely removed in the drying phase before the 
zinc bath, and iron oxides (rust) were found from the fracture surfaces 
during visual inspection; this was also confirmed from the SEM image 
with the EDS analysis point shown in Fig. 12b. The sodium and chlorine 
found in the EDS analysis most likely originated from the pickling pro-
cess. While sodium is not intentionally used in pickling, small amounts 
of it are included in the tap water used in the process, and may thus 
concentrate inside the initial cracks via chemical reactions. 

4. Design proposal for HDG cut edges 

Based on this study, HDG can be utilized with UHSSs. As a general 
design proposal, this study suggests a one FAT class decrease in the fa-
tigue strength capacity based on the worst S–N data point analysis 
included in the test results. The design proposal for HDG structural de-
tails containing cut edges or longitudinal welds is presented in Table 8. 
FAT classes are given for slope parameters m = 3 and m = 5. Fig. 13 
illustrates the use of two slope parameters. The slope parameter esti-
mating higher fatigue performance is recommended design value which 
is m = 5 for mild steels. Moreover, the approach enables UHSSs potential 
at higher stress ranges where yielding occurs with mild steels. 

Fig. 8. Fracture surfaces of HDG specimens. EBSD microstructures of the laser cut edges from [13].  

Fig. 9. (a) Fiber laser fusion cut edge defect, (b) detail at the cut edge and (c) 
EDS analysis for zinc content (m-%) in the defect. 
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It is worth mentioning that the reference specimens had significantly 
higher fatigue performance than the current design codes estimate. In 
several cases, the HDG specimens were found to have similar or higher 
characteristic fatigue performance than in the EC3 or IIW’s [12,18] 
design recommendations for uncoated steel components. Proposed 
Design FAT class 125 MPa m = 3 for HDG laser cut edges (Table 8) is the 
same than current IIW recommendation for non-HDG cut edges. Oxygen 
as an assistant gas resulted in higher fatigue performance and run-out 
level than nitrogen despite the significantly higher reduction in 

fatigue strength after HDG. Based on the conducted fatigue tests, it can 
be said that grinding oxidized cut edge layers is not always necessary for 
HDG structures. However, this study was performed with DQ UHSS 
material that is well suited for HDG, and the Q&T steel grades may have 
different characteristics after HDG due to more significant hardening 
and a different microstructure close to the cut edge. 

In [13], it was suggested that laser cutting should be divided into 
fusion and reactive fusion cutting. However, the laser cut HDG speci-
mens showed a similar fatigue performance due to the higher decrease 
in fatigue performance in the specimens with reactive fusion cut edges. 
The slightly higher fatigue performance of the reactive fusion cut 
specimens can be explained by the very high surface quality. It can be 
concluded that laser cutting could be considered as one group, in terms 
of fatigue strength capacity, for HDG structures. 

Cut holes FAT class reduction from FAT 160 MPa m = 5 recom-
mended in EN13001 was proposed in [13]. In this study, HDG was found 
to further highlight the decrease in fatigue strength. If guillotine cut 
edges fatigue test results are generalized with notch factor Kt = 3, 
punched holes should not be used in fatigue-loaded HDG structures even 
though EN13001 allows their use in non-HDG structures with FAT 80 
MPa m = 3. Further study with the notched specimens is needed to verify 
these observations. 

The geometric shapes in hot-dip galvanized structures should be 
carefully assessed due to the notch factor. Finishing holes with drilling 
or grinding is recommended as FAT class for thermal cut edges with the 
applied notch factor of Kt = 3 becomes lower than the estimated FAT 
class for welded details in e.g. [15]. FAT classes for holes are conser-
vatively derived from dog-bone specimen fatigue test results. Lipiäinen 
et al. presented the initial verification for assessing geometric shapes via 
FEA obtained notch factors for notched uncoated UHSSs laser cut 

Fig. 10. (a) Microstructure near the S960 HR surface; HR surface failures from machined (b) S960, (c) S700 and (d) S420 specimens; (e) S960 machined edge; (f) as- 
cut FL N2 specimen and (g) shot peened FL N2 specimens’ failures. 

Fig. 11. (a) Visible crack at fatigue tested specimen, (b) fracture surface and (c- 
d) details of longitudinal welds, (e-f) detailed view of zinc inclusion with SE and 
EDS detectors (tilted 30◦ in comparison to Figures b and c). 

Fig. 12. (a) Shear cutting induced cracks and (b) EDS analysis of the iron oxides (rust) from near critical location.  
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geometries in [19]. 
FAT classes for longitudinal continuous attachment weld are covered 

in the upcoming revision of EC3 [12] with FAT 125 MPa m = 3 and in 
EN13001, with 180 MPa and 140 MPa m = 3 classes for EN5817 [20] 
quality level B and C, respectively. Skriko et al. [14] proposed FAT 140 
MPa m = 3 as a reference level for mechanically welded longitudinal 
fillet welds. Considering the small number of tested specimens in this 
study, FAT 125 MPa m = 3 or FAT 160 MPa m = 5 should be used for 
longitudinal attachment welds in the HDG condition. 

5. Discussion 

The study concentrated on the use of UHSS in HDG structures from 
the fatigue design viewpoint. It was found that the fatigue performance 
of S700 and S960 specimens decreased similarly, whereas HDG had only 
a minor effect on the S420 specimens’ fatigue performance. The differ-
ences in material strength and resistance to HDG in terms of fatigue 
behavior led to a similar fatigue performance with S420 and S960 close 
to run-out levels. However, S960 has more potential in industrial ap-
plications due to higher tensile strength and low cycle regime fatigue 
performance. 

As mentioned in Section 3.2, the run-out stress ranges for HDG FL O2 
and FL N2 were 400 MPa and 325 MPa, respectively. Fractography 
revealed a similar failure mode for the cut edges, whereas the surface 
quality varied from practically smooth (FL O2 Rz = 15 μm) to moderate 
rough (FL N2 Rz = 60 μm). Thermally cut edge surface quality is prob-
abilistic semi-periodical pattern, and the ellipse concept for a single 
notch might estimate higher values than actual surface due to notch 
interaction. Based on the differences and similarities between the test 
series, it can be concluded that surface quality is a more important factor 
in HDG cut edges than in cut edges in the uncoated condition. The high 
pressure of the assistant gas FL N2, as a custom parameter setting, was 
fatigue-tested in [13], showing high fatigue performance. This set was 
not tested in the HDG condition, but improved surface quality and a 
thinner recast layer should also be beneficial in the HDG condition. 

This study covered the fatigue behavior of cut edges. In addition to 
previous cut edge studies, the fatigue strength properties of cut edges 
were also experimentally tested after heat input from welding. Skriko 
et al. [14] studied welded longitudinal UHSS joints’ fatigue performance 
using the bending testing of beam specimens. In this study, the T-profile 
was used to increase the fatigue test efficiency. Based on residual stress 
measurements, the fatigue strength characteristics at the weld toe 
correspond to full-scale beams, whereas high tensile residual stresses 
were not induced on the HR surface in the bottom flange below the weld, 
unlike in full-scale beam specimens. The fatigue performance of longi-
tudinal welds could possibly be improved by using undermatching low 
silicon content filler wire to decrease the possibility of the presence of 
LME, or at the area where LME happens, and reduce the detrimental 
effect of high tensile residual stresses in the weld region. 

High-quality straight cut edges had a higher fatigue performance 
than longitudinal fillet welds in the T-profile specimens. However, full- 
scale structures contain cut holes and geometric shapes, and thus fatigue 
strength should be carefully assessed. In HDG structures, fatigue-critical 
holes or cutouts should be machined or ground, whereas fiber laser 
reactive fusion in as-cut condition is more efficient and as good as 
machined detail in structures without HDG. Further studies on the fa-
tigue and tensile strength of welded joints in as-welded and post-treated 
conditions are needed to comprehensively evaluate the fatigue perfor-
mance of full-scale HDG welded structures. By combining the results for 
cut edges, welded joints and cold-formed beam structures, reliable fa-
tigue strength assessment guidelines for full-scale structures can be 
introduced. 

6. Conclusions 

HDG UHSS cut edges could be used in fatigue-loaded structures 
based on the fatigue test series carried out in this study. The tested DQ 
S960 UHSS grade is suitable for fatigue-loaded structures, even with 
laser cut edges without grinding the edges. However, the surface quality 
should be optimized because it was found to have the most significant 
influence on the fatigue life after microscopic LME at the cut edges due 
to the increased hardness and because the cutting modified the local 
microstructure. Design curve combining FAT classes 125 MPa m = 3 and 
FAT 180 MPa m = 5 for un-notched laser cut and hot-dip galvanized 
edges is recommended based on conducted fatigue tests. 

Longitudinally welded UHSSs with standard matching filler material 
were found to have a higher performance after HDG than current design 
codes estimate for uncoated structures. On the weld surface, the LME 
was more significant than on the cut edges. However, its influence on 
fatigue life is well controllable based on the conducted fatigue tests and 
FAT 125 MPa m = 3 can be recommended for HDG longitudinal welds. 
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Fig. 13. Recommended cut edges design curve with slope parameters m = 3 
and m = 5 shown together with HDG S960 laser and plasma cut specimens 
fatigue test data. 
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Appendix A 

A.1. HDG cut edges and welded T-profiles fatigue test results  

Specimen Material Condition R [−] Stress range [MPa] Fatigue life [cycles] Note 
Machined S960 EC 0.1 575 84,321  
Machined S960 EC 0.1 500 256,647  
Machined S960 EC 0.1 450 267,324  
Machined S960 EC 0.4 510 94,291  
Machined S960 EC 0.4 425 228,752  
Machined S700 EC 0.1 525 67,887  
Machined S700 EC 0.1 425 127,308  
Machined S420 EC 0.1 405 170,283  
Machined S420 EC 0.1 415 12,059 Max stress exceeded yield strength 

Not considered in SN-curves 
Machined S420 EC 0.1 375 1,000,000 Run out 
Machined S420 EC 0.1 400 1,000,000 Run out 
FL O2 S960 EC 0.1 850 16,608  
FL O2 S960 EC 0.1 600 38,316  
FL O2 S960 EC 0.1 525 53,885  
FL O2 S960 EC 0.1 475 93,993  
FL O2 S960 EC 0.1 425 251,789  
FL O2 S960 EC 0.4 425 134,977  
FL O2 S960 EC 0.1 400 5,000,000 Run out 
FL O2 S960 EC 0.1 375 1,000,000 Run out 
FL O2 S960 EC 0.1 575 195,548 No zinc layer (Only HDG pre-treatment) 
FL N2 S960 EC 0.1 575 34,632  
FL N2 S960 EC 0.1 500 48,263  
FL N2 S960 EC 0.1 425 58,659  
FL N2 S960 EC 0.1 350 160,358  
FL N2 S960 EC 0.1 325 5,000,000 Run out 
FL N2 S960 EC 0.1 300 2,000,000 Run out 
FL N2 S960 AC 0.1 425 53,174  
FL N2 S960 AC 0.1 375 96,533  
FL N2 S960 AC 0.1 325 139,792  
FL N2 S960 SP 0.1 800 15,765  
FL N2 S960 SP 0.1 575 75,487  
FL N2 S960 SP 0.1 500 118,780  
FL N2 S960 SP 0.1 425 380,545  
Plasma S960 EC 0.1 600 37,375  
Plasma S960 EC 0.1 475 98,239  
Guillotine S960 EC 0.1 350 78,034  
Guillotine S960 EC 0.1 275 111,304  
Guillotine S960 EC 0.1 200 757,557  
T-profile S960 EC 0.1 430 95,852 FL N2 cut edge critical 
T-profile S960 EC 0.1 369 178,107 FL N2 cut edge critical 
T-profile S960 EC 0.1 320 368,683 FL N2 cut edge critical 
T-profile S960 EC – No HDG 0.1 543 157,367 FL O2 cut edges – weld critical 
T-profile S960 EC – No HDG 0.1 460 309,845 FL O2 cut edges – weld critical 
T-profile S960 EG 0.1 546 47,039 Weld critical 
T-profile S960 EG 0.1 454 102,201 Weld critical 

As-cut (AC),Edges Chamfered before HDG (EC), Edges Ground (EG), Shot peened before HDG (SP). 
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Evaluation of geometrical notch and quality effects in the fatigue strength 
assessment of ultra-high-strength steel cut edges 
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A B S T R A C T

Experimental fatigue tests were performed for the S960 and S1100 steel grades laser cut notched geometries in 
this study. Fatigue test results were analyzed with the conventional nominal stress method in order to compare 
the fatigue performance to current standards. A finite element method -based local stress method was employed 
to consider the geometrical notch and surface roughness, together with a multiparametric 4R method to obtain 
the local cyclic behavior at the notch root, considering residual stresses, local material properties, 3D-scanned 
surface quality, and geometry-related notch stress. The nominal stress method with the standard S-N curves 
showed both unconservative and conservative results for the low-quality and high-quality cut edges, respec-
tively, while the 4R method significantly improved the accuracy of the fatigue strength predictions.   

1. Introduction 

The fatigue strength assessment of thermally cut holes has become 
more important after post-weld-treatments (PWTs) are applied with 
well-designed ultra-high-strength steel (UHSS) structures have become 
widely used. For example, when structure contains longitudinal welds 
and high frequency mechanical impact (HFMI)-treated transverse welds, 
cut holes and other geometrical notches become fatigue-critical details 
of a structure. From the fatigue assessment viewpoints, different fatigue 
design standards provide inconsistent guidelines, and major differences 
in the detail categories and FAT classes in the nominal stress system can 
be found. For instance, thermally cut holes are covered in the final draft 
of upcoming EC3 [1] with FAT class 50 MPa with the slope parameter of 
m = 3 or, after grinding, with FAT 90 MPa m = 5 when the nominal stress 
is calculated based on a net-cross section. Meanwhile, EN13001 [2] 
provides material strength dependent FAT class of 160 MPa m = 5 for 
steel grades with the yield strength fy > 650 MPa with the thickness- 
related EN9013 [3] Range 3 surface quality. On the other hand, the 
current IIW recommendations [4] do not include cut holes as a special 
case of stress concentration. 

The fatigue performance of UHSS cut edges without geometrical 
notch has been recently studied in [5,6]. These studies have focused on 
fiber laser (FL) cutting in which oxygen (O2) and nitrogen (N2) have 
been used as assistant gases. These studies have shown that fusion cut-
ting with nitrogen increases the efficiency of cutting process but 

decreases fatigue performance, particularly when material thickness 
increases. Machining, waterjet, plasma, and oxy-fuel cutting was tested 
in [6], and it was proposed that straight plate edges could be cut with FL 
fusion cutting as it was found as the most efficient cutting method. The 
stress concentration factor (SCF) governs the fatigue performance on 
geometrical notches, and reactive fusion cutting was proposed to be 
used in fatigue critical holes to ensure high-quality. 

SCFs for the geometrical notches can be analytically determined with 
Equation (1) (referring to the nominal stress at the net-cross section), 
equal to Kt = 3 in the case of a small round hole or semi-circular edge 
notch in a large plate, and increases when a more elliptical shape is 
assessed. 

Kt = 1+ 2∙

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
notch depth [mm]

notch radius [mm]

√

(1) 

The analytical approach can also be used for double notches by 
increasing the length of equivalent ellipse. However, it is difficult to 
analytically evaluate SCFs for the geometrical details different to the 
round and elliptical shapes, and the use of finite element analysis (FEA) 
is important. The FEA has become standard engineering practice when 
determining the most critical locations in structures. Recently, Yan-
chukovich [7] proposed strain energy density (SED) which utilizes FEA- 
based screening method to identify the fatigue-critical locations in a 
welded structure. 
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A quality-based approach for assessing and analyzing the fatigue 
performance of cut edges was introduced in [6]. Fig. 1 illustrates the 
extracted data and shows a comparison of the conventional material 
strength-based approach and the new quality-based approach [5]. It can 
be concluded that when initial defects are present (low-quality cut 
edges), material strength influences only low cycle fatigue (LCF) per-
formance when global yielding restricts the maximum load-bearing ca-
pacity. It was proposed that the obtained results could be generalized for 
notched details also via a simple FEA. In this study, the fatigue perfor-
mance of notched components is compared to un-notched specimens’ 
fatigue performance shown in Fig. 1. Bolted connections together with 
thermally cut holes have been studied e.g. in [8]. 

Typical cut edge defects in the HSS and UHSS, found in [5,6], are 
summarized in Fig. 2, together with the obtained fatigue performance 
(mean fatigue strengths). The defects are classified as burr attachment, 

cut edge defects, and rolled surface failures. In addition, the fracture 
surface representing the test series are arranged from the worst to the 
best fatigue performance inside the columns. The fracture surface 
determined critical location and identification possible defect (type and 
size) is important. The fatigue failures of straight cut edges can be 
divided into:  

1) Crack and pore-like defects (in FL cutting with N2, guillotine and oxy- 
fuel cutting). 

2) Local material properties (hardness & residual stresses) or geomet-
rical stress concentration induced defects (in waterjet cutting and 
oxy-fuel).  

3) Rolled surface failures where initial defect has been present before 
cutting (in FL cutting with O2 and machining). 

Fig. 1. (a) Plain material strength -based and (b) quality and material strength -based classification for cut edges. Data and analysis modified from [6].  

Fig. 2. Examples of local defects and changes in material properties in comparison to tested fatigue performance. Data based on [5,6] and supplemented with un- 
published work. 
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4) Non-metallic inclusions (NMIs) in the vicinity of cut edge (which 
become detrimental due to the induced residual stresses in thermal 
cutting). 

In all cases, a clear division into the different categories is not 
possible. Plasma cutting, for example, typically results in a good surface 
quality, whereas so-called plasma blobs have been reported at thermally 
cut holes in [9]. Variation in failure modes is possible in the cases in 
where surface quality or changes in the local material properties are un- 
typical for the applied cutting method or material. The statistical vari-
ation in the defect size in a test specimen’s critical volume should also be 
considered. FL fusion cutting causes very frequent defects based on the 
findings in [5,6], whereas large NMIs are very unlike to influence the 
fatigue performance of small specimens since a peak in tensile residual 
stresses exists only at the transition from the heat-affected zone (HAZ) to 
the base material (BM) at the 0.1–0.3 mm wide bandwidth. Thus, the 
critical volume for the described failure mode was small even when 
component-sized specimens are being tested. Consequently, large NMIs 
are also expected to be very unlikely to influence on the fatigue per-
formance of small specimens. 

The nominal stress approach has built-in limitations for assessing 
notched geometry fatigue performance. Based on the previous work [6] 
and the present study, the local stress method, including SCF for ideal 
notch geometry for cut edges fatigue performance assessment, is pro-
posed in this study. The 4R method, considering local cyclic behavior at 
the geometrical notch, is introduced in Section 5 to assess the fatigue 
strength of high-quality laser cut edges. 

2. Experimental work 

Experimental work consisted of small-scale and component-sized 
specimens fatigue testing, surface quality measurements and FEA 
including the effect of specimen geometry and surface quality in order to 
introduce fatigue strength assessment for notched cut edge details. Both 
direct-quenched (DQ) S960 and quenched and tempered (QT) S1100 
steel grades were used to study effect of UHSS’s manufacturing route 
and chemical composition on the fatigue performance via the local 
material effects after heat input. The specimens were cut with Prima 
Power commercial sheet metal center equipped with a 4 kW fiber laser 
using oxygen as an assistant gas. Cutting parameters are shown in 
Table 1. The use of oxygen as an assistant gas with a low-power laser 
source is the most economic and efficient method to cut structural steel 
and it provides excellent quality in terms of fatigue performance. 

Practically smooth (Range 1) surface quality was achieved in [6]. 
However, the optimization of surface quality for different steel grades 

and thicknesses is time-consuming at workshops, and based on the au-
thors’ experiences, high variation exists in process parameters and 
resulting qualities between different commercial cutting systems. In this 
study, moderate rough surface quality is tested to evaluate the reason-
able level of surface roughness in terms of fatigue performance to in-
crease productivity and efficiency. 

2.1. Notched small-scale specimens 

Small scale cut edge specimens were FL reactive fusion cut with 
moderate surface quality from S1100 (t = 6 mm). The same laser cutting 
system with corresponding parameters was also used to cut component- 
sized S960 specimens. Hot-rolled (HR) surface was found to cause fail-
ures in [5,6]. HR surfaces of small scale S1100 were machined to a total 
specimen thickness of 4 mm with parameters shown in Table 2. Width of 
un-notched specimen was 7 mm whereas notch geometry reduced net 

Fig. 3. Small-scale S1100 specimen dimensions and test setup.  

Table 1 
Laser cutting parameters for small and component-sized specimens.  

Laser source Assistant gas Power [kW] Cutting speed [mm/min] Assistant gas pressure [bar] Nozzle diameter [mm] Focal point position 

Fiber laser O2 3 2600  0.5  1.2 Top surface  

Table 2 
Machining parameters.  

Operation HR-surface Notch 

Tool type Shoulder – 3 bits Solid carbide end 
Tool diameter [mm] 25 2 
Feed rate [mm/min] 500 100 
Rotation speed [RPM] 2000 8000  

Table 3 
Machining parameters for component-sized S960 specimens.  

Tool type Solid carbide end 

Tool diameter [mm] 6 
Feed rate [mm/min] 250 
Rotation speed [RPM] 3000  

Fig. 4. Notch geometries for (a) d = 8 mm, (b) d = 24 m, geometries with (c) d 
= 8 mm hole, (d) d = 24 mm hole and (e) test arrangement component-sized 
S960 specimens. 
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cross section with 1 mm from both sides of the specimen to net width of 
5 mm as shown in Fig. 3. Small-scale specimens were manufactured with 
the same geometry as similar strength 18Ni300 additive manufactured 
(AM) specimens tested in the as-built condition in [10] to enable com-
parison. A servo-hydraulic fatigue test setup with a rated test rig ca-
pacity of 50 kN was used for small-scale testing (Fig. 3). Constant 
amplitude loading, with stress ratio R = 0.1, was used for small-scale 
fatigue tests. 

2.2. Notched component specimens 

Component-sized specimens were tested in as-cut condition and laser 
cut using similar parameters as in the small-scale specimens. The 
machining parameters are given in Table 3. Numerical control (NC) 
machining was used, and d = 8 mm geometry was machined by feeding 
the tool normal to the plate surface, whereas d = 24 mm geometry was 
machined by programming semi-circular tool movement. The geometry 
and test arrangement are illustrated in Fig. 4. The net width of 35 mm 
was used for both the d = 8 mm and d = 24 mm notched specimens and 
corresponding specimens with internal hole. The net-cross section was 
the same for all geometries to enable comparisons in the nominal stress 
system. Test rig with rated capacity of 150 kN was used for component 
specimens’ constant amplitude loading (R = 0.1–0.6) fatigue tests. 

2.3. Surface quality, residual stress and hardness measurements 

Residual stresses parallel to loading were measured with X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) based Stresstech Xstress G3 with the circular 1 mm 
collimator. Residual stress measured from middle of the cut edges as 
well as full width at half maximum (FWHM) values are given in Table 4. 
FWHM values describe characteristics of measured XRD peak obtained 
in the measurement and higher FWHM values typically indicate increase 
in hardness. Slightly higher tensile residual stresses were measured from 
both S960 and S1100 notched specimens in comparison to un-notched 
specimens. Thermal cutting resulted significantly higher tensile resid-
ual stresses in the DQ S960 cut edge specimens than in the QT S1100 
specimens. Compressive residual stresses, parallel to the loading direc-
tion, were induced by machining for both cut notch and machined plate 
surfaces of small-scale specimens. Compressive residual stresses were 
measured from the d = 8 mm notch, whereas small tensile residual 
stresses were measured at the bottom of d = 24 mm notch. Expectedly, 
the variation in residual stresses could be explained by the different 
machining operations used for each specimen set.Table 5. 

The Keyence VR3200 optical profilometer was used to evaluate the 
surface quality and local geometries (Fig. 5). The surface quality is 
moderately rough by a visual inspection. The highest surface roughness 
is located slightly above the centerline of cut edge. The notch di-
mensions influence surface roughness. The component-sized specimens 
with larger notches have surface roughness similar to those of un- 
notched edges, whereas the cutting process is not as stable when cut-
ting small d = 2 mm notch geometry. It can be seen that the top side of 
the d = 2 mm notch has the highest surface roughness whereas it is 
smooth in the un-notched, and the component sized notched specimens. 
Laser cutting has very good dimensional accuracy and the effect of 
surface quality was found minor to cross section of the specimen. 
Nominal cross section values (Figs. 3 and 4) were used in fatigue per-
formance analysis.Fig. 6. 

For 6 mm thick plates, the EN 9013 Range 2 and 3 surface roughness 
classes are 14–45 μm and 45–77 μm, respectively [3]. EN9013 Classi-
fication is based on Rz5 values and both small-scale and component- 
sized specimens are classified as Range 3. Based on the obtained sur-
face quality range and material strength, EN13001 estimates FAT 180 
MPa m = 5 for straight cut edges [2]. The stress concentrations caused by 
the actual measured surface roughnesses were analyzed using FEA (see 
Section 2.4). 

2.4. Finite element analysis for notched geometries 

FEA was conducted to evaluate SCFs for the notched geometries in 
contrast to the ideal net-cross section to enable comparison between 
different specimen types and to verify fatigue performance assessment 
method presented in [6]. A 2D-line from the bottom of the cut notch at 

Table 4 
Residual stress measurements.  

Location Specimen Type Material Residual stress 
[MPa] 

FWHM 
[◦] 

Un-notched Laser cut S1100 − 23  4.9 
Notched Laser cut S1100 115  5.2 
Notched Machined S1100 − 63  3.3 
Machined 

surf. 
Laser cut & 
machined 

S1100 − 442  3.8 

Notched 8 mm Laser cut S960 311  3.9 
Notched 24 

mm 
Laser cut S960 323  3.9 

Notched 8 mm Machined S960 − 42  3.5 
Notched 24 

mm 
Machined S960 43  3.4  

Table 5 
Surface quality measurements.  

Specimen Rz5 [μm] Rzmax [μm] Ra [μm] 

Small-scale Un-notched laser cut 39 52 8 
Small-scale - Machined notch 5 9 2 
Small-scale - Machined HR surface 5 7 1 
Component sized – Laser cut straight section 47 62 10 
Component sized – Machined notch 5 8 1  

Fig. 5. Test specimen surface quality and notch geometry at the notch root.  
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the location with the highest surface roughness was extracted from the 
optical profilometer to the FEA software (see Fig. 5, Section 2.3). The 
actual measured geometry was used to obtain SCFs in a double-notched 
geometry, i.e., considering surface roughness in association with the 
geometrical notch (interaction of geometrical notch and surface 
roughness). The SCF equal to 1.79, induced by the surface roughness, for 
the un-notched laser cut edge was numerically obtained. The value of 
unnotched specimen SCF has high agreement with the analytically ob-
tained elliptical notch shape SCF (Equation (1)). In this study, the SCF of 
the ideal circular notch (without surface roughness), SCFideal, varied 
between 1.84 and 2.41 for the net-cross section (Table 6). Based on the 
conducted FEA, it was found that the ratio between the actual and ideal 
geometry (SCFtrue and SCFideal) was relatively constant with an average 
value of 1.76. 

The laser-based reactive fusion cutting results striations where the 
notch root has a relatively stable radius in a specimen scale. Sperle [11] 
estimated the notch root radius of 0.25–0.3 mm for reactive fusion laser 
cutting, which has high agreement with the profilometer measurements 
within this study. Moreover, the notch root radius is most probably 
dependent on the cutting process and no generalization should be done 
based on these studies. Outside notch geometry was used in this study to 
enable 3D scanning of local geometry. FEA estimated slightly higher SCF 
for a circular hole in the middle of the specimen than for a semi-circular 
edge notch. The SCFs for specimens with a laser cut hole, considering the 
actual surface roughness, were estimated by using outside notch ge-
ometry as the surface roughness is similar. 

3. Results and analysis of experimental tests 

3.1. Small-scale tensile tests 

Quasistatic tensile tests were conducted for the laser cut S1100 
small-scale specimens. Stress–strain curves, yield strength (YS) as Rp0.2 
values and digital image correlation (DIC) strains at the maximum stress 
point (ultimate tensile strength, UTS) are shown in Fig. 7. It should be 
noted that tensile test results represent stress values at the net-cross 
section and the HAZs in the vicinity of the cut edges has different ma-
terial properties. The test results were used to evaluate a maximum 
reasonable loading in the fatigue tests. Microhardness measurements 
within this study and [6] indicate that hardness at the HAZ of the S1100 
grade is higher than that of the S960 grade due to different chemical 
composition. It was found that hardness at the HAZ is slightly lower 
when measured from the bottom of the notch than straight cut edge due 
to the changes in the laser heat input and cooling time. Hardness values 

Fig. 6. FEA for (a) un-notched and (b) d = 2 mm notched small-scale specimen, (c) d = 8 mm and (d) d = 24 mm component sized notched specimens 
measured geometries. 

Table 6 
SCF for specimen ideal and measured geometries.  

Geometry SCF – net 
section 
(ideal) 

SCF – net 
section (true 
geometry) 

SCFtrue 

divided by 
SCFideal 

Notch 
depth 
[mm] 

Notch 
radius 
[mm] 

Un-notched 
(Small- 
scale) 

1  1.79  1.79 0.05  0.30 

1 mm notch 
(Small- 
scale) 

2.12  3.95  1.86 1  0.35 

8 mm notch 2.41  4.10  1.70 4  0.30 
24 mm 

notch 
1.84  3.10  1.68 12  0.30 

8 mm hole 2.49  4.211  1.69 4  0.30 
24 mm hole 2.19  3.691  1.68 12  0.30  

1 Estimated by using notched specimens’ scanned surface profile. 

Fig. 7. Small-scale S1100 tensile test results. DIC image shown at UTS.  

Table 7 
Hardness estimates for HAZ hardness at 50 μm distance from cut edge.  

Laser cut specimen Material HAZ hardness [HV] 

Un-notched (Small-scale) S1100 600 
1 mm notch (Small-scale) S1100 500 
Component-sized notch (d = 8 & 24 mm) S960 450  
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for the HAZ are shown in Table 7 and used to estimate material prop-
erties used in Section 5.Table 8.Table 9. 

3.2. Fatigue test results 

The results are presented in the nominal stress approach (stress at the 
net-cross section) in Fig. 8a to enable a comparison to the S-N curves of 

current design codes, and with the FEA-corrected local stresses (ideal 
notch geometry) in Fig. 8b. The most important finding in Fig. 8 is that 
laser cut edge (blue color in symbol) are highly scattered in Fig. 8a 
whereas Fig. 8b highlight potential of SCF based stress modification. The 
effect of the stress ratio on the fatigue capacity was found relatively low, 
e.g., with a decrease of around 10% in the fatigue strength when 
changing from the ratio of R = 0.1 to R = 0.6 fatigue tests series. Scatter 
index Tσ was determined from the free slope FAT values based on the 
survival probabilities of 10 % and 90 % from laser cut edges (excluding 
machined notches) fatigue test results, including only the failed speci-
mens. The scatter band (Fig. 8a) for the nominal stress method was 
drawn considering only notched geometries due to an unreasonably 
high scatter between the notched and un-notched specimens. For local 
stress methods, the scatter band includes both notched and un-notched 
laser cut specimens. Complete list of fatigue test results is given in Ap-
pendix (Tables A1 and A2). 

It was found that the local stress-based approach gives an accurate 
estimate after cutting notched geometry, and the un-notched and 
notched specimens fit into the same scatter band. However, global 
nominal stresses at the net-cross section should be considered also by 
limiting applied stress below yield strength particularly with the ge-
ometries with mild notch and straight plate edge. Nevertheless, a sig-
nificant difference in the fatigue strength between the laser cut and 
machined notch was found. The distinguishing fatigue performance can 
be explained by the magnitude of residual stresses and by the additional 
geometrical notch effect caused by the surface roughness induced in 
laser cutting. Further discussion on the surface quality-induced local 
stresses and a comparison between the ideal notch geometry and actual 
geometry are given in Section 5. 

Hot-rolled (HR) surface, particularly due to the tensile residual 
stresses has been found to be a location for the crack initiation and 
subsequent propagation in the FL reactive fusion cut edges. Conse-
quently, the fatigue performance of cut edge itself cannot be investi-
gated with the normal dog-bone specimens with the straight plate edge. 
Due to these reasons, the notches S1100 specimens were tested by 
machining the HR surface from the plate surface, showing very high 
fatigue performance. However, in the component-sized specimens, such 
procedure was not conducted (as not typical treatment in engineering 
practice), and machined notched specimens had only slightly higher 
fatigue strength than the reactive fusion cut specimens as fatigue failures 
originated from the HR surface. 

The fatigue test results suggest that the simple SCF -based method 
could be used for laser cut edges. The scatter band for the notched and 
un-notched specimens becomes rather small, i.e., Tσ = 1.37 (Fig. 8b). 
Fatigue class of 375 MPa m = 5 found in [6] for the straight specimens 
can be found valid for notched specimens also even tough in the notched 
specimens, the failure location changed from the HR surface to the cut 
edge. This leads to a conclusion, that the tested specimens were cut with 

Table 8 
FAT50% values for nominal and local stress methods.  

Location Specimen type Material FAT50% m = 3 FAT50% m = 5 

Nom. stress Local stress Nom. stress Local stress 

Un-notched Laser cut S1100 267 422 
Notched Laser cut S1100 121 385 217 459 
Notched Machined S1100 273 578 257 816 
Un-notched [6] Laser cut S960 279 392  
Notched 8 mm R = 0.1 Laser cut S960 107 259 175 421 
Notched 8 mm R = 0.4–0.6 Laser cut S960 102 246 156 376 
Notched 24 mm inc. R = 0.4 Laser cut S960 133 246 212 396 
Notched 8 mm Machined S960 189 456 254 613 
Notched 24 mm Machined S960 209 384 302 555 
Hole 8 mm Drilled S960 145 359 229 567 
Hole 8 mm inc. R = 0.4 Laser S960 103 254 165 409 
Hole 24 mm Laser S960 130 280 212 455 
Laser cut notched specimens R = 0.1–0.6 Laser S960&S1100 117 257 192 414 
Component-sized mechanical cut notched specimens R = 0.1 Machining & drilling S960 179 397 260 578  

Table 9 
Revised FAT classes for cut edges based on this study and work presented in [6].  

Cutting method Condition Requirements Material 
[MPa] 

FAT 
class 

Local 
stress 

Guillotine 
cutting 

As-cut or edges 
chamfered  

350 ≤ fy 

≤ 1100 
NA 

All thermal 
cutting 
methods and 
waterjet 
cutting 

As-cut Visual inspection 350 ≤ fy 

≤ 1100 
160 
MPa m 
= 3 

Laser (O2 & N2 t 
≤ 12 mm), 
plasma and 
waterjet 
cutting 

Edges 
chamfered 

Rz5 < 60 μm 350 ≤ fy 

≤ 700 
225 
MPa m 
= 5 

890 ≤ fy 

≤ 1100 
250 
MPa m 
= 5 

All thermal 
cutting 
methods 

Shot peened 
after cutting  

350 ≤ fy 

≤ 700 
250 
MPa m 
= 51 

890 ≤ fy 

≤ 1100 
280 
MPa m 
= 51 

Reactive fusion 
laser cutting 

No burr 
attachment or 
edges 
chamfered 

Rz5 < 60 μmNo 
shot peening 
before cutting 

350 ≤ fy 

≤ 500 
250 
MPa m 
= 5 

590 ≤ fy 

≤ 700 
280 
MPa m 
= 5 

890 ≤ fy 

≤ 1100 
315 
MPa m 
= 5 

Machining Sharp corners 
deburred 

Rz5 < 20 μm 350 ≤ fy 

≤ 500 
280 
MPa m 
= 5 

590 ≤ fy 

≤ 700 
315 
MPa m 
= 5 

890 ≤ fy 

≤ 1100 
350 
MPa m 
= 5  

1 Shot peening not usable for internal geometries i.e., holes due to unsure 
impact with cut surface. 
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the critical surface roughness described by the Rz5 value in the reactive 
fusion cutting of UHSSs. However, the influence of surface quality ef-
fects should be further-verified fatigue testing notched specimens with 
smooth and coarse surface qualities. 

Thermally cut holes are covered in the final draft of the upcoming 
EC3 revision with FAT class 50 MPa m = 3 or after grinding the cut edges 
with FAT 90 MPa m = 5 when stress is based on a net-cross section which 
seems conservative in comparison to the present fatigue test results [1]. 
On the other hand, EN13001 provides a material strength-dependent 
FAT class of 160 MPa m = 5 for steel grades fy > 650 MPa with the 
thickness-related Range 3 surface quality. The fatigue test results high-
light the inconsistency of the EN13001 fatigue guideline for straight un- 
notched (FAT 180 MPa, m = 5) and perforated (FAT 160 MPa, m = 5) 
plates with the nominal stress method based on net-cross section indi-
cating a notch factor of 1.125 between recommended FAT classes which 
can be found unrealistic, as also shown in Fig. 8a [2]. FAT 100 MPa m =
3, recommended by IIW, for straight thermal cut edges in the as-cut 
condition can be found highly conservative when the worst point 
analysis of notched geometries estimates FAT 101 MPa m = 3 and FAT 
155 MPa m = 5 fatigue performance with the nominal stress method 
obtained from R = 0.1 fatigue tests. 

3.3. Fractography 

A scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to characterize 
failure modes. Fig. 9 shows fatigue crack initiation from the cut edges in 
both un-notched and notched (machined and laser cut) small-scale 
specimens. Crack initiation site is shown with dashed ellipses or lines 
and crack propagation direction is highlighted with arrows in Fig. 9. 
Both failures originating from the notch surface and NMIs (Fig. 9a) were 
found in the small-scale machined specimens. Machined component- 
sized notched specimens experienced failures originating from the 
chamfered section or HR surface at the end of the chamfered zone, which 
explains the significant decrease in the fatigue performance in both 
nominal and local stress approaches compared to small-scale specimens. 

Crack propagation from the cut edge at the bottom of the notch was 
observed from all examined notched laser cut specimens. High magni-
fication SEM investigation revealed grain boundaries at the 10–20 μm 
distance from the cut edge indicating brittle intergranular crack prop-
agation. The interaction of surface quality and metallurgical effects i.e. 
intergranular crack propagation will be studied in future works. A few 
micrometers thick oxide layer formed by the cutting process is visible at 
the laser cut edge although it has no effect on the mechanical properties 
of cut edges. 

The formation of local notches in laser cutting is relatively stable. 
However, fatigue failure initiates from the most detrimental notch after 

Fig. 8. Fatigue test results with (a) net-cross section nominal stress method and (b) ideal local geometric stresses considered. Note the different scaling of the y-axis.  

Fig. 9. Fractography for (a) machined and (b) laser cut small-scale and (c) d = 8 mm with an overall image from surface quality near crack initiation location and (d) 
d = 24 mm shown together with BSE detector imagined detail laser cut component sized notches. 
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the effect of local and global notch are combined. A variation on the 
fatigue crack location was found especially with the d = 24 mm notches, 
and the fatigue crack did not always initiate at the deepest point of the 
notch due to wider area of high stress concentration from cut geometry. 
The larger critical area at the notch, combined with the lower stress 
gradient increasing the local stress at the end of brittle crack propaga-
tion might explain slightly lower fatigue performance in the local stress 
concept for the d = 24 mm notched specimens compared to the speci-
mens with smaller notches. 

4. Revised design proposal for cut edges considering local 
stresses 

The use of net cross-section in fatigue assessments in the nominal 
stress system is problematic due to the geometrical effect of notches on 
the SCF. In real engineering applications, the notch radius to plate width 
ratio is smaller than in the tested specimens, and SCF approaches a value 
of Kt = 3. The change in the critical location from the HR surface to the 
cut edge, found in this study, highlights the effects of surface roughness 
in notched details and it is reasonable to have a surface roughness limit 
instead of material thickness-based surface quality Ranges. 

The FAT class 160 MPa m = 5 for the net cross section was achieved 
neither by the worst data point nor characteristic FAT classes in the 
performed laboratory tests, while the specimens clearly exceeded min-
imum requirements stated in the EN13001 [2] for the d = 8 mm notch. It 
can be concluded that the EN13001 design recommendation should be 
revised. Based on the presented results, the fatigue performance of 
existing fatigue-loaded structures containing thermally cut holes should 
be re-evaluated in case of they are designed by utilizing the full capacity 
of described detail to prevent fatigue failures even though high tested 
run out -level increases the real-life safety margin. It should be further 
highlighted that fiber laser fusion cut notched specimens, exceeding 
EN13001 requirements, could have been used, which has significantly 
lower fatigue performance than tested specimens (See Figs. 1 and 2). 

Based on the fatigue test results in this study, stress concentration- 
based fatigue strength assessment can be found reliable for the cut 
edges. With the nominal stress -method, engineering components and 
structures usually include an additional stress concentration due to 
geometric shapes. If stress concentrations and local stresses are consid-
ered in the fatigue assessments, one level higher FAT class could be 
recommended. 

The effect of shot peening should be verified for cut holes. However, 
the shot peening might not have a positive effect on the fatigue per-
formance in small notches and holes, in which the mechanical impact on 
the cut surface cannot be ensured. However, it remains effective in easily 
accessible outside notches at the plate edges. Guillotine cutting can be 

used only for straight plate edges. Guillotine cut edges would restrict the 
fatigue performance of UHSS box beam structures with high-quality 
single- or double-sided fillet welds [12]. The shear cutting as a punch-
ing can be used for holes in thin-walled UHSS sheets, e.g., in the auto-
motive industry. 

5. 4R method application 

The analysis presented in this study is based on the nominal and local 
stress methods. Several parametric methods for cut edges fatigue 
strength assessment have been proposed e.g. in [13]. However, estab-
lishing a parametric model which can be used to assess different cutting 
methods and failure modes (some of illustrated in Fig. 2) is difficult. For 
the parametric fatigue performance assessment, local cyclic behavior 
should be considered, in addition to local stresses. The 4R method is 
based on Eqs. (2)–(5) and has been introduced thoroughly in [14–16]. 
The Ramberg-Osgood material model parameters, the strength coeffi-
cient of H = 1.3∙Rm and strain hardening exponent of n = 0.03 were 
used as approximative values in this study based on [14]. Accurate 
estimation for the local cut edge HAZ material properties at the is 
difficult due to HAZ narrow width. 

σk =
Δσk

1 − R
(2)  

σmax

E
+(

σmax

H
)

1
n =

(σk + σres)
2

σmax∙E
(3)  

Δσ
E

+ 2∙
( Δσ

2∙H

)1
n
=

Δσk
2

Δσ∙E (4)  

Nf =
Cref

(
Δσk,ref

)mref  

where Δσk is linear-elastic notch stress range (e.g., obtained using FEA), 
R is the external stress ratio, σres is measured residual stress, E is the 
modulus of elasticity, are constant material parameters and Rlocal is the 
local stress ratio (=σmin/σmax) applied in the mean stress correction in 
the 4R method. The master curve obtained with reference stress Δσk,ref is 
estimated with Equation (6) after Rlocal is calculated for each fatigue test 
result. 

Δσk,ref =
Δσk

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
1 − Rlocal

√ (6) 

4R method has proven its potential in the fatigue assessment of 
welded structures. The method includes material properties, residual 
stresses, and local stress range via cyclic material behavior. Based on the 

Fig. 10. (a) Schematic local cyclic behavior and (b) the effect on fatigue test results when surface quality induced stresses are considered.  
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presented results, the 4R based parametric fatigue strength assessment 
could be introduced after re-analyzing the fatigue test results presented 
in this study. It should be noted that 4R master curve is influenced by 
several factors e.g. material, quality described as initial defects size and 
stress obtaining method. The presented process and used equations for 
cut edges are identical to 4R method for welded joints, but fatigue ca-
pacity Cref and local stress determination differs from welded structures. 

The requirements for applying the 4R method in the fatigue assess-
ment of high-quality cut notches are the following:  

1) Material model should be based on the local hardness, which is 
related to the applied cutting process.  

2) Residual stresses should be known.  
3) The notch geometry and surface quality originated local stresses 

should be obtained.  
4) Fatigue capacity Cref should be known. 

A schematic description of local cyclic behavior for the machined 
and laser cut notches is illustrated in Fig. 10a. Fig. 10a illustrates Eqs. 
(2)–(5) in visual form to highlight combined effect of material proper-
ties, residual stresses and stress range. The cyclic material behavior 
explains the major difference in the fatigue performance of the tested 
laser cut and machined notched specimens. Fatigue test results in the 
notch stress system, including the surface quality effects in the SCF, 
obtained using FEA, are shown in Fig. 10b to illustrate the effect of the 
specimen type (notched and un-notched) and stress range on the local 
stress ratio. 

The Rlocal values given in Fig. 10b represent the values from the 
lowest magnitude of stress range to the highest. When the surface 
quality-induced additional stress, related to the laser cutting, is included 
with FEA-obtained SCF for the small-scale specimens, the scatter be-
tween laser cut and machined notch decreases, which can be seen as 
different shape of red (notched) and black (un-notched) curves in 
Fig. 10b. The Rlocal range from the highest to the lowest stress range 
(considering the failed specimens) is given in Fig. 10a (the dashed lines 
compared to the solid lines), to schematically show the differences in the 
local behavior at different cases. With the use of the 4R method (Eqs. 
(2)–(5)), the local material’s cyclic can be considered with the mean 
stress correction. 

The fatigue test results were analyzed with a novel and further- 
developed 4R method application which differs from the original 
method presented by Peippo et al. [17]. 4R method utilizes a master S-N 
curve in the mean stress-corrected reference system that describes a 

fatigue capacity. In welded structures, a single master curve can be used 
to assess fatigue performance from mild steels to UHSSs in both as- 
welded and post-weld-treated conditions [14]. In this study, only 
UHSSs are covered, and the results should be converted to a single 
master curve due to the similar local material properties amongst the 
test specimens. An analysis for the specimens made of mild steel would 
most probably give a lower master curve. The hardness-based equation 
for the tensile strength UTS = − 99.8 + 3.734 HV [18] could be used to 
evaluate local material properties. 

Fig. 11a shows surface quality-corrected fatigue test results per-
formed in this study. The scatter index (Tσ = 1:1.40) of laser cut edges 
increases when compared to the local stress approach with the ideal 
notch geometry (Fig. 8b) due to the additional stress of included double 
notch is linear and the effectivity is higher on high stress ranges. How-
ever, when considering local cyclic behavior and local stress ratio with 
4R method, shown in Fig. 11b, a reduction in the scatter at the LCF 
regime can be found, and significantly lower scatter index for the test 
data was obtained compared to the notch stress system with the ideal 
geometry (Fig. 8a). It can be concluded that reactive fusion cutting re-
sults in a quality that is comparable to machining when local stresses are 
considered. 

Fig. 11b illustrates the master curve in the reference stress system 
(see Eq. (6)) with the calculation parameters given in Table 10. The 
results show consistency and Tσ = 1.27 was obtained for the laser cut 
specimens highlighting the potential of the 4R method. Component- 
sized machined notched specimens were excluded from this analysis 
due to the crack initiation from HR surface instead of machined surface. 
The master curve for the welded joints is shown as a reference. The 
difference in the master curves of welded joints and edge details can be 
partially explained with the use of a fictitious radius of rtrue + 1 mm weld 
toe radius in welded joints, whereas the actual geometry with r =

Fig. 11. (a) True surface quality corrected fatigue test results and (b) 4R master curve considering local effects and residual stresses for laser cut and small-scale 
machined specimens. 

Table 10 
4R method parameters.  

Test series SCF [–] Rm [MPa] Residual stress 
[MPa] 

Un-notched (small-scale) 1.79 2200 − 25 
Laser cut notch d = 2 mm 3.95 1800 100 
Machined notch d = 2 mm 2.12 1200 − 50 
Laser cut d = 8 mm Notch/Hole 4.10/ 

4.21 
1500 325 

Laser cut d = 24 mm Notch/Hole 3.10/ 
3.69 

1500 325  
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0.3–0.35 mm radius at bottom of surface quality was used based on the 
measured surface qualities of laser cut specimens. Baumgartner [19] 
studied the effect of different reference notch radius on fatigue strength 
capacity in the effective notch stress (ENS) system, and found a factor of 
1.5 for fatigue capacity between 0.3 mm and 1 mm radii. The 4R method 
includes local cyclic material properties and simple linear correction 
factor estimation for 0.3 mm radius is thus limited. The size of included 
initial defects has an effect also on the 4R master curve. The 4R master 
curve includes a discontinuity point on the weld toe, whereas reactive 
fusion fiber laser cut edges in this study include small or non-existent 
initial defect depending on the effect of brittle crack propagation. 

6. Discussion 

The fatigue performance of cut edges in plain and un-notched 
members can be assessed with the nominal stress method, especially 
when initial defects and cutting method typical characteristics are 
considered. However, the nominal stress method based on the net-cross 
section of a structural member or specimen is highly dependent on the 
shape and dimensions. SCF on full-sized components becomes higher 
than laboratory specimens where notch or hole is small compared to full 
width which leads to un-conservative FAT classes. The statistical anal-
ysis including previous studies findings with notched specimens will be 
investigated in our following studies. 

The fatigue tests in this study were performed with high-quality cut 
edges. The local stress approach was found valid and the previous low- 
quality fatigue test results could be generalized for the notched 

geometries. For low-quality cut holes, FAT class of 160 MPa (m = 3) can 
be recommended in the notch stress considering the ideal notch geom-
etry resulting in a fatigue class of FAT 50 MPa (m = 3) in the nominal 
stress system (net-cross section) when the maximum notch factor Kt,max 
= 3 is assumed (Equation (1)). This confirms the applicability of the 
upcoming EC3 revision [1] for low-quality cut holes. A statistical anal-
ysis of reported fatigue tests with cut holes could be performed with the 
local stress method to increase the validity of the introduced fatigue 
strength assessment. 

The FL fusion cutting of thick sheets has also become economical and 
efficient. However, studies on the fatigue performance of thick HSS 
plates, up to t = 20 mm, are very limited. Fatigue tests performed at the 
thickness range of 6 mm ≤ t ≤ 12 mm show a trend that fatigue per-
formance decreases as a function of plate thickness. A future study 
should include described fatigue test un-notched and notched fatigue 
test series due to increased importance via SCFs to introduce the best 
practice guideline for manufacturing heavy-duty HSSs structures. 

Nano hardness measurements in [20] revealed a 10–20 μm wide 
layer with hardness equal to 1000–1400 HV before stabilizing to around 
600–800HV hardness up to the 50 μm depth from the laser and plasma 
cut edge, which can be measured with traditional micro-hardness 
measurements. The effect of local material properties on the fatigue 
performance has not been discussed in detail in previous studies since a 
lack of similar reported failure modes including brittle crack propaga-
tion from laser cut edge exists. The theory of critical distances could be 
used to obtain stress values for parametric fatigue performance assess-
ment together with fractography findings (Fig. 9) in combination of 
local nano and micro hardness measurements. 

An utilization of the 4R method for assessing the fatigue strength of 
cut edges requires additional work since the effect of local material 
properties and the size of possible defects are addressed. The effect of 
laser cut edges’ brittle crack propagation and local material properties 
should be studied in detail. SCFs for the 4R method could be also 
determined by using the theory of critical distances (TCD) with a crack- 
like defect instead of the notch root radius in a case when brittle crack 
propagation through the increased hardness surface layer is considered. 
In this case, three levels of stress concentration are geometrical notch 
dimension, surface quality and brittle crack propagation length. This 
approach could be used, e.g., for hot-dip galvanized specimens with 
micro-scale liquid metal embrittlement at cut edges as found in [21]. 

The fatigue capacity of the 4R master curve has been determined 
from welded joints local stress at the weld toe including initial defect 
like AM-components. Bartsch et al. [22] studied the influence of AM- 
specimen surface quality on the fatigue performance and proposed a 
local stress approach similar to the ENS method. Based on the fatigue 
test with notched AM-specimens tested in [10], the 4R method appli-
cability could be extended from the welded joint to as-built AM parts 
with only minor modifications and analysis for verifying the method due 
to the typical initial defect of AM-component is similar to the welded 
joint in as-welded condition. The weld quality in the 4R method is 
considered as a weld toe radius and residual stresses. The quality of 
metallic print could be adjusted via surface and defect geometries 
similarly to cut surface roughness in this study. 4R method also includes 
a possibility to monitor remaining life of variable amplitude-loaded 
structures in real-time which is an important advantage compared to 
the standard nominal stress method. 

7. Conclusions 

FEA-obtained local stress can be used for the fatigue strength 
assessment of notched laser cut edges. Considering local stresses, in 
contrast to un-notched or mildly notched specimens, obtained similar 
reference fatigue capacity, and removes a need for separate FAT values 
for cut holes as a special case of stress concentration. A cyclic material 
behavior -based 4R method was found to have potential to estimate cut 
edges fatigue performance via cyclic local material behavior and its use 

Table A1 
Small-scale S1100 fatigue test results. Laser refers to FL O2 -method.  

Specimen Cutting 
method 

Condition R 
[–] 

Stress 
range 
[MPa] 

Fatigue life 
[cycles] 

Note 

Un- 
notched 

Laser EC  0.1 1000 8318  

Un- 
notched 

Laser EC  0.1 950 19,459  

Un- 
notched 

Laser EC  0.1 925 26,224  

Un- 
notched 

Laser EC  0.1 800 114,376  

Un- 
notched 

Laser EC  0.1 725 174,571  

Un- 
notched 

Laser EC  0.1 650 541,796  

Un- 
notched 

Laser EC  0.1 625 1,000,000 Run- 
out  

Notched d 
= 2 mm 

Laser EC  0.1 770 7181  

Notched d 
= 2 mm 

Laser EC  0.1 665 8149  

Notched d 
= 2 mm 

Laser EC  0.1 560 15,556  

Notched d 
= 2 mm 

Laser EC  0.1 500 24,630  

Notched d 
= 2 mm 

Laser EC  0.1 420 57,810  

Notched d 
= 2 mm 

Laser EC  0.1 325 203,742  

Notched d 
= 2 mm 

Laser EC  0.1 300 1,000,000 Run- 
out  

Notched d 
= 2 mm 

Machining EC  0.1 750 40,958  

Notched d 
= 2 mm 

Machining EC  0.1 700 42,879  

Notched d 
= 2 mm 

Machining EC  0.1 625 521,806  

Notched d 
= 2 mm 

Machining EC  0.1 525 580,218  

Notched d 
= 2 mm 

Machining EC  0.1 450 1,000,000 Run- 
out  
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should be further studied. 
EN13001 FAT class 160 MPa m = 5 for UHSSs was found un- 

conservative based on the statistical analysis and experimental fatigue 
tests conducted in this work. On the other hand, the upcoming EC3 
revision with FAT class 50 MPa m = 3 was found valid for low-quality 

cut edges and conservative for high-quality cut edges. The recom-
mended practice for cut shapes and holes fatigue strength assessment is 
to obtain SCF for a geometrical detail and compare it to the results of 
dog-bone specimens in the notch stress system. The approach works 
especially well for lower quality cut edges where failure origins from cut 
edge with dog-bone specimens. 

Machining notches was found beneficial in terms of the fatigue 
performance, and crack initiation from the HR surface was found in the 
component-sized specimens, and thus restricting fatigue capacity. If 
holes or other geometrical notch shapes are machined, the sharp edges 
should be carefully de-burred, and all grinding marks should be parallel 
to the loading direction. Fiber laser reactive fusion cut notches in the as- 
cut condition resulted in an almost as high fatigue performance as in the 
machined notches, and it could be recommended for fatigue-loaded 
structures. 
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A B S T R A C T

Experimental fatigue tests were performed for a S960 steel grade, including hot-dip galvanized (HDG) round base 
material specimens, and laser cut, and machined notched component-sized specimens made of t = 6 mm S960 
ultra-high-strength steel (UHSS) plates. Cracking after the HDG was found to have a major influence on fatigue 
strength and thus reducing the effect of surface quality on the fatigue performance. Design guidelines for notched 
HDG components are proposed, and HDG with UHSSs was found suitable for structures with geometrical notches. 
Multiparametric TCD-based 4R method application was introduced, and it was found to be applicable for the 
fatigue strength assessment of structural details with initial cracks.   

1. Introduction 

Plate structures typically contain cut edges with geometrical shapes, 
such as general curved shapes, cutouts and holes. By positioning weld-
ments and other critical connections at the lowly-stressed areas of 
structures and introducing novel methods to improve fatigue strength, e. 
g, post-weld treatments, these cut edges with the geometrical shapes can 
become critical from the fatigue viewpoint. High-strength and ultra- 
high-strength steels (HSSs/UHSSs) enable benefits in weight-critical 
applications, while highlights the need for the high fatigue strength 
capacity due to the increased magnitude of fatigue load actions. Steel 
grades with the yield strength of 890 MPa or higher are typically 
considered as UHSS. Hot-dip galvanized special use semi-trailers (e.g. 
for heavy machinery transport) with 25 years estimated service life are 
currently manufactured from a S700 HSS grade that has proven its 
reliability in the commercial use. However, S960 UHSS grades are 
commonly used in painted structures enabling higher payload as the 
structure is weight critical. Based on tests with a S960 steel grade, the 
trade-off between the corrosion protection and selection of UHSS steel 
grade for product design could be overcame. In comparison to stainless 
steels, hot-dip galvanized S960 steel grade offers a superior balance 
between the cost, corrosion protection and performance. Long service 
life of HDG products highlight the importance of accurate fatigue life 

assessment and proper design guidelines to manufacture high perfor-
mance products. UHSSs are typically sensitive to liquid metal assisted 
cracking and hydrogen embrittlement (HE) or liquid metal embrittle-
ment (LME). In this study, mild steels were excluded since no effect was 
found in the authors’ previous study [1] on the unnotched S420 speci-
mens. Those findings of studied UHSSs could be generalized to mild 
steels with the consideration of yield point cut off limit at the low cycle 
regime, as proposed in [1]. Liquid metal assisted cracking can occur with 
mild steel HDG structures as demonstrated by da Silveira et al. [2]. 

The fatigue strength of HDG structures has been studied, but only a 
limited number of studies has been reported. Studying the fatigue per-
formance of HDG components requires a high amount of experimental 
work since identical uncoated reference test series should be tested to 
enable a comparison. Rademacher [3] tested cut edges, longitudinal 
welds and base material specimen of S235–S700 steel grades in the 
uncoated and HDG condition with the typical finding of a slight decrease 
in fatigue performance. Ferraz & Rossi [4] studied fatigue performance 
of hot-dip galvanized mild steels by statistically re-analyzing existing 
fatigue data and proposed generally-one FAT class reduction in com-
parison to uncoated or painted structures. 

The design guidelines specifically for HDG details are limited. 
Therefore, current design codes and recommendations for the fatigue 
strength assessment of unnotched and notched cut edges are collected 
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into Table 1, which includes the lowest and highest recommended FAT 
classes for the cut edge details without HDG. Highly varying design 
recommendations for both unnotched and notched components cause 
inconvenience for the product design and structural analyses. Clear and 
consistent design guidelines are needed for HDG structures to avoid even 
more scattered field of FAT classes and requirements in case of HDG 
would be embedded on current design codes. The authors proposed 
stress concentration factor (SCF)-based fatigue strength assessment in 
[5]. SCFs are mentioned in present design guides. However, the nominal 
stress method is presented as a main method and FAT classes including 
additional safety factor needed for the nominal stress method are used 
also with the local stress approaches. The influence of LME should be 
studied and verified to introduce notch factor -based fatigue strength 
design guidelines. 

Theory of critical distances (TCD) approach by Taylor has been 
applied on fatigue performance assessment [12]. Braun et al [13] 
studied requirements for TCD method. Ahola et al. [14] and Braun et al. 
[15] applied the TCD method for assessing the fatigue strength of wel-
ded joints. Karakas et al. [16] studied the TCD method for welded joints 
in both as-welded and HFMI-treated conditions and proposed critical 
distance of 0.1 mm and 0.15 mm, respectively. Souto et al. [17] found 
the TCD method beneficial for assessing cold-formed Z-profiles’ fatigue 
performance, considering residual stresses due to the forming. 

The purpose of the current work is to revise the design guidelines for 
hot-dip galvanized structures. In this study, a hot-rolled (HR) S960 
UHSS grade was fatigue-tested with laser cut and machined edges. First, 
small-scale round base material (BM) fatigue specimens were experi-
mentally tested to evaluate decrease in the fatigue performance of plain 
material with varying surface roughness. Secondly, component-sized 
specimens were tested to obtain fatigue strength and to introduce 

design guidelines and best practices for the HDG structures manufac-
tured from UHSSs with geometrical notches. Microstructure was char-
acterized at the notched laser cut and machined surfaces, likewise the 
fractography studies performed for fatigue samples. A method to 
consider surface quality-induced stress concentrations was introduced 
together with multiparametric 4R method to assess fatigue performance 
considering local cyclic behavior as in Ref. [5]. With HDG applied, LME 
induced internal crack dominates the effect of surface quality as the 
depth of initial crack becomes significantly higher than surface quality 
combined with possible brittle intergranular crack propagation layer in 
laser cut edges (see Section 4.2). Consequently, based on obtained initial 
crack length for the different cut edges conditions, the finite element 
analyses (FEA) are carried to obtain fatigue notch factors as per TCD 
approach and a multiparametric method for assessing fatigue strength of 
uncoated and HDG-coated cut edges is introduced. 

2. Studied materials and experimental methods 

2.1. Specimen preparation 

The specimens were manufactured from a standardized commer-
cially available direct-quenched (DQ) S960 UHSS grade. The round 
specimens were manufactured from laser cut t = 10 mm billets by 
turning, and the component-sized notched specimens from t = 6 mm 
sheets from the same production batch to the un-notched specimens 
reported in Ref. [1] applied as a reference data. The material properties 
of the t = 6 mm base material are shown in Table 2 as nominal and 
material certificate indicated values. The mechanical properties for the 
notched component-sized are presented in Table 5. It is well-known that 
silicon content has a significant influence on the zinc layer thickness 

Table 1 
FAT classes for un-notched and notched cut edges without HDG. Nominal stress -based FAT classes if not otherwise stated.  

Design code Un-notched Requirements Notched Requirements 

IIW recommendations  
[6] 

FAT 100 MPa m = 3 Manual or mechanized cut edges in 
As cut -condition 

Hole: Not available 
Geometric notch: Applying SCFs 

Similar to un-notched cut edges 

FAT 140 MPa m =
3 
FAT 160 MPa m = 5 

Ground thermally cut edges 
HR surface with machined edges 

EC3 1–9 Current [7] FAT 125 MPa m = 3 Sheared or gas cut plates Hole: FAT 90 MPa m = 3 Net cross section. Manufacturing 
methods not specified. 

FAT 140 MPa m = 3 
FAT 160 MPa m = 3 

Ground thermally cut edges 
Rolled and extruded products. Sharp edges 
removed 

Geometric notch: FAT 125 MPa m 
= 5 together with SCF 

Thermally cut edge with deburring 

EC3 1–9 Final draft [8] FAT 125 MPa m = 5 Thermally cut edge with deburring Hole: FAT 50 MPa m = 3 
Geometric notch: FAT 125 MPa m 
= 5 together with SCF 

Thermally cut edge with deburring 

180 MPa m = 5 
160 MPa m = 5  

Plates with rolled edges 
Ground cut edges 

Hole: FAT 90 MPa m = 5 
Geometric notch: FAT 160 MPa m 
= 5 together with SCF 

Machined or drilled edge (net cross- 
section) 

EN 13,001 [9] 140 MPa m = 5 Thermally cut edges. Repair welding allowed Hole: 80 MPa m = 5 Holes may be punched 
315 MPa m = 5 fy > 900 machined and deburred edges Hole: 160 MPa m = 5 fy > 650 Thermally cut holes with Rz <

100 um and burr removed 
BS 7608 [10] Class C (FAT 160 

MPa m = 3.5) 
EN 9013 Range 2 surface quality. Thermally 
cut or sheared edge with deburring. 

Geometric notch: Class B together 
with SCF 

Thermal cutting  

Class B (FAT 185 
MPa m = 4) 

Cut edges ground Hole: Class D (FAT 125 MPa m = 3) 
or via SCF with class B  

Drilled hole with net cross section. 

SSAB Design Handbook 
[11] 

FAT 80 MPa m = 3 Machine controlled thermal cutting with no 
quality inspection or requirements 

Hole: FAT 80 MPa m = 3 Punched hole 

FAT 180 MPa m = 5 High quality HR strip material Hole: FAT 100 MPa m = 5 Drilled hole in HR plate  

Table 2 
Material properties and chemical composition.  

Material Strength [MPa] Chemical composition [wt. %] 
Yieldmin Tensile Cmax Simax Mnmax Pmax Smax Almin 

Nominal 960 980–1250  0.12  0.25  1.3  0.020  0.01  0.015 
Material certificate 983 1091  –  0.20  –  –  –  –  
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[18], and this study is focused on the S960 steel grade with the silicon 
content of 0.20 wt%. However, for a comparison to the fatigue strength 
of a quenched and tempered (Q&T) S1100 UHSS grade are presented in 
Discussion section. 

2.1.1. Base material fatigue test specimens 
Round base material (BM) specimens were tested with the varying 

surface qualities. Mechanical polishing was carried out for the speci-
mens with a silicon carbide grinding paper (Grit 1000). The specimens 
were manufactured from the laser-cut billets, and the manufacturing 
(turning) parameters are shown in Table 3. The objective was to 
determine the BM fatigue properties at the different surface quality 
conditions without the changes in the local microstructure and hardness 
induced by the laser cutting heat. The turned and polished round BM 
specimens (See Fig. 4) are used to evaluate the effect of surface quality of 
turning and relation of initial defects induced on HDG-process. Surface 
quality, defined as Ra value in Table 3, was measured parallel to loading. 
Fatigue tests were conducted with 50 kN servo-hydraulic test rig (1–3 
Hz) using stress ratio R = 0.1 and continued until failure occurred or 
run-out at 106 – 3•106 cycles interrupted the test. 

2.1.2. Component-sized laser cut and machined edge specimens 
Fiber laser reactive fusion cutting (FL O2) with oxygen as an assistant 

gas was used to cut specimens. Two different external notch geometries 
(R4 and R12) with a nominal net cross section width of 35 mm (Fig. 1a 
and 1b) were used to evaluate the effect of notch stress concentration, 
gradient and size factor on the fatigue strength, and to identify limita-
tions related to the use of the nominal stress method. In a similar way, 
two internal notch (hole) samples (Fig. 1c and 1d) were prepared. 
Specimen manufacturing process is presented more detailed in Ref. [5]. 
Table 4 illustrates SCFs (for net cross section) and number of fatigue test 
for each specimen types. Fatigue tests resulted 28 broken specimens and 
4 run-outs. 

Standard industrial hot-dip galvanizing for both small-scale and 
notched component-sized specimens was performed in a similar way 
than in ref. [1] with an exception to use dip time of 3 min instead of 

previously used 2 min to ensure corrosion protection in cut edges. The 
specimens were prepared to HDG with pickling in 16 % hydrochloric 
acid together with adequate amount of pickling inhibitor. Drying and 
pre-heating before zinc path dipping was performed in drying oven at 
temperature of 70 ◦C. The zinc path with > 99 wt% zinc content where 
temperature was 450–475 ◦C was used. 

Laser cutting was performed with 3 kW fiber laser with 2600 mm/ 
min cutting speed. FL O2 cut edge specimens in which the chemical 
composition changes locally due to the laser cutting, and zinc layer 
thickness thus reduces. A zinc layer thickness of 100 μm was measured 
from the laser cut specimens in this study whereas the one minute 
shorter bath time resulted in a 60 μm thick coating in the specimens 
reported in [1]. The fatigue testing was carried out using a servo- 
hydraulic fatigue test machine with the maximum force capacity of 
150 kN and using a constant amplitude (CA) loading with 1–3 Hz test 
frequency (Fig. 1f). Fatigue tests were continued until final rupture or 
determined as a run-out without failure after specimen reached 106 

cycles. 

2.2. Microstructural evaluation 

High power laser systems were used to cut unnotched specimens 
with cutting speed of 3000–10500 mm/min which results narrower heat 
affected zone (HAZ) than in the notched specimens cut and tested for 
this study. A nominal 2600 mm/min cutting speed with a power of 3 kW 
was applied in this work using a commercial (Prima Power) laser combi 

Table 3 
Cylindrical specimens manufacturing and surface quality.  

Specimen type Turned Polished 

Tool radius [mm] 0.4 –  
Feed [mm/rev] 0.3 0.15 – 
Rotation speed [RPM] 1500 1500 – 
Surface quality Ra [μm] 6 4 1  

R12 59

17.5

17.5

R4 43
17.5

17.5

35 43 35 59

R4

R4 R12

R12a b

c
d

e f

Fig. 1. Notch geometries for the (a,c) d = 8 mm and (b,d) d = 24 mm notch geometries, (e) lifting component-sized S960 specimens from the zinc path, and (f) HDG 
specimen fatigue test arrangement. 

Table 4 
Component-sized fatigue tests.  

Geometry SCF – net section Number of fatigue tests 
(Laser cut / Mechanically cut) 
Failure Run-out 

8 mm Notch  2.41 6 / 4 1 / 0 
8 mm Hole  2.49 5 / 3 0 / 1 
24 mm Notch  1.84 4 / 4 1 / 1 
24 mm Hole  2.19 2 / - 0 / - 
Total number of tests  – 17 / 11 2 / 2  

Table 5 
Tensile test results of uncoated and HDG specimens.  

Specimen Yield strength [MPa] Tensile strength [MPa]  
Uncoated HDG Uncoated HDG 

8 mm laser cut hole 1055 982 1134 1046 
24 mm laser cut hole 1025 996 1117 1047  
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system for the sheet metal production. The cutting speed was monitored 
during cutting notch geometry, and no reduction in the cutting speed 
was observed. However, the width of HAZ increases in notched geom-
etries due to the longer interaction with the laser beam. HAZ at the 
bottom of the laser cut notches from uncoated specimens, is shown in 
Fig. 2a and 2b. 

Residual stresses were measured from the notched specimens before 
hot-dip galvanizing in [5]. In another study, Lipiäinen et al. [1] found 
residual stress relaxation in the unnotched S960 specimens measured 
from steel surface after removing zinc layer with electropolishing. HDG- 
induced cracking in laser cut specimens extends up to 300 μm depth 
from the cut surface. Thus, residual stresses obtained from cut surface 
would not influence on fatigue performance at the crack tip due to the 
residual stress gradient in the vicinity of the cut surface. On the other 
hand, measuring residual stresses from the crack tip, from where fatigue 
crack initiation and propagation start, would be experimentally unreli-
able. For the parametric model, introduced in Section 4.3, a neutral 
residual stress state was used as an input value. For assessing fatigue 
performance of the studied specimens, initial crack size is more impor-
tant than residual stresses. 

Hardness measurements and field emission scanning electron 
microscope-electron backscatter diffraction (FESEM-EBSD) character-
ization for the laser cut and machined HDG with 24 mm notch specimens 
was conducted to study the influence of HDG on the microstructure 
(Fig. 2). The hardness measurements were performed with Struers 
Durascan 70 device measuring the HV0.2 and HV3 hardness. The elec-
tron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) measurements and analysis were 
performed using the Oxford-HKL acquisition and analysis software. The 
FESEM (Jeol JSM-7900F) for the EBSD measurements was operated at 
20 kV, and the step size was 0.15 μm. 

Hardness measurement shows that the laser cutting results in an 
increase in the hardness, i.e., 450 HV near the edge (Fig. 2e). In the 
galvanized laser cut sample, the local hardness of coarse-grained HAZ 
(CGHAZ) decreases from 450 HV to 350HV compared to the uncoated 
specimen. Uncoated and HDG laser specimens experience the longer 
interaction of laser beam, and the hardness at the fine-grained HAZ 
(FGHAZ) therefore decreases to 300 HV. Base material hardness varies 
between 350 and 360 HV as it can be observed from all specimens after 
the 0.3 mm distance from the edge. In the machined and galvanized 
sample, the hardness profile is quite straight (Fig. 2d) which indicates 
that the relatively short time period in the 450 ◦C zinc bath does not 
have a major influence on the hardness or microstructural evolution, 
and the microstructure seems to be similar to the base material. GCHAZ 
and FGHAZ can be identified from the laser cut notch (Fig. 2c). Naja-
fabadi et al. [19] have been reported similar hardness reduction of 
UHSSs after HDG. In addition to microhardness measurements, the HV3 
hardness measurements further from the cut zone support the finding 
with a minor, approximately 10–20HV, hardness decrease after the 
HDG. 

3. Experimental results 

3.1. Quasistatic tensile test results 

Quasistatic tensile tests with the digital image correlation (DIC) 
system (a commercial Aramis system) were performed for the laser cut 
holes with diameters of 8 mm and 24 mm. Four test was carried out and 
the obtained yield and tensile strengths are given in Table 5. Specimen 
geometry had an influence on the elongation at fracture without influ-
ence of HDG. With 50 mm gauge length, 6 % and 8 % strains for the d = 8 

Fig. 2. HAZ shape and width at the bottom of the d = 24 mm notch (a, b), Microstructure (inverse pole figure with high-angle boundaries (>15◦, black)) (c,d), and 
hardness at centerline of d = 24 mm specimens (e). 
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and d = 24 mm geometries were obtained at the ultimate load, respec-
tively. Fig. 3 illustrates the stress–strain curves and DIC results at the 
ultimate loading and elongation points for HDG specimens with d = 8 
mm and d = 24 mm holes. HDG decreased both yield and tensile 
strengths and caused a sharp yield point. A decrease in the base material 
hardness can be also noticed in the slight decrease in the tensile 
strengths. The most important finding from these tests is that a high and 
predictable performance for the HDG perforated UHSSs structures can 
be obtained, which highlights that its effects on the fatigue resistance 
can be regarded as restricting aspect in product design. The tensile test 
results suggest that the fatigue performance is a key aspect in the 
product design when HDG is applied in structural components made of 
the studied UHSS grade. 

3.2. Fatigue test results 

3.2.1. Small-scale fatigue tests 
The fatigue tests on both turned and polished specimens revealed 

that the fatigue performance decrease after HDG, as shown in Fig. 4. The 
decrease was similar as with as-rolled surface failures in the previous 
study [1]. The results suggest that the influence of surface roughness on 
the fatigue performance is only minor, and LME has a more important 
role as an explanatory factor. The fatigue strength of the HDG turned BM 
specimens follows FAT classes of FAT 150 MPa (m = 3) and 250 MPa (m 
= 5) depending on the number of cycles. The polished HDG specimens 

showed a slightly higher fatigue performance than the turned HDG 
specimens. It can be concluded that HDG influences on the fatigue 
strength of both turned and polished specimens. In addition, surface 
roughness-induced local notch stress concentration effect on fatigue life 
can be identified at the lower stress ranges despite initial crack-like 
defects from the HDG process. BM specimens’ fatigue test results are 
given in Appendix Section Table A1. 

3.2.2. Component sized fatigue tests 
The fatigue test results of component-sized specimens (geometry and 

test arrangement shown in Fig. 1) were analyzed applying the nominal 
stresses (Fig. 5) and local stresses based on stress concentration factors 
obtained for the idealized geometry (Fig. 6). FAT classes 100 MPa m = 3 
and 375 MPa m = 5 are shown as the reference curves in Figs. 5 and 6 
and FAT50% values for each category are provided in Table 6. The fatigue 
performance after the HDG shows unexpected results with practically 
constant fatigue performance around FAT 100 MPa m = 3 despite the 
cutting method or geometry. The highest reduction in the fatigue per-
formance was found with d = 24 mm machined notches (Fig. 5d) 
whereas only a minor reduction was found with d = 8 mm laser cut 
specimens (Fig. 5a). 

The nominal stress approach includes built-in limitations when small 
specimens with low SCF are used to evaluate full-scale structures fatigue 
performance as the SCFs typically vary based on the notch dimensions. 
Optimistic design FAT classes could be obtained according to fatigue test 
results if the local stresses are not considered. SCFs given in Table 4 were 
used to determine local stresses shown in Fig. 6. Notch dimension has a 
significant influence on the fatigue performance when local stress ap-
proaches are used. This can be explained by LME-induced initial defects 
and geometrical notch stress gradient. With larger notch, the stress be-
comes higher at the crack tip even tough stress along the notch surface is 
lower. 

Initial HDG defects have only a minor influence on fatigue perfor-
mance at the low-cycle regime. The potential of HSS/UHSS grades could 
be utilized by using FAT 150 MPa m = 3 when shorter design lifetimes 
are targeted or FAT 160 MPa m = 3 if geometric shape is machined. A 
graphical example of utilizing two slope parameters is given in [1]. At 
the high cycle regime, a characteristic design curve FAT 200 MPa m = 5 
could be used for laser cut edges. Machined edges or drilled holes show 
higher fatigue performance, and FAT 225 MPa m = 5 could be recom-
mended as a design curve with the local stress approach. After consid-
ering local stresses, HDG machined specimens’ fatigue performance was 
similar to that of the HDG unnotched specimens. 

The HDG induced initial defects, together with SCFs, decreased slope 
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parameters; typically they were m = 2.2–3.0. The mean FAT values 
(with the survival probability of Ps = 50 %) with m = 3 are given in 
Table 6. It can be seen that the nominal stress method estimates higher 
fatigue performance for the d = 24 mm notch whereas the opposite 
behavior can be found when the local stresses are considered. 

The mean fatigue strength and free slope parameters with the local 
stress approaches for the laser and mechanical cut edges were 168 MPa 
m = 2.61 and 248 MPa m = 3.01, respectively. The characteristic FAT 
values (with Ps = 97.7 %) describe design curves for engineering design. 
Laser cut HDG specimens FATchar 71 MPa (nominal stress) and 152 MPa 
(local stress) were obtained. For a comparison, FATchar 86 MPa (nom.) 
and 171 MPa (loc.) were obtained for the mechanically cut specimens’ 
fatigue test results. It should be noted that the laboratory-scale speci-
mens have lower SCFs than full-scale structures when using the nominal 
stresses at the net cross-section. For that reason, the design recommen-
dation curves for nominal stress method are below the estimated char-
acteristic FAT values. 

Further analysis on the local stress-based fatigue assessments is 
presented in Section 4. However, the results suggest that the local stress- 
based fatigue strength assessment using the SCFs is more accurate than 
the nominal stress method and is valid for HDG cut edges. The fatigue 
test data of the HDG specimens is given in Appendix (Table A2). 

3.3. Fractography 

Fractography was used to study the effects of HDG, to characterize 
laser and mechanically cut specimens fatigue crack behavior, and to 
obtain initial crack length for further analysis using the TCD. Energy- 
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was used to evaluate the local 
chemical compositions and zinc inclusions. A zinc contaminated layer 
was found from both laser and mechanical cut specimens in the fracture 
surface examination. Fig. 7 shows two examples from laser cut specimen 
that zinc path induced crack extended through HAZ and transformed to 
a fatigue crack at base material. Moreover, liquid metal embrittlement- 
based cracks were found from all studied specimens. 

Depending on the crack shape and orientation in the specimen, LME- 
induced cracks may be difficult to identify. Identification LME crack is 
clear in case shown in Fig. 7b where a clear zinc-covered area transverse 
to the loading is visible where EDS indicate 75 % zinc content (25 % 
oxygen and iron) for highlighted area. However, EDS has limited ca-
pabilities on crack-like defects (Fig. 7a) and it can be used only as an 
indicative measurement. Fracture surfaces of the HDG specimens 
revealed plain grain boundaries whereas these are not typically present 
with uncoated specimens besides thin < 25 μm layer in laser cut edges. 
Fig. 7c shows an LME-induced crack that ends to highlighted dashed 
area single visible grain boundary at the 125 μm distance from me-
chanically cut edge. A fracture surface shown in Fig. 7a was polished to 
study crack propagation. Initial crack transition to fatigue crack is 
shown as an EBSD image in Fig. 7d–e. Fracture surface shows a mixed 
crack propagation as both inter and transgranular crack propagation can 
be identified. A closer view to the zinc layer with the combination of the 
fractography and EBSD microstructural evaluation is shown in Fig. 7f. 

Based on the fatigue test results and fractography, it can be 
concluded that these defects have significant influence on fatigue per-
formance. The fatigue performance was consistent in an individual test 
series which indicate similar length for HDG induced cracking in each 
case even though difference in crack orientation was found. Mechanical 
cut specimens showed crack propagation from the chamfered and un- 
treated cut sections. However, the scatter of fatigue test results was 
negligible (e.g. Tσ 1:1.05 for d = 24 mm HDG machined notch, see 
Fig. 5d) even though two failure modes were found. 

Based on the fractography of previous study [5] and the findings of 
the present study, it can be concluded that the initial crack length at the 
cut edge increases after HDG. Intergranular crack propagation with 
20–25 μm distance from the cut edge was found whereas initial cracks 
and zinc contamination up to 125 μm depth in the machined specimens 
and up to 250–300 μm distance were found from the laser cut specimens 

Table 6 
FAT50% values for nominal and local stress methods.  

Specimen Cutting method HDG 
FAT50% m = 3 
Nom. 
stress 

Local 
stress 

Notched 8 mm R = 0.1–0.4 Laser cut 87 210 
Notched 24 mm R = 0.1–0.4 Laser cut 97 178 
Notched 8 mm R = 0.1 Machined 109 263 
Notched 24 mm R = 0.1 Machined 115 212 
Hole 8 mm R = 0.1–0.4 Laser 87 217 
Hole 24 mm R = 0.1 Laser 84 184 
Hole 8 mm R = 0.1 Drilled 112 278 
Laser cut notched specimens R = 0.1–0.4 Laser 89 201 
Mechanical cut notched specimens R = 0.1 Machining 
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due to the LME. Significantly faster cutting speed in the unnotched 
specimens in [1] caused narrower HAZ, and fractography revealed zinc- 
contaminated areas with the depth of 150 μm at the cut edge as shown in 
Fig. 10c with schematic TCD application. 

4. Fatigue strength assessment of uncoated and HDG cut edges 

The 4R method in conjunction with the local surface quality-induced 
notch stress was successfully applied in to assess fatigue strength of 
uncoated components. In the previous study by Lipiäinen et al. [5], the 
presence of initial cracks were not considered, and the notch stress 
evaluations were carried out for idealized and actual (including surface 
roughness) notch geometries. However, in the HDG specimens (see 
Section 3.2), surface roughness was not found as a decisive factor 
influencing fatigue performance, and thus the consideration of surface 
quality in fatigue assessments is not particularly meaningful in the HDG 
cut edges. Moreover, as presented in Section 3.3, initial LME cracks, up 
to length of 250–300 μm, were found at cut surface that expectedly 
reduced the fatigue strength capacity of HDG cut edges. To account for 
the initial cracks in fatigue assessment, local approaches considering the 
presence of initial cracks were employed in this study. As the first step, 
two-dimensional (2D) linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) was 
applied to obtain fatigue strength based on crack growth analysis 
(Section 4.1). Secondly, the TCD was employed to determine the fatigue 
effective-stress in the vicinity of notch, and a TCD model, together with 
the mean stress correction by the 4R method, was established to predict 
the effect of initial cracks on the fatigue strength of uncoated and HDG 
cut edges. 

4.1. Two-dimensional linear-elastic fracture mechanics 

Linear-elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) was applied with both the 
uncoated and HDG specimens for fatigue strength assessment based on 
the initial crack length induced by LME. The main purpose of LEFM 

analysis was to evaluate the suitability of stress-based fatigue strength 
assessment approaches, and the analysis shown in Fig. 8 is provided as a 
reference for stress-based methods introduced in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. 
Stress intensity factors (SIFs) were computed using 2D finite element 
(FE) models, employing the Franc2D software with plate element 
models with the quadratic element order. Fig. 8a presents the geomet-
rical details and boundary conditions of the models used in the analysis. 
Young’s modulus of 210 GPa and v = 0.3 were applied. A crack, with the 
depth of 0.01 mm was modeled (smallest initial crack depth), and the 
initial crack length corresponding to the findings of the SEM analyses 
(Table 7) were used in the fatigue assessments. The crack paths were 
obtained using the maximum tangential stress criterion (maximum 
principal stress direction), and the SIF values were determined based on 
the J-integral approach embedded in the Franc2D software. 

Crack growth and corresponding fatigue strength were obtained with 
one-stage Paris’ law model as follows: 

da
dN

= CΔK(a)m⇒N =

∫ af

ai

da
CΔK(a)m (1) 

and. 

FATLEFM =

(
N

2⋅106

)1
m

Δσ(1 MPa) (2) 

where a is the crack depth, N is the fatigue life, C is the crack 
propagation coefficient, ΔK is the SIF range, m is the slope exponent of 
Paris’ law, ai and af are the initial and final crack depths, respectively, 
and FATLEFM is the fatigue strength at two million cycles obtained using 
LEFM. The principal objective of LEFM study was to compare the 
experimentally obtained fatigue strengths to the computational results 
and, consequently, the crack growth parameters corresponding to the 
survival probability of Ps = 50 % were used, i.e. Cmean = 1.5•10-13 (units 
in millimeters and MPa) with the slope exponent of m = 3 were used 
[20]. These values also correspond to the values given in the IIW Rec-
ommendations [6]. The obtained SIF values for the unnotched 

Fig. 7. (a, d-f) LME induced crack growth in cyclic loading and examples of fracture surfaces representing (b) laser cut edge and (c) mechanically cut edge.  
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components, and d = 8 mm and d = 24 mm notches and holes are 
presented in Fig. 8b. Fig. 8c–g present the obtained LEFM fatigue 
strengths in comparison to the experimentally obtained fatigue capac-
ities with slope parameter m = 3. 

The continuous lines in Fig. 8b–8 g represent LEFM obtained FAT 
values in respect to the initial crack sizes. The experimental fatigue test 
results are plotted in Fig. 8b–8 g with the assumed initial crack sizes 
from 10 μm to 250 μm (see Table 7 for the assumed crack lengths), to 
enable comparison of the LEFM approach and experimental test results. 

In general, the LEFM approach gives conservative results, particu-
larly in the uncoated specimens. In addition, the LEFM results indicate 
that in the unnotched specimens, the initial crack size has a more sig-
nificant influence on the fatigue capacity than in the notched specimens 
due the geometrical notch and stress gradient. Based on the LEFM 
analysis, the utilization of stress-based methods for the studied notched 
HDG components is reasonable and beneficial for improving the accu-
racy of fatigue life evaluation. 

4.2. Theory of critical distances 

Two different concepts for the TCD evaluation of the fatigue- 
effective stress exist, namely the line method (LM, stress averaging 
concept) and point method (PM, stress at the critical distance). In both 
approaches, normalized stress distribution at the notch, σ(x) is obtained 
from which the fatigue notch factor can be determined. For the PM and 
LM, the fatigue notch factors are, respectively: 

Kf,PM = σ(atcd) (3)  

Kf,PM =
1
ρ*

∫ ρ*

0
σ(x)dx (4) 

where atcd is the critical distance, and ρ* is the microstructural 
support length. Usually, the TCD method refers to the critical distance L 
in the evaluation, and for the PM and LM, atcd = L/2 and ρ* = 2L are 
given. The stress distributions were computed using 2D linear plate 
element FE models in the Siemens FEMAP 2020.2 software (Fig. 9a). In 
the modeling, two alternative techniques and FE meshes were used: 
ideal geometry and actual geometry applying the surface roughness 
profile in the geometrical notch root. Before evaluating the fatigue notch 
factors, a mesh convergence study was carried out – the effect of no. of 
elements from the crack tip to the evaluation point (critical distance) on 
the PM results were evaluated. Fig. 9b presents the obtained stress dis-
tributions for different mesh densities and obtained normalized stresses 
at the critical distance of atcd = 0.05 mm. It can be seen that>2 elements 
provide sufficient accuracy (error<1 %) and based on the results, four 
elements were chosen corresponding to the element size of 0.05 mm / 4 
= 0.00125 mm was used in the final models. The crack depth for the FE 
models was obtained by assessing initial crack length based on the 
polished section inspection and fractography on the fatigue-tested 
specimens, as described in Fig. 10. The assessed crack length for the 
uncoated and HDG specimens are shown in Table 7. 

The comparison of the fatigue notch factors determined using the PM 
and LM are presented in Fig. 11a. It can be seen that with the crack shape 
(notch opening angle of 0◦), the PM and LM methods gives similar re-
sults. Consequently, due to the simplicity of the PM method, it was 
chosen for further analysis to evaluate the fatigue test data. The fatigue 

Table 7 
Crack length for FE-analysis.  

Specimen Uncoated HDG 

S960 Un-notched (HR 
surface failure) 

10 μm 100 μm 

S960 Machined notch Ideal surface 100 μm 
S960 Drilled Hole Ideal surface 100 μm 
S960 Laser cut edge 

Notched FL O2 

25 μm 250 μm 

S960 Laser cut edge 
Hole FL O2 

25 μm 250 μm 

S960 Laser cut edge 
Unnotched specimen  

FL O2 

HR surface failure 
10 μm 

FL O2 

150 μm 
(LME crack) 

FL N2 100 μm (initial crack 
at cut edge) 

FL N2 150 μm 
(LME crack)  
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specimens from [5] and unnotched specimens from [1,21]. 
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notch factors for the ideal geometry and actual geometries, obtained by 
point-method, have been presented in Fig. 11b. Surface quality was 
found effect on crack initiation when uncoated notched laser cut spec-
imens were tested in [5]. However, the current results suggest that the 
difference in the fatigue notch factors can be identified when the applied 
critical distance is very small, i.e., atcd < 0.05 mm. With the studied steel 
materials and as the statistical analysis results later suggest (see Fig. 12), 
the critical distance is expectedly>0.05 mm and thus the consideration 

of actual geometry in the evaluation of fatigue notch factors can be 
neglected. In addition, modeling surface quality is practically unfavor-
able in the modeling approach since the local surface roughness statis-
tically varies and is not possible to determine it with non-destructive 
methods from the notch geometries with closed boundaries, such as 
holes. 

Fig. 10. Schematic presentation of initial cracks and critical distances in the SEM figures as per the TCD method with an examples of (a) uncoated notch specimen, 
(b) HDG drilled d = 8 mm specimen, (c) unnotched FL O2 cut edge and (d) unnotched machined specimen HR surf. failure shown together with EBSD micro-
stucture image. 
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Fig. 9. (a) finite element model for the TCD method and (b) results of mesh convergence study.  
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4.3. Multiparametric 4R method 

Local behavior has an influence on the fatigue performance of cut 
edges, particularly at high stress ranges causing local plasticity in 
notches, as shown in [5]. The method for obtaining effective stress has a 
significant influence on the accuracy and validity of fatigue strength 
assessments. Moreover, local material behavior should be included. 
Without considering the local material behavior, the critical distance is 
selected by minimizing the scatter of fatigue test data including un- 
notched and notched specimens. At the notch root and at the tip of 
LME-induced initial crack, the maximum local stress is significantly 
higher than the local material yield strength leading to local plasticity, 
particularly at the high local stress ranges. Along the varying distance 
(as a function of material, geometry and loading), the positive local 
stress ratios (Rlocal ≥ 0) are obtained. 

When critical distance is used as a basis for the fatigue strength 
assessment, the scatter might be decreased by selecting longer averaging 
length even though a consideration of the effects of local cyclic behavior 
in fatigue assessments would be more suitable. To consider the local 
cyclic behavior, the 4R method is applied for the fatigue strength 
assessment following the fatigue effective stress obtained by the PM 
method. The 4R method employs the mean stress-corrected fatigue- 
effective stress at the notch. The mean stress correction is carried out 
using the Smith-Watson-Topper (SWT) equation and using the local 

stress ratio, Rlocal, as a basis for the correction. Linear-elastic notch 
stresses, similar to the TCD method, is applied in the analysis but the 
elastic–plastic behavior is analytically obtained using the Neuber’s 
notch rule. The (maximum) linear-elastic fatigue-effective stress (as per 
the TCD method) is obtained as follows: 

σk = Kf(atcd)σnom =
Δσk

1 − R
(5) 

where R is the applied stress ratio of external loading. The material 
behavior at the notch root is described the Ramberg-Osgood (R-O) 
materials models (monotonic, and cyclic with the kinematic hardening 
rule): 

ε =
σ
E
+
(σ

H

)1
n (6)  

Δε =
Δσ
E

+
(Δσ

2H

)1
n (7) 

where σ and ε are the true stress and true strain values, E is the 
modulus of elasticity, H is the strength coefficient and n is the strain 
hardening exponent. In Eq. (7), the variables correspond to the range 
values. For the S960 UHSS grade with rather high yield strength to ul-
timate strength ratio, the following parameters can be approximated: H 
= 1.3fu, where fu is ultimate tensile strength [MPa] and n = 0.03 [5,22]. 
The linear-elastic notch stress can be converted to the elastic–plastic 
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behavior at the notch root with Neuber’s rule. In this evaluation, the 
residual stress state resulting from the plate edge cutting can be 
considered. For the monotonic and cyclic behavior, the Neuber’s rules 
can be written as follows: 

ε =
(σk + σres)

2

σE
(8)  

Δε =
Δσ2

k

ΔσE
(9) 

where σres is the residual stress. The mean-stress correction is con-
ducted for the linear-elastic stress range using the local stress ratio: 

Rlocal =
σmin

σmax
(10)  

Δσk,ref =
Δσk

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
1 − Rlocal

√ (11) 

where Δσk,ref is the SWT mean stress-corrected stress applied in the 
S–N–curve. Δσk,ref is computed for each test result based on the linear- 
elastic notch stress range, applied stress ratio, residual stress in associ-
ation with the R-O curve. A critical step in the analysis is the determi-
nation of residual stress in the fatigue process volume. From the 
experimental viewpoint, residual stresses below cut edge surface are 
difficult to obtain. Initial crack length is expected to follow HAZ width 
and in several studies [23,24], high tensile residual stresses have been 
reported in transition from the HAZ to the BM. Negligibly small residual 
stress state (σres = 0) was used together with the TCD was applied in the 
study, due to uncertainties related to the influence of initial crack size 
and critical distance, as well as residual stress relaxation associated with 
the cyclic loading. Implementation of residual stresses to the introduced 
model would be rather simple since parameter is already present (see Eq. 
(8)). Again, the critical distance atcd was kept as an unknown variable, 
and it was obtained by minimizing the scatter of fatigue test data. In the 
S–N curve analysis, both uncoated and HDG specimens were included 
with the same critical distance. An exception was made with the un-
coated machined specimens that can regarded as outliers in the sug-
gested model, see Fig. 12. In these specimens, a high fatigue strength 
was obtained suggesting that these specimens were tested at the stress 
range close to the constant amplitude fatigue limit (CAFL), and the 
proposed model thus gives conservative assessment for the fatigue life. 

Scatter index Tσ was determined for the fatigue strength (survival 
probabilities of Ps = 10 % and Ps = 90 %) using the free slope parameter. 
The scatter ranges were calculated by including only the specimens with 
failure. For evaluating differences in the scatter of different approaches, 
the grey scatter bands were drawn in the data plots. The free slope 
section was drawn until 6•105 cycles, followed by constant amplitude 
fatigue limit to enable a comparison with the run-out tests. Future work 
should be conducted to study high-cycle fatigue strength, as well as run- 
out tests. S–N data plots and obtained fatigue strengths based on the 
introduced TCD application (Fig. 10) with the crack depth values shown 
in Table 7, are presented in Fig. 12. By modeling brittle layers and initial 
cracks and obtaining fatigue effective stress with the TCD method was 
found a proven method and reasonably low scatter range values were 
obtained. The minimum scatter was found with the critical distance of 
atcd = 0.04 mm and atcd = 0.075 mm for the 4R and TCD PM methods, 
respectively. If only the individual data series are included in the sta-
tistical analysis, the scatter of test results can be minimized (Fig. 12b), 
however, the acceptable results can be obtained including all data in the 
same statistical analysis (Fig. 12c and 12d). 

5. Discussion 

The laser cut specimens were tested in the as-cut condition whereas 
sharp edges were chamfered from the machined and drilled specimens. 
From the productivity point of view, laser cutting is more efficient and 
the study confirmed that a smooth surface quality does not offer any 
benefit over non-optimized cutting. Only reactive fusion cutting was 
used to manufacture the specimens in this work. It can be expected that 
fusion cutting with N2 as assistant gas would result in a similar fatigue 
performance after removing sharp burr at the bottom of the cut edge. 

Based on the conducted work on the authors’ HDG UHSS fatigue 
performance project [1], cut geometries are a key challenge for the 
product design due to its influence on the fatigue performance and the 
lack of proper design guidelines. Current design guidelines for cut edges 
are highly scattered (Table 1) showing both conservative and non- 
conservative recommendations based on the obtained results, and thus 
it is difficult to recommend modifications on the existing guidelines for 
HDG cut edges. Table 8 summarizes the findings with the unnotched and 
notched HDG specimens. Design guidelines for HDG structures should 
be further re-evaluated by also including previous studies with lower 
strength materials in statistical analysis. 

Current design codes and recommendations lack in detail categories 
including geometrical notches and holes for the fatigue strength 
assessment, as well as the effect of HDG has not been clarified. Final 
draft of EC3 1–9 includes high-frequency mechanical impact (HFMI) 
treatment to be used with welded structures, and simply forbids 
combining HFMI and HDG. The study regarding UHSS welded structures 
and post-weld treatment methods is under work. Furthermore, the 
design recommendations for HDG components would benefit from the 
additional fatigue test data with different manufacturing methods, ge-
ometries and steel grades. 

Initial cracks caused by HDG on laser cut edge were found to extend 
through HAZ to BM. It should be noted that EN ISO 14713–2 [25] rec-
ommends grinding thermally cut edges. In this study, an approximately 
0.3 mm wide HAZ was formed with fast laser cutting. Cutting method 
and plate thickness have an influence of the HAZ width. When the HAZ 
width increases, cut edges should most probably be ground to prevent 
excessive cracking of the cut edges. This may become concern when 
cutting thick plates with low-power laser, plasma and oxy-fuel cutting, 
especially considering LEFM estimated fatigue performance on un- 
notched specimens. 

Utilizing TCD methods enables fatigue strength assessment with a 
single master S–N curve for both uncoated and HDG specimens, as well 
as material and manufacturing methods effect via the local LME depth 
(Fig. 12c and 12d). By minimizing the scatter of test results, critical 
distances of 0.04 mm and 0.075 mm were obtained for the studied 
material when using the TCD PM and 4R method, respectively. 
Considering the base material strength and resulting increase in the 

Table 8 
Design FAT classes summarizing the results.  

Cutting method FAT class [MPa] 
Nominal stress Local stress 

Laser (O2 & N2) 
Un-notched edges 

125 MPa m = 3 
180 MPa m = 5 

Machined 
Un-notched edges 

150 MPa m = 3 
225 MPa m = 5 

Laser (O2 & N2) cut hole 56 MPa m = 3 150 MPa m = 3 
200 MPa m = 5 

Machined or drilled hole 63 MPa m = 3 175 MPa m = 3 
225 MPa m = 5  
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hardness due to the laser cutting, such low values for the critical dis-
tances are logical for the hard surface layer. Scatter values of Tσ = 1.58 
(TCD PM) and Tσ = 1.42 (4R method) were obtained which provided a 
substantial improvement compared to the local stress-based assessment 
(Fig. 12a) and can be regarded as acceptable results for the fatigue test 
data including various geometries, cutting technologies and coatings. 
However, to obtain further improvement in the accuracy of assessments, 
the changes in the microstructure and residual stresses as function of 
LME or other defect crack length could be considered in the further 
studies. In addition, the work dealt with the constant amplitude loads, 
and 4R method provides an approach to consider the changes in residual 
stresses under variable amplitude load spectra. 

In standard engineering practice, however, various FAT classes, 
specific to the coating and geometry, could be used with the local 
stresses obtained numerically or analytically (in a simple cases) for the 
idealized notch geometry. Advanced fatigue strength assessments from 
literature fatigue test data with consideration of microstructure and 
local material properties require high amount of detailed work and 
utilizing SEM to identify material characteristics and FEA to determine 
fatigue notch factors. Fatigue capacity Cref should be selected according 
to the corresponding critical distance. An increase critical distance de-
creases scatter between un-coated and HDG galvanized notched test 
series. However, an increase in the critical distance reduces difference 
between the uncoated laser cut and machined edges where initial crack 
is small compared to the LME-induced defects. An analysis on the fatigue 
performance evaluation is trade-off of number of included S–N data 
points and the information of detailed properties. A high number of 
reported fatigue data within past 20 years was analyzed in [21] when 
design guidelines for the unnotched cut edges were proposed whereas 
only studies conducted by the authors could be included in the detailed 
TCD analyses presented in this paper due to the lack of necessary in-
formation in the reported experimental studies. The model presented in 
this study could be utilized in welded structures to study e.g., effect of 
undercuts and micro-scale crack-like defects in the HFMI-treated areas 
at weld toe. 

In previous studies [5,21], the fatigue performance of S960 DQ and 
S1100 Q&T steel grades have been compared, considering machined 
edges. Surprisingly, similar fatigue performance was obtained even 
though S1100 steel grade is neither intended nor recommended to be 
used hot-dip galvanized components. The fatigue test results and frac-
ture surfaces of S1100 specimens are illustrated in Fig. 13. It can be seen 

that the fatigue crack propagates from HDG included initial crack from 
bottom of irregularity of HR surface. Even though S1100 steel grade 
would be suitable to HDG, the hardness peaks in cutting and welding 
processes may influence negatively on performance of structures via e. 
g., LME. 

HDG provides several benefits from techno-economical point of 
view. Bartch & Feldman [26] analyzed fatigue tests on the bolted con-
nections and found increase after HDG. Arguillaren et al. [27] estimated 
life-cycle carbon footprint (CF) in typical C3 environment [28] during 
usable service life. HDG and water-painted structures had a similar CF 
with while solvent-painted structures had significantly higher CF when 
the whole service lifetime was considered. Rossi et al. [29] compared 
HDG and painting investment and life-cycle costs for a bridge in the C4 
environment. They found that the investment cost of HDG is around 1.7 
times higher than painting, but after 20 years HDG life-cycle cost be-
comes lower than painted structure due to paint patch up and over-
coating. Paint is typically partly applied over HDG surface to improve 
visual outlook of commercial products which increases cost slightly. 
From fatigue point of view, the HDG may decrease performance slightly 
whereas corrosion influences on painted structures performance over 
service life. An example of a successful painting without a reduction in 
the fatigue strength was reported in [14], identifying several successful 
re-painted layers in demolished railway bridge without influence of 
corrosion to fatigue performance after 60 years of service. 

6. Conclusions 

Laser cut edges were found to be suitable for fatigue-loaded HDG 
structures with notched structural details. The benefit from mechanical 
cutting (machining and drilling) was found minor, compared to the laser 
cutting, as the LME-based initial cracks have a major influence on fa-
tigue performance, and they are also present in machined surfaces. It 
was found that circular holes in structures can be more critical than 
transverse welds in hot-dip galvanized UHSS structures. Geometric 
stress concentrations should be carefully assessed. Local stress method 
including SCF is proposed to be applied in fatigue strength assessment 
with FAT classes of 150 MPa and 175 MPa m = 3 for laser cut and 
machined or drilled shapes and holes, respectively. 

Modeling sharp crack-like defect and obtaining fatigue-effective 
stress at the critical distance was found valid for both un-coated and 
HDG specimens, as well as notched and unnotched edges. The intro-
duced TCD-based 4R method application reduced the scatter when 
different geometries and both uncoated and HDG specimens were 
considered. The introduced method includes local behavior, and it could 
be possible applied on variable amplitude loaded structures in future 
work. 
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Appendix. – Fatigue test results 

See Table A1 and Table A2. 
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Table A1 
Base material specimen fatigue test results with R = 0.1.  

Specimen Stress range 
[MPa] 

Fatigue life 
[cycles] 

Note 

Uncoated -Polished 900 38,703  
Uncoated -Polished 850 62,022  
Uncoated -Polished 825 3,000,000 Run-out 
Uncoated -Polished 775 2,000,000 Run-out 
Uncoated -Polished 700 2,000,000 Run-out 
Uncoated – Turned f = 0.3 875 45,647  
Uncoated – Turned f = 0.3 825 45,537  
Uncoated – Turned f = 0.3 775 48,087  
Uncoated – Turned f = 0.3 725 76,219  
Uncoated – Turned f = 0.3 675 89,172  
Uncoated – Turned f = 0.3 625 161,498  
HDG - Polished 850 13,394  
HDG - Polished 600 46,906  
HDG - Polished 550 279,595  
HDG - Polished 525 134,629  
HDG - Polished 450 1,000,000 Run-out 
HDG – Turned f = 0.15 650 41,272  
HDG – Turned f = 0.15 525 56,121  
HDG – Turned f = 0.15 450 205,169  
HDG – Turned f = 0.15 400 182,087  
HDG – Turned f = 0.3 800 17,540  
HDG – Turned f = 0.3 725 24,819  
HDG – Turned f = 0.3 575 49,598  
HDG – Turned f = 0.3 500 62,588  
HDG – Turned f = 0.3 425 129,744  
HDG – Turned f = 0.3 375 1,000,000 Run-out  

Table A2 
Component sized specimen fatigue test results.  

Cutting method Geometry Diameter 
[mm] 

R 
[-] 

Stress range 
[MPa] 

Fatigue life 
[cycles] 

Note 

Laser cut Notched 8  0.1 550 12,473  
Laser cut Notched 8  0.1 350 45,427  
Laser cut Notched 8  0.1 250 73,744  
Laser cut Notched 8  0.1 175 211,161  
Laser cut Notched 8  0.1 125 1,000,000  
Laser cut Notched 8  0.4 250 68,527  
Laser cut Notched 8  0.4 225 80,868  
Laser cut Notched 24  0.1 550 17,893  
Laser cut Notched 24  0.1 425 21,907  
Laser cut Notched 24  0.1 325 48,042  
Laser cut Notched 24  0.1 200 1,000,000 Run-out 
Laser cut Notched 24  0.4 300 48,280  
Laser cut Hole 8  0.1 575 11,354  
Laser cut Hole 8  0.1 300 67,016  
Laser cut Hole 8  0.1 175 211,161  
Laser cut Hole 8  0.1 150 300,082  
Laser cut Hole 8  0.4 225 80,868  
Laser cut Hole 24  0.1 400 23,291  
Laser cut Hole 24  0.1 225 81,861  
Machined Notched 8  0.1 450 24,256  
Machined Notched 8  0.1 325 57,015  
Machined Notched 8  0.1 200 193,121  
Machined Notched 8  0.1 175 352,164  
Machined UC Notched 8  0.1 525 40,800 Supplement for [5] 
Machined Notched 24  0.1 500 26,231  
Machined Notched 24  0.1 350 69,595  
Machined Notched 24  0.1 275 127,673  
Machined Notched 24  0.1 250 190,810  
Machined Notched 24  0.1 225 1,000,000 Run-out 
Machined UC Notched 24  0.1 425 692,041 Fretting failure Supplement for [5] 
Drilled Hole 8  0.1 575 14,392  
Drilled Hole 8  0.1 375 62,138  
Drilled Hole 8  0.1 225 209,086  
Drilled Hole 8  0.1 125 1,000,000 Run-out 
S1100 UC Un-notched –  0.1 600 120,876  
S1100 UC Un-notched –  0.1 600 123,833  
S1100 HDG Un-notched –  0.1 650 60,009  
S1100 HDG Un-notched –  0.1 500 103,642  
S1100 HDG Un-notched –  0.1 450 2,000,000 Run-out 
S1100 HDG Un-notched –  0.1 375 2,000,000 Run-out  
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